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This is DOCTOR WHO’s first exciting adventure–with the DALEKS! Ian Chesterton and 
Barbara Wright travel with the mysterious DOCTOR WHO and his grand-daughter, Susan, 
to the planet of Skaro in the space-time machine, Tardis. There they strive to save the 
peace-loving Thals from the evil intentions of the hideous DALEKS. 

Can they succeed? And what is more important, will they ever again see their native 
Earth? 
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1 A Meeting on the Common 
I stopped the car at last and let the fog close in around me. I knew I was 

somewhere on Barnes Common and I had a suspicious idea it was the most deserted part 
as well. A warm fire and the supper my landlady would have waiting for me seemed as far 
away as New Zealand. I wondered how long it would take me to walk home to Paddington 
and the possible answer didn't do anything to cheer me up. A fitting end to an impossible 
day, I thought savagely. 

For a start, before breakfast, I'd torn my best sports jacket on a loose screw on the 
door of my room. It didn't help that I'd been putting off tightening it for weeks so I had 
nobody to blame but myself. Then later, after I'd driven all the way to Reigate for a job I 
was after as Assistant Research scientist at Donneby's, the big rocket component firm, I 
found that a nephew of one of the directors had got the post and I'd made the journey for 
nothing. Now the fog and the prospects of a long, weary walk. I looked at my watch, 
delaying the decision as long as possible. Nearly nine o'clock. 

Just as the second hand completed its minute, I heard the sound of running 
footsteps. Probably somebody as lost as I was, I told myself, welcome for a delay from the 
final decision to begin walking. Suddenly, into the pallid glow of my headlights, a girl 
appeared. She stopped and I saw her hands moving slightly, and I could see her mouth 
opening to speak. I tore open the door and ran to her, catching her before she fell to the 
road. 

She hadn't completely fainted and I could just make out the name she was 
saying—Susan—as I lifted her up and put her in the front seat, then her head rolled back 
on the seat-rest and she passed out altogether. She was in her early twenties, I guessed, 
and she had one of those deceptive sort of faces; attractive, yet with strong character. Her 
clothes were covered in mud and her stockings hung in ribbons about her Iegs. There was 
a big rip in the jacket of her suit on her shoulder and I could see the blood spreading over 
the material. I opened the bonnet and dipped my handkerchief in the radiator. This put an 
end to any idea of walking, I told myself. The cut on her shoulder didn't look too good and 
might even need some stitches in it. I went back to her, wringing out the handkerchief, 
wondering why she didn't have a handbag. Had somebody attacked her and stolen it? The 
obvious solution didn't occur to me. 

She began to move her head a little as I bathed her forehead. Her lips quivered 
slightly. 

'Susan... Susan...' 
All I could think about was how strange it was that she should want to tell me her 

name and I suppose I was so preoccupied with this line of thought that it was almost 
startling when she opened her eyes and looked at me. There was a pause of a second or 
two and then I laid the handkerchief against her forehead. 

'Rest quietly for a minute. You'll be all right.' 
'Susan...' 
'Yes, I know. You started to tell me your name before—' She shook her head and I 

rescued the handkerchief and started to refold it. 
'No, Susan is on the road,' she said, 'she was in the car with me.' 
'I'll go and have a look in a moment.' 
'No, now. Please!' 



I heard the urgency in her voice. I nodded. 
'All right. Is it straight ahead?' 
'I'll come with you. I must. She's hurt.' 
'What happened?' The answer came to me almost as soon as I asked. 'Car crash?' 
'Yes. Thank heavens you pulled up. You'd have driven right into it.' She started to 

get out of the car. 
'You've hurt your shoulder, you know.' 
'It's all right.' I helped her out, pretending I hadn't noticed the agony on her face as 

she moved her injured shoulder.  
'You'd better show me. But say if you don't feel up to it.' We began to walk along 

the road and we had taken only a few steps before the fog swallowed up the headlights of 
my car and the fog pressed in around us. 

I said, 'How badly hurt is she?' 
'I don't know. There was a lot of blood on her face. It was a big lorry. An army one, I 

think.' 
We groped our way forward, inching our way, but still I nearly tripped over the 

shattered wing of the lorry that had been wrenched away from the main bodywork. I guided 
the girl around it and broken glass began to crunch under our feet. It was a strange, eerie 
sound in the silence of the night. The outline of the lorry appeared and we circled round it 
cautiously. It was lying on one side and sprawled half in and half out of one of the driving 
cabin windows was the upper half of an army corporal. I climbed up as far as I could on the 
twisted metal and it looked as if the man had been hurled sideways at the moment of 
impact, the glass of the window shattering but holding him from being thrown out into the 
roadway. I stared at him for a second or two and then stepped back on to the road. 

'Is he all right? Hurt badly, or what?' 
I looked at her, wondering what state she was in to hear what I had to say. The 

pause seemed to be sufficient for she turned her head and peered through the eddying 
mist at the body. 

'He's dead.' 
'I'm afraid so.' 
The fog was beginning to line the back of my throat and, for the first time, I became 

aware of the strong smell of petrol. One of the lorry's headlights still glared out into the 
night and I thought the less chance the petrol had the better. I felt a sudden anxiety that 
there would be a short circuit and the whole wreckage would explode in our faces. I 
climbed up again. 

'I'll have to turn the lights off but don't move for a moment. We'll never find each 
other again.' 

It was an unpleasant business. I had to engineer the dead body back into the cabin 
before I could wrench open the door and then scramble over to reach the light switch. The 
smell of petrol was stronger than ever inside the cabin and it was becoming more and 
more difficult to breathe, but I managed to reach the switch at last and my world plunged 
into impenetrable blackness. 

Fear had always been a thing that I'd read about, a condition of the mind that was a 
total mystery to me because I'd never experienced it. I suppose every person has the odd 
moment of fright now and again, like the second between tripping and hitting the ground; 
but I had never felt fear so deeply before. It flooded through me, damping down my mind 
from logic or reasoned action and making the cold sweat stand out on my forehead. 

Someone, somewhere, struck a match. I heard it quite clearly, the long scrape of 
the sulphur head against the short strip of sandpaper, the brittle flare of ignition. I banged 



my head as I scrabbled to get out and away from the lorry and the petrol all around me 
and, hearing a ripping of cloth as my coat caught in a piece of protruding metal. I felt the 
girl's hand on my arm steadying me as I raced to get down. 

'Did you hear it?' I said breathlessly. She stared at me. 'Somebody's here. Striking 
matches! The petrol...' I swallowed and tried to get control of myself. 

'You must have imagined it,' she said quietly. 
'No, I didn't. I heard it quite clearly. On the other side of the lorry.' 
We stood there shouting for a while, straining to hear some reply or movement. 

There was nothing but the cold, deadly silence. 
She said, 'Perhaps it's Susan.' 
She started to lead me away from the wreckage and up the road and I had a feeling 

I'd disappointed her in some way. I apologized for frightening her and she turned and 
looked at me steadily. 

'I should be the one to apologize for involving you in all this.' As we groped our way 
forward, I thought about what she'd said and it seemed to me that there was something 
else in her words other than a reference to the crash. 

'I couldn't very well sit in my car when you were fainting all over the bonnet, could 
I?' 

'I didn't mean that.' 
I didn't go on asking questions but I knew I'd been right. There was something else 

behind the accident itself. It was the appearance of her car through the wreaths of mist that 
put an end to conversation. Its nose was buried into a tree and the familiar sound of broken 
glass began to crunch under our shoes as we picked our way around it. 

'Can you possibly get the boot open? There's a torch in there.' 
I turned the handle and wrestled with the bent metal for a few moments. Eventually 

it gave and I was able to force it upwards. I felt around and found the torch, hoping it was in 
working order. The light flashed on and I heard the girl give a little exclamation of relief. I 
picked it out carefully, not bothering to close the lid of the boot. Her car was a complete 
write-off anyway. 

'You'd better show me where she is.' 
'I managed to get her out of the car to the side of the road.' She led me round and 

then stopped so sharply that I almost cannoned into her. 
'Susan,' she said quietly, and then louder, 'Susan!' 
I flashed the torch about. Apart from the ever-present broken glass, there wasn't a 

sign of anyone. 
'Perhaps it was her. The match-striker, I mean.' 
She shook her head. 'She had a terrible cut on her forehead. Quite a lot of blood. It 

was on her face and her pullover. I'm sure she was unconscious.' 
'But no stranger's going to just come along and move her,' I argued. 'Move her 

where, anyway? We're in the middle of Barnes Common.' 
'She told me she lives here. Very near here.' If she felt me looking at her curiously 

she gave no sign. 'I was just pulling up when the lorry skidded across the road and hit us.' 
'But how could she live here? The nearest house must be over a mile. It must be.' 
'I know. We—argued about it. She hadn't wanted me to drive her home at all but I 

simply wouldn't let her travel alone in this weather. I insisted.' 
'And she told you to drive her to Barnes Common?' The girl nodded. I thought for a 

moment. 
'When I told you about hearing the match striking you said then you thought it might 

be Susan. Now you tell me that she was definitely unconscious and couldn't have moved.' 



'Oh, I don't know,' and I heard the weariness in her voice. 'It couldn't have been the 
Doctor. I know this part of the Common. There isn't a house near here.' 

'What doctor?' 
'Her grandfather's a doctor.' 
I leaned against her car. 
'I wish you wouldn't let things out a bit at a time,' I said as carefully as I could and 

suppressing the irritation I felt. I knew she must be somewhere near breaking point. 
'If her grandfather's a doctor, then he must have moved her. It was probably he 

who struck the match too. The thing is, what we're to do next. There's no doubt that he'll 
come back here as soon as he's settled Susan in bed and start looking for you.' 

She said, 'There's every doubt in the world.' 
After the silence while I digested what she'd said, I must have moved my hand in 

exasperation. The light from the torch picked up the shine of something other than glass 
about five yards away. I crossed and picked up a small brass ornament with a broken 
piece of black tape threaded through the hole at one end. I showed it to the girl. 

'It was Susan's. She wore it round her neck.' Her voice was flat and emotionless 
and I suddenly began to feel angry. 

'It's no good standing about here talking!' She looked at me sharply and I suppose I 
had spoken rather loudly. I shrugged. 

'You can't blame me for losing my temper. You keep on hinting at things, as if this 
weren't just a terrible road accident but something more. A girl who lives in the middle of a 
Common; too unconscious to move and disappears as soon as your back's turned. This 
doctor, the grandfather. Why all the mystery?' 

'I can't tell you much because I don't know very much.' 
'But this is just a road accident, isn't it? What else is there, for heaven's sake!' 
'There's her disappearance to worry about.' 
In the silence, I offered her a cigarette. She refused and I lit one for myself. In the 

glow of my lighter flame I saw the tears on her cheeks. The only logical thing I could think 
of was that she was suffering from shock but even as I toyed with that idea I realized it 
didn't seem to fit. There was nothing nervous or hysterical about her at all, no signs of 
extreme panic. One or two curious things had happened and she had made a couple of 
strange comments. I decided the exchange of cigarette smoke for fog didn't help and 
flicked the cigarette away. It gleamed briefly for a moment and disappeared, and as I 
turned to start asking the girl some questions my whole body suddenly froze into a 
complete stillness. 

The footsteps I heard were cautious ones. I could almost imagine the owner picking 
his way carefully and not just because of the poor visibility either. This sort of walking was 
deliberately quiet. I felt the girl's fingers touch and then hold my arm. We both pressed 
ourselves back against the wreckage of the car and waited. I switched the torch off. 

The dim outline of a man became clearer. He was wearing a cloak and under his 
fur hat I could see his silver hair, surprisingly very long on the back of his neck and 
touching the collar of his cloak. His head was bent down, peering at the ground and in his 
hand he held a lighted match. He stopped suddenly, so near to us that I could have taken 
three steps and stood next to him. I saw him bend down on one knee and pick up 
something from the pavement. It was my cigarette. 

All my concentration was directed towards the match he was holding. The strength 
of its light never altered and the quality of it was far whiter than any match I'd ever seen 
before. The other thing that puzzled me was that it didn't seem to be burning any lower. 



Slowly he turned his head and the girl's hand gripped even harder on my arm. He 
saw me first and then he looked at the girl beside me. 

'What are you doing here?' 
It was such an extraordinary question in the circumstances that I nearly burst out 

laughing. He got up and stepped over to us, holding the match higher in his hand. I felt it 
was up tome to say something. 

'A girl's been hurt. We were looking for her.' He nodded slowly. 
'A tragic business. The soldier in the lorry has been killed. You've been hurt, too, 

young lady, by the look of you. You should be in bed.' 
'Not until I've found Susan,' she said quietly, and the old man gave her a sharp, 

almost startled look. 
I couldn't stop myself any longer. 
'What is that match thing? It never seems to burn down.' 
'Just a little invention of mine,' he said easily and turned his attention to my 

companion. 'What did you say happened to the girl?' 
'She was hurt. I told you. I left her here on the pavement and went to get help. 

When we came back she'd gone.' 
'Made her own way home, perhaps?' 
'That isn't very likely, is it?' I said. He waved a hand in the air, a gesture of 

bewilderment. 
'The young are so thoughtless.' I saw his eyes glinting with malicious amusement. 

'Perhaps one of her family found her and took her home.' 
I didn't understand why he should be amused and, what was worse, his whole 

attitude was adding another layer of mystery to the business. 
'Perhaps you'd like to help us look for her,' I said coldly. 'Better still, take us to your 

house. We ought to ring for the police. All this wreckage on the road can cause another 
accident.' 

'I wouldn't worry about the girl. I'm sure she's in safe hands. As for a telephone, I'm 
afraid my little nest doesn't possess such a thing.' 

I tried to muster up all my patience. 'Then perhaps you could offer a hot drink and a 
chair for this lady. She's been hurt too, as you said yourself.' 

He looked at her and clicked his tongue in sympathy. It was the most insincere 
sound I've ever heard in my life. 

'The trouble is, I've lost my key. That's what I was looking for.' He shot a look at me 
of such intense directness that I blinked. 'You haven't seen it, have you? Picked it up, 
perhaps? It's brass. There may even be a piece of black tape attached to it.' 

I pulled it out of my pocket. 'Yes, I picked this up.' His hand stretched out for it but I 
closed my hand around it and looked at the girl. 

'But you said it belonged to Susan.' She nodded. I turned my attention back to the 
old man again. 'Apparently, she wore it around her neck. Now I'll tell you what I think. 
You've found the girl, haven't you? And now for some reason or other you want this. Never 
mind about anybody else being hurt or injured or anything.' 

'Are you trying to give me a lecture on human behaviour, young man?' he said 
sharply. 'I won't tolerate anything of that kind. You possess something that belongs to 
somebody else. Please give it to me.' 

'Yes, it does belong to someone else. And that someone doesn't happen to be you. 
Have you taken that young girl somewhere?' 

I spoke the last three words into the fog for the old man turned quickly and was 
swallowed up. I could hear his running footsteps. I glanced at the girl and saw the 



indecision in her eyes, but I wasn't in the mood to leave it all to speculation. I took her hand 
firmly and she came with me without protest as we ran up the road after him. After a few 
seconds I couldn't hear his footsteps any more and slowed down. I flashed the torch about 
me and made out the square shape of what seemed to be a hut set back from the road on 
the Common itself. I walked towards it and then both the girl and I stopped and stared at a 
police telephone box. 

'Now we're all right,' I muttered. The trouble was, I couldn't get the door open. I 
banged my fist against the double doors in frustration. 

'But these things ought to open,' I said angrily. 'What are they here for but to help 
people in trouble.' 

She said, 'What's it doing on the Common?' 
I turned the light of the torch full on her face. 
'I don't care about disappearing girls, strange old men or where the police choose 

to put their telephone boxes.' I took a deep breath, struggling to control myself, and 
managed to speak more reasonably. 'All I want is to finish with this business and get 
home.' 

'Yes, I'm sorry.' 
I shut up for a minute, ashamed of losing my temper with her. It wasn't her fault 

after all. In the pause, I heard a twig crack and I wheeled round, shining the torch in an arc. 
The old man stepped forward. 

'I see you've found the police box, young man,' he said cheerfully. 
I stared at him for a few seconds, collecting my thoughts. 
'And if I could open it, I'd have a squad car round here and let them get some 

sense out of you.' 
'Now, now, you mustn't lose control of yourself, you know. Locked, is it? How 

extraordinary.' 
His whole attitude was so friendly that I doubted my own memory of our first 

meeting. He stepped over and looked at the girl beside me carefully. 
'This appalling weather isn't helping you at all. And there's blood on your jacket. 

Most distressing. You have a car, of course?' 
I nodded, completely speechless at his change of manner. He rubbed his chin 

reflectively. 
'What I suggest is this. You take the young lady back to your car. Try and make her 

comfortable. Then come back here with a crowbar or a jemmy or something and we'll try 
and force open this door. Isn't that the wisest thing to do?' 

'All right,' I said reluctantly and turned to the girl. 'If you agree?' She nodded. The 
old man rubbed his hands together and beamed at us. 

'Capital! Order and method, young man, there's nothing like it. Off you go now and 
don't be long with that jemmy, will you?' 

I turned to go, helping the girl as she nearly stumbled over the uneven ground. I 
couldn't get rid of my suspicions of him and the more I thought about it, this sudden 
geniality made it worse. I stopped and felt the girl's eyes on me. She must have seen 
something in my face, a growing conviction that we were being fooled. She turned and 
looked back. I heard her catch her breath and I turned as well. 

The old man was holding up his lighted match, which still hadn't burned any lower 
down the stem, and his other hand held a little sliver of metal which glittered. He put the 
metal into the lock and the door started to swing open. At the same moment he turned and 
looked at us. It was a look of malevolent cunning and triumph suddenly mixed with concern 
that he had been caught out. I ran back towards him and caught him by the shoulder. The 



doors continued to open slowly and a fierce, glowing radiance began to emanate from 
behind them. I leapt at the old man and we fell heavily to the ground. I could hear him 
snarling at me to let him go and not meddle in his affairs, but the words didn't make too 
much impression on me because all I could think about was that whatever it might look like 
from the outside, I knew perfectly well that this was no ordinary police box on Barnes 
Common. Out of the corner of my eye I saw the girl go past me towards the opening doors. 

'Stop her! Don't go through the doors,' the old man shouted desperately. 
I heard another voice calling. 'Grandfather,' it said. The girl stopped at the open 

doors. 
'Susan! Susan, are you in there?' She turned and looked back at me and I held the 

old man quiet for a moment. 'He must have put her in here.' She went through the doors. 
The old man sobbed with anger and tore himself away from me, and then as we 

both scrambled to our feet the scream echoed out from the telephone box and stopped us 
both. He was the first to move but I gave him a sharp push and he staggered away and fell 
again on one knee. I raced over to the box and ran through the doors. 

The light closed around me and I screwed my eyes up in agony and threw my 
hands up to my face. Almost at once, I tripped over something and fell headlong forward, 
hitting my head with a sickening crash on the floor. Weary and half dazed, remaining 
conscious only because of the memory of that pitiful scream, I tried to lift myself up on my 
knees and gradually opened my eyes, hoping the blinding light might have lessened. What 
I saw gave me a clarity greater than a bucket of freezing water tipped all over me. 

The terrible glare had diminished down to the ordinary electric power of a well-lit 
room, although I could see no evidence of any bulbs or fittings anywhere. The first real 
shock was the immense size of the room around inc. This is a police telephone box, I kept 
repeating to myself. Just a small box big enough to hold two or at the most three standing 
people. I relaxed on my haunches and stared around and above me. I was in a room about 
twenty feet in height and with the breadth and width of a middle-sized restaurant. I 
calculated there would be room for at least fifty tables. In the centre was a six-sided control 
panel, each of the six working tops covered with different-coloured handles and switches, 
dials and buttons. In the centre of this panel was a round column of glass from which came 
a pulsating glow. The walls were broken by serried ranks of raised circles, this pattern itself 
being interrupted by banks of machines containing bulbs that flickered on and off. In one 
corner I spotted a row of at least twenty tape-recording spools spinning round furiously, 
while beneath them a similar number of barometric needles zig-zagged uneven courses 
across moving drums of paper. To make this nightmare even more unbelievable, dotted 
about the room were what looked to me like excellent copies of antique furniture. Here was 
a magnificent Chippendale, there a Sheraton chair. A most elegant Ormulu clock stood on 
a carved stand and beside it was another stand of marble upon which was a bust of 
Napoleon. 

I hit my head, I told myself. I've fallen in the telephone box and I'm imagining it all. I 
tried closing my eyes and opening them again but it didn't make any difference except that 
I became aware of the figure of a young girl staring at me. Her eyes were very dark and 
she looked frightened. I noticed that her clothes were normal enough, dark ski trousers and 
boots and a cherry-red sweater, although she was wearing a most extraordinary scarf tied 
closely around her forehead. It had thick red and yellow stripes on it and made her look like 
a pirate. I tried to smile, although the pain was back in my head where I'd hit it on the floor. 

'Now I know this is a dream,' I said weakly. I heard a buzzing sound behind me. 
'Close the doors, Susan.' It was the old man's voice. I saw the young girl move to 

the control panel obediently and turn one of the switches. The buzzing increased and I 



swung myself round on the floor. The double doors closed behind the old man. In front of 
him I saw the body of the girl I had met in the fog. She was lying full length on the floor and 
one of her shoes had come off. The old man examined her briefly. The young girl who had 
answered to the name of Susan walked past me and knelt beside the body. 

'Is Barbara all right?' 
The old man shrugged. 

 
'Fainted. Her pulse is steady. We must do something about that injury to her 

shoulder.' 
'And who's that one?' That one was me. They both regarded me thoughtfully and 

then the girl went on, 'He wasn't with us in the car.' 
'Your teacher met him on the road after the accident,' replied the old man. 'I'm 

extremely cross about this, Susan. You should never have let Miss Wright bring you out 
here.' 

'I couldn't help it, Grandfather. She insisted.' 
'Then you should have stayed the night at her flat. I'm sure she would have offered 

you a couch and a blanket and you know I wouldn't have worried about you.' 
The girl said, 'But I would have worried about you.' 
The old man walked over and stood in front of me. 
'Well, now we have someone else to worry about.' 
I felt consciousness slipping away from me. The bang on the head must have been 

worse than I thought. A black cloud was beginning to roll over my brain. My eyelids were 
as heavy as lead and my head started to fall. The old man bent down on one knee, put a 
hand under my chin and held my face. All the power was draining away from my arms and 
legs and I couldn't have lifted a finger to stop him, even if he'd started to hit me. 



'He's going under. There's a bump the size of a golf ball on his head.' 
The black cloud was blanketing down now and I had a terrible sensation of falling 

slowly into a bottomless well. I heard the old man speaking as if from a long way away. 
'The point is, can I let you go now? I don't think I can. I'll just have to take you both 

with me.' 
Then I blacked out completely. 



2 Prisoners in Space 
I was standing in a cylinder of metal and it was so hot I could feel the sweat 

dripping off my forehead and running down my face. It was absolutely black but 
somewhere above me a circular metal door was being opened. I saw a tiny pin-point of 
light and the vague shape of a person climbing down towards me. Somehow or other I 
knew the person was nervous. 

'Don't drop the light,' I shouted, 'whatever you do, don't let go of it!' 
I saw the light slip out of the person's hand and it plunged towards me. It got larger 

and larger until it filled the whole of the cylinder above me. It was a blinding light that hurt 
the back of my eyes and I knew it was going to smash into my skull. 

I woke up and the light was the soft light of a room. The sweat became little drops 
of water escaping from a cloth that was pressed against my forehead. The girl called 
Susan was sitting on the bed beside me, smiling with relief. 

'I knew you'd be all right. Barbara was very worried about you.' 
Barbara. The girl in the fog. The old man. Memory flooded back and at the same 

time I felt a throbbing pain on the left side of my forehead. The girl squeezed out the cloth 
and laid it across my forehead. 

'My name's Susan. We might as well get to know each other since we're to be 
together.' 

'Are you my guard?' 
'You're free to come and go as you please—inside Tardis,' she replied seriously. 
'Thanks very much. What's Tardis?' 
Susan waved her hand above vaguely. 'This is. I made up the name from the 

initials.' She changed the cloth over my head, waiting for me to ask her what initials, but I 
didn't. She told me anyway. I knew she was going to. 

'"Time And Relative Dimensions In Space".' 
She began to take off the cap of a small, orange-coloured tube. She squeezed a 

little of the contents, a thick brown paste, on to her index finger and rubbed it on the sore 
place on my head. 

'This stings a little but it'll get rid of the bump in half an hour.' 
It stung more than a little and I could feel my eyes watering, but at least the 

throbbing stopped. I was determined to be as nonchalant as I could until I was absolutely 
sure I was awake. I looked around me. The room was small but the walls were identical to 
the other one I'd seen when I'd run through the doors, with raised circles on the walls and 
no evidence of lighting although it was as clear as day. The bed I was on had a soft, foam 
rubber mattress and was shaped rather like a deck-chair, except that it was bent and 
raised under my knees. I looked at the girl again and found she was watching me. 

'Grandfather will explain everything to you,' she said. 'I'd better tell him you're 
awake.' 

She got up and moved to the doorway and the glass door slid open into the wall as 
she approached. I put my hands together and gripped them as hard as I could because it 
had been a police telephone box I'd run into and I didn't like what was happening. She 
turned and looked back at me. 

'I hope you didn't get that job you were after with Donneby's.' I just stared at her for 
a moment or so and then shook my head. She looked genuinely relieved as if I'd cleared 



her conscience about something and went out. I took the cloth from my head and used it to 
dab the tears in my eyes. The ointment had begun to stop stinging now, but I was suddenly 
aware of a tiredness in all my muscles. I also realized that I wasn't wearing my overcoat or 
the jacket of my suit and somebody had taken my shoes off. I tried to get off the bed but 
my body didn't want to move. I sank back, thinking I'd have another try in a few seconds. 

The old man came into the room, followed by Susan and the girl she'd called 
Barbara, who looked very pale but completely under control. She came straight over to me 
and sat on the bed and took one of my hands. 

'How are you now?' 
'A bit weak. What's happening here?' 
Her eyes looked away, as if she had something to be guilty about. I saw Susan 

open two of the circles in the wall and take out three stools. The old man sat on one and 
Susan the other, but Barbara stayed where she was. 

'The Doctor will tell you everything,' she said. 
I turned my eyes and met his. Without his cape or fur hat, he still clung to the 

costume of another age. A tapered black jacket, the edges bound with black silk and the 
trousers Edwardian, narrow and patterned in black and white check. He was even wearing 
spats and a cravat with a plain pearl tie-pin. His long silver hair and the pince-nez hanging 
around his neck by a piece of thin satin tape completed the picture. He had every right to 
wear eccentric clothes if he liked, I thought; but it simply didn't fit with the ultra modern 
surroundings. 

He fitted the glasses firmly on his nose and pulled out a wallet and some other 
papers from his pocket. I was determined not to speak until he did, even though he had 
taken them from my jacket without asking. I wasn't confident enough of my muscles yet. 

'Ian Chesterton.' He darted a look at me over the top of his glasses and then 
started sorting through the papers and letters. 'You're a schoolmaster with a degree in 
science. You don't like being a teacher much, I gather. Well, I suppose that shows ambition 
although a certain lack of early purpose.' He sniffed as if he didn't approve of the way I was 
running my life. I couldn't feel any fury or anger, yet I wasn't indifferent either. 

Suddenly he smiled at me. There are some men of sixty who smile and merely 
appear to be genial elderly men, and there are others who become younger. If I was right 
in my guess of his age, the smile made him shed about twenty years. I was surprised how 
much better I felt when he was friendly and realized that it quietened the awful anxiety and 
the suspicions about my sanity. You can't experience too many things outside normal 
explanation without thinking you're either dreaming or insane. 

'Chesterton, you have certain qualities I admire,' he said cheerfully. 'Perhaps my 
hasty decision will prove to be a blessing. For one thing, you do not ask a lot of stupid, 
ridiculous questions. You're content to wait until you hear the facts. It is also extremely 
fortunate that you're a student of science because it suggests a rational mind. Have you 
any idea where you are?' 

'No idea at all, and I'd rather you didn't praise me about my lack of curiosity yet. I 
have rather a lot of questions.' He waved his hand airily. 

'Well, that's natural enough young man. I must take you slowly, though, step by 
step.' He crossed his legs and tapped his glasses on his chin for a moment. 'Let me put to 
you a hypothetical situation. Let us say you are a spy in a foreign country. You have a 
secret hiding-place where you keep all sorts of things that are dangerous for even the most 
ordinary people to know about. One day your hiding-place is disoovered, quite by accident, 
by an unsuspecting member of the public. What do you do?' 

I felt Barbara's hand tighten on mine for a second. 



'Be patient,' she said quietly. 
'Oh, it's all right. This is all leading somewhere, I can see that.' I turned back to the 

Doctor, as she had called him. 'I'd have to give up the hiding-place.' 
'Because you'd be afraid of publicity.' 
I agreed. 
'Of course, if your hiding-place was an aeronautical machine...' 
'Aeroplane, Grandfather,' interrupted Susan, and he looked at her sharply, getting 

the silent apology he demanded. The old man turned his attention back to me again. 
'Now, where was I? Ah, yes. Your hiding-place is an—aeroplane. It is discovered. 

Now what do you do?' 
'Destroy it?' 
'And lose your escape route? Surely not. Wouldn't you fly it away?' 
I agreed patiently that I would, if it were possible. 
'Good. We make progress. Now these people—innocent members of the public 

who have stumbled across your hiding-place?' 
I knew the answer to that one because the analogy was childishly simple, even if 

the reasons behind it were not. 'I might have to take them with me,' I said slowly. The 
Doctor rubbed his hands together. 

'Excellent, Chesterton! These innocent passers-by might spread the news abroad 
of your presence, mightn't they? Yes, you might have to decide to take them with you, 
however inconvenient it might be to you.' 

Barbara said: 'Or to them.' 
After the silence, I said, 'So the sum total of all that is to tell me that you have some 

sort of flying machine or aeroplane and you've taken us with you.' 
He nodded vigorously. 'You've grasped the essentials, Chesterton. Of course, my 

granddaughter and I are not spies, as you may well imagine.' 
'Of course not.' I thought I might as well let this go on as long as possible, until I felt 

stronger. 
'However, we do have the strongest possible reason for not wishing anyone in your 

world to know of our existence.' 
'In my world?' 
He looked at Susan briefly. Now we get to the biggest lie of all, I thought. Here it 

comes. 
'My granddaughter and I are from another world. You and your companion are at 

present inside my Ship, the Tardis, which is able to cross the barriers of the fourth and fifth 
dimensions: Time and Space.' 

I didn't say a word. Barbara's hand held on to mine as if she were petrified of the 
old man and I didn't blame her. It wasn't funny to be so close to a raving lunatic. After the 
pause, he went on: 

'The young lady next to you, who I can introduce to you as Miss Barbara Wright, 
was engaged by me as a special tutor for Susan. I wanted Susan to become as well 
versed as possible with the culture and manners of England in the twentieth century. 
Furthermore, Susan professed a curious preference for the liberties extended to young 
people of this day and age.' 

The Doctor stood up slowly and looked down at me, fingering his glasses 
thoughtfully. 

'We're wanderers, Chesterton, Susan and I. Cut off from our own planet and 
separated from it by a million, million years of your time.' 



He really believes all this, I told myself. There was a genuine sadness in his eyes 
as he looked away from me. 

'There'll come a day when we return.' 
Susan got up from her stool and put her arms around him. They mean all this, I told 

myself. They aren't acting it, they're really serious. 
'One day we will, Grandfather.' He patted her head affectionately then stepped 

away and looked at Barbara and me. 
'You blundered into my Ship and I had to decide what to do quickly.' 
'I did everything I could to persuade him to let you both go,' said Susan, and I felt 

the girl beside me catch her breath slightly. Don't tell me she believes what they're saying, I 
thought. The Doctor was speaking again. 

'But I decided against it. I have operated the Tardis and we have left Earth. There is 
just one more thing I would say at this time.' 

I raised my eyebrows deliberately. 
'Oh, only one?' 
The Doctor stared at me for a moment. 
'Even on your planet you have a rule, I believe, that says there can only be one 

Captain to a ship. As Susan has told you, I have no doubt, you are at liberty to come and 
go as you please within the Tardis, but you must follow my orders without question at all 
times.' 

My body was still weak but I felt like testing it so I swung my legs off the bed and 
stood up, with Barbara beside me. Maybe I looked rocky because I felt her hand under my 
arm. I was glad of it because I found my legs were about as reliable as rubber bands. 

I said, 'Now I'll tell you what I think. It was that blinding light that fooled me when I 
ran through the doors. I suppose there was some sort of trap-door there and we both fell 
through it. This is some cellar or underground cave that you've discovered and you've 
dressed it up with all sorts of gadgets to fit your story.' 

I had to sit down again; it wasn't any good fooling myself. What surprised me more 
than anything was that the girl beside me was shaking her head slowly at me. You're 
wrong, her eyes were saying. I supported myself on the bed as best I could and ignored 
her. 

'I want you to ring for a taxi to take us both home. I can't drive like this.' A sudden 
thought occurred to me and I looked at the old man in alarm. 'You have warned the police 
about all that wreckage on the road, haven't you?' 

'Chesterton, you must believe me. Forget about your planet. We're already in the 
next Universe but one.' 

He turned on his heel and walked out. Susan started to follow him and then looked 
back as she reached the doorway. 'It's all true, Mr. Chesterton. Every word of it.' 

'It's a lot of ridiculous nonsense,' I said angrily. At last I felt anger rushing through 
me. Susan glanced at Barbara desperately. 

'Tell him. Make him understand. It mustn't be too great a shock.' She turned and 
followed her grandfather and the glass door slid into place behind her. 

Barbara walked away slightly and sat down on one of the stools, her head turned 
away from me. 

I said: 'I'll be all right if you can give me five minutes. Then we'll get out of this mad-
house.' 

'I'm afraid we won't.' 
'Wouldn't you like me to take you out to dinner somewhere? I think we both deserve 

it.' 



She still turned away from me, silent and uncommunicative. I put a hand up to my 
forehead and the bump had completely gone. Whatever the ointment was that the girl had 
smeared on, it was certainly very quick. I tested my legs again and felt stronger. I stood up 
and there wasn't any dizziness any more. I tried a few steps, keeping near the bed just in 
case, but I didn't have any more trouble. Suddenly I found that Barbara was watching me. 

I crossed over to her and sat down on the stool next to her. 'For some reason or 
other you believe the old man, don't you?' 

'There isn't any reason behind this,' she said slowly. 'This is something that's 
happened beyond our powers of reason. We just have to accept it.' 

'I don't have to accept anything. What's he done to you for heaven's sake? Listen, 
the girl's all right. Let's get out of this asylum and leave them to their own fantasies. It's only 
about a hundred yards down the road to my car. I can run you home.' 

She shook her head slowly and turned her head away from me again. The old man 
has really convinced her, I thought. She got up from the stool and walked over to the glass 
door and looked through it. I noticed that it didn't slide open this time. 

'I'd like to tell you how this all started. For me.' She turned and looked at me 
inquiringly. 

'All right, if it will tell me why you automatically believe everything the old man tells 
you.' 

She leaned against the glass door. 
'I put an advertisement in one of the papers about four months ago—"Extra 

cramming in special subjects. Personal tuition. Prefer History or Geography but will 
generalize." You know the sort of thing. I was fed up being a secretary in an office and 
those were the subjects I knew well. I thought it might be the beginning of bigger things. I 
rather fancied the idea of running a school all of my own and I've done quite a lot of 
teaching anyway. Relief work and that sort of thing.' She smiled briefly. 'I only had one 
reply, asking me to ring a certain telephone number. I did and spoke to Susan. She told me 
her name was Susan English and that her grandfather, a doctor, wanted her to have a 
course of special studies in History. From ten until four every day except Saturdays and 
Sundays. I asked if I could meet her grandfather and discuss the eventual object of the 
classes—was she to try for one of the universities? Why she wasn't going to a finishing 
school? How much I was to be paid and so on. Susan told me I couldn't meet her 
grandfather because he was very busy on research but that the object was to have a 
working knowledge of general English History and that I was to be paid twenty pounds a 
week.' 

I stared at her. 
'I don't wonder you took her on.' 
'Well, it wasn't only the money, although that was marvellous. I think I told Susan 

every week it was too much but she just laughed about it and said her grandfather was 
very rich.' 

'What about her previous schooling?' 
'Yes, I asked her about that. She just said she'd been travelling. In fact, she was 

pretty vague about every question I asked her.' 
'Surely in four months you must have found out something definite?' I argued. 
'Once in a while she'd let something slip out. She hadn't seen her mother and father 

for a long time; she'd never been to England before; little things like that. It never got 
anywhere because she simply turned the conversation away whenever I tried to follow 
something up.' 



She moved away from the glass door and sat opposite to me on one of the stools. 
'It was in the History itself where I learned most about her. She once wrote me a thirty-
page essay on Robespierre, which even went into details about what walks he took and 
the measurements of some of his clothes. On the other hand, she made the most terrible 
mistakes.' 

'Such as?' 
'She thought Australia was in the Atlantic Ocean. Oh, a dozen and one things. She 

thought the Spanish Armada was a castle. Some of them were so wrong they were 
laughable. And it wasn't a lack of attention or carelessness. She was really upset when she 
made a mistake. She started crying once when I was cross with her because she had 
written that Japan was a county in Scotland.' 

I burst out laughing but Barbara didn't seem to share my amusement. 
'I know it seems funny, but looked at in another way it's a little frightening don't you 

think?' I shrugged. 'Anyway,' she went on, 'I was determined to have a chat with this 
grandfather of hers. The last two or three weeks have been a succession of evasions and 
excuses. Then tonight there was fog and I insisted on driving her home. I practically forced 
her.' 

There was silence for a moment or two while I considered everything she'd told me. 
I had to admit there were some strange things to explain away. None of it made me 
change my opinion that the old man was either very eccentric or a lunatic. I wasn't feeling 
too happy about the young girl called Susan either. I was just coming round to the belief 
that some straight talking was in order when the glass door slid open and Susan looked in. 

'Grandfather says you can come out now. We'll be arriving soon.' 
'And will it still be foggy on Barnes Common?' 
She didn't smile. I had the uncanny feeling she thought I was the one who was 

insane. 
'It's very kind of your grandfather to tell us when to come or go,' I said coldly. 'You 

might tell him we certainly are coming out. And furthermore,' I stood up and heard the 
anger sharpening my words, 'you can tell him I want those doors open and no more 
arguments.' 

Susan turned and went out of the room again without saying a word and I turned to 
Barbara. 

'You've told me a story that had some odd things about it. The whole evening has 
been peculiar. It's made you believe one thing and it's made me sure of another. Let's go 
and find out who's right and who's wrong.' 

She nodded briefly and walked into the other room. I followed her and we walked 
through a short corridor that was made up entirely of tall, square pillars of coloured glass, 
the reds, blues and yellows alternately glowing and dying down. I thought about the old 
man's electricity bill and had to admit he'd gone to a lot of trouble and expense to bolster 
up his absurd story of travelling from another world. Then we turned into the first room I'd 
seen, the control room as the Doctor called it, and I saw him standing over the central 
panel, his hands darting from switch to lever to button, pressing some and turning off 
others. I began to feel a faint shivering in the floor beneath me and the lowering decibels of 
an engine whine sounded in my ears. The Doctor looked up and beckoned us over to 
where he was standing. 

'Stand near me,' he commanded, 'and look up at the scanner screen.' 
'Never mind about any of that,' I said sharply. 'Open the doors and let us out.' 
He leant on the panel and looked at me seriously. 



'You disappoint me. I had the mistaken idea that you were intelligent. Or at least 
that you had some imagination.' 

The shuddering started to increase in the floor and I could feel it tingling up through 
the bones of my legs. 

'I don't know what you think you're doing but if you don't open the doors I'll kick 
them down,' I shouted. It wasn't anger or fear that made me shout at him. The engine noise 
was now filling the control room. It was rather like a dozen of those wartime sirens all 
running down and not quite together. 

'You won't have to do any kicking,' he said, quite mildly I thought. 'I will open the 
doors in a moment and then you'll see for yourself.' He glanced at Susan. 'So dogmatic, my 
dear. They can't accept anything they can't explain.' 

 
'She believes us, Grandfather.' 
I looked at Barbara. She was staring up at the place the old man had told us both to 

watch, the scanner screen. I looked too. There was a kind of mist, rather like the fog on the 
picture, and I was sure we were looking out on to Barnes Common for a moment. 
Suddenly the floor gave a final shudder which made all of us stagger and Barbara clutched 
hold of my arm for support. The whine of the engines stopped suddenly and in dead 
silence I saw the screen clear. I felt the first real doubt since I'd run through the doors of 
the police box. I was looking at an extraordinary forest of white looking trees. The picture 
altered and gave a closer view of one of the trees. There were no leaves and it had a dead 
look about it. 

'Not particularly inspiring,' murmured the Doctor, 'but not very dangerous either.' 
'Where are we?' asked Barbara. 



The Doctor shrugged. 'Very difficult to say. I do have what Susan is pleased to call 
a "yearometer". Unfortunately, on a previous expedition it was slightly damaged. I really 
must get around to seeing if I can't mend it.' 

'But we're not... in England any more?' The old man looked at her in surprise. 
'I thought I'd made that quite clear, Miss Wright. We have not only left England but 

we've left Earth. I shall have to sample the atmosphere outside and do various other little 
tests, but we'll know more in a few moments.' 

'The temperature seems quite good,' Susan said. 
I took three short steps and swung the Doctor round. 
'Now listen, you! I'm fed up with all this game playing. If you don't open those doors, 

I swear to you I'll smash them down.' 
He knocked my hands away sharply and it crossed my mind that he was 

surprisingly powerful for a man of his age and build. He stepped back and suddenly 
pointed a finger at me, his eyes gleaming with fury. 

'You invaded my Ship! I didn't ask you in here, you assaulted me and forced your 
way in.' He dropped his hand and some of the fury died away in his eyes, to be replaced by 
a superciliousness that didn't do my temper any good at all. 

'All that stupid, ridiculous mystery out on the road,' I stormed. 'Why didn't you tell us 
you were Susan's grandfather? Why lie about the key? Why run away? Of course we were 
worried because we didn't know who you were and Susan was missing, so don't start 
accusing people of forcing their way into your home when you know perfectly well there 
was an excellent reason to do so.' 

'Yes, well that's all fairly logical, as far as it goes. Concern and curiosity are valid 
feelings, but scepticism, my dear Chesterton'—and he was so superior I felt like kicking 
him—'yes, scepticism is a failing in your world.' 

'Then open the doors and let us take our feelings as far away from you as possible.' 
There was a short pause, then the Doctor turned his head and looked at Barbara. 
'I believe you have more of an open mind on the subject, Miss Wright.' 
'It doesn't make sense to me,' she said, 'but, yes, I believe you.' I looked at her in 

astonishment. 
'How can you accept any of it? Time and space travelling, people from another 

world—it's all absolute nonsense.' The Doctor gave a short, harsh little laugh and walked 
up to me and tapped me on the chest with his forefinger. 

'I imagine this is the treatment Columbus received when he propounded his theory 
of your planet being circular.' 

'For a space traveller you seem remarkably well informed about the history of 
Earth.' 

'I have read a little,' he admitted, 'but I much prefer to experience history. The 
younger Columbus was a man of such obvious promise that I always regretted leaving him 
before he made his theories known.' 

I looked at Barbara helplessly. 
'You can't believe this man, you simply can't! At the very least, he's an eccentric...' 
The Doctor brushed past me rudely. 'Open the doors, Susan,' he ordered. 'That's 

the only way to make this young fool realize.' 
'But we haven't checked everything properly yet, Grandfather.' 
'I don't care about that. I simply won't stand here and be subjected to insult from a 

young man whose intellect can't even stretch out to accept known and proved scientific 
fact. Open the doors!' 



Susan turned a little black switch. The lights glowed all around us again and there 
was the sound of that buzzing noise I'd heard before, rather like a swarm of angry bees. 
The two great double doors began to swing open. The Doctor marched towards them and 
looked back as he paused before going out. 

'You wanted to go out. Come along.' 
I moved after him slowly, only just conscious that Barbara was walking beside me. 

The trouble was that I could see past the Doctor quite clearly and what I was looking at 
was what I had seen on the scanner screen. White, dead-looking trees, a kind of ashy soil, 
a cloudless sky. The heat fanned my fae as I stopped at the doorway of the ship. I heard 
Barbara make a small sound in her throat beside me. Somebody touched me on the arm 
and handed me my shoes which I put on, only half aware that other hands were tying the 
laces. I heard Susan's voice telling me I ought not to walk about in stockinged feet, 
because there was no telling what the ground would be like. I didn't do any of the 
conventional things that one reads about, like pinching myself or rubbing my eyes. I just 
stood there and stared about me, a dead horror of total realization creeping through my 
body. 

He had been telling the truth. Every word made sense to me because there wasn't 
any other way of explaining it. I wanted to run away, to hide, to scream out in absolute fear, 
but where could I go? What was the point of being afraid? I almost felt rather than saw the 
Doctor standing in front of me and the kindness in his eyes helped me back to a sort of 
reality. 

'Chesterton,' he said gently, 'this is the hardest part of all for you. I know exactly 
what you're going through and it's no triumph for me to be right. I have transported us all 
away from your world and your Universe and we have Ianded on a new planet. Accept that 
because you must. Tears and anger will not take you back to Earth, so learn from this new 
experience and profit by it.' 

I nodded dumbly and he patted my arm pleasantly enough. 'That's right, 
Chesterton. You'll soon get used to it.' He looked at Barbara. 

'You're extraordinarily cool, my dear, but I sense the sadness about you. As I have 
just said to your companion, try to rise above what has happened to you. At first it may be 
horrifying to you to be wrenched away from what you know and love and trust. I 
understand that, but isn't there an enormous excitement in doing what none of your people 
has ever believed possible? It's not a form of mental torture but a privilege to step out on to 
new soil and see an alien sun wheeling above you in another sky.' 

He stepped back, regarded us both with a slight smile, then turned and moved 
towards the nearest tree. Barbara and I stepped out of the Ship and Susan came behind 
us and closed the doors. Then she ran over to her Grandfather and I heard her thanking 
him for being so nice to us. I turned my head and looked at Barbara. 

Her face was white but there wasn't a tear anywhere on her face or in her eyes and 
I thought her composure was one of the most admirable things I'd ever known. I thought of 
the rotten interview I'd had at Donneby's and my subsequent depression at failing to get a 
job I wanted so much. I thought of a ruined supper at my digs, the fog on the Common and 
tearing my best sports jacket in the morning. I suppose the triviality of that last memory 
made me smile slightly and suddenly I realized that Barbara was smiling back at me. 

She said, 'We'd better keep up with the Doctor.' 
I nodded and we started to walk over to him. The world, my world, and my life on it 

seemed already to be moving into the distance. I glanced over my shoulder and looked at 
the Doctor's Ship. Outwardly, just as it had been on the Common, it appeared to be a 
police telephone box, but I knew without any doubt at all that inside it the dimensions were 



different. Around me was a world that was new to me and might well be totally different 
from anything I had ever come up against before. 

I didn't know whether I hated it or disliked it or what I felt yet. I only knew that the 
Doctor was right and that I had to accept it. Either that or go completely insane. Insanity 
would imply that everything around me was a stage setting of the mind, that I was 
hypnotized or drugged. Dreams and nightmares, I knew only too well, never sustain belief 
for very long and the more time I took to examine my surroundings and match them 
against my actions and sensations, the weaker the idea of fantasy became. I was certain I 
wasn't hypnotized, I was sure I had not been drugged and I was positive I wasn't dreaming. 

I began to feel better. The Doctor had told me the wisest thing to do would be to 
open my mind and accept what had happened. 

I did. 



3 The Dead Planet 
It was about twenty minutes later that I heard Barbara scream. We had penetrated 

quite deep into the forest of dead trees and then stopped for a breather. The Doctor 
decided to examine the soil and together he and I puzzled over its ashy texture. It was 
almost as if there had been a terrible fire in the forest at some time or another, yet this 
didn't match up with the trees. They simply crumbled away when you touched them. Susan 
and Barbara went off in different directions, having been told to keep within calling distance 
by the Doctor, and Susan returned carrying a most delicate and beautiful flower she'd 
found. It was crystallized, of course, and the slightest touch would shatter it to pieces. I was 
just taking it from her to examine it more closely when Barbara screamed and the flower 
disintegrated in my hands. 

I ran towards the sound, the branches of trees cracking and powdering in clouds 
around me as I forced my way through. I found Barbara with her back pressed up against a 
tree, the knuckles of one hand pushed hard against her teeth. She was staring away from 
me into some bushes. I caught the glint of the eyes of some animal or other and stopped 
dead still. 

 
'I just came around this tree and it was facing me,' she whispered. I kept my eyes 

on it but there wasn't a single movement. It was half hidden in some bushes but I could see 
the unnatural shine of two squat legs and the scales of its body gleamed dully in the 



speckled sunlight that shone through the trees above us. It was about the size of a small 
pig and eyes sprang out of the monster's head on long stalks. I heard Susan and the 
Doctor crashing through the forest after us and when they came into view I motioned to 
them cautiously. 

'Get ready to run.' 
I eased Barbara away from the tree that was giving one or two ominous creaks 

anyway as the pressure of her body increased. I led her away slowly and still the animal 
didn't budge an inch. 

Susan said, 'I think it's dead.' 
'I wouldn't like to test that theory,' I replied grimly. I had just caught a glimpse of its 

mouth and the jaws looked as dangerous as a small crocodile, with sharp teeth jutting out 
hungrily. 

'The eyes don't move at all,' murmured the Doctor. He bent down and picked up a 
twig and threw it at the animal and the protest died in my throat when it still didn't move a 
muscle. I picked up a fallen branch carefully, feeling it beginning to crumble in my hands, 
and edged my way forward. I prodded with the stick into the bushes and there was a slight 
tinny sound as the stick broke over the animal's back. 

'You were right, Susan, it is dead. Looks as if it's been petrified like everything else 
in the forest.' 

The Doctor walked over and rapped his knuckles on the animal's scales. As he 
pushed the bushes away we had a full view of the thing. It had a tail at least twice as long 
as its body and sharp spikes ran from the head right down the spinal column to the tip of 
the tail. 

'It isn't petrified,' said the Doctor. 'It's solidified. This is metal.' 
Barbara had overcome her fear and she knelt down beside him. 'But that's 

impossible!' 
'Why? Because you can't imagine an animal that might be made entirely of metal? I 

tell you this is a metal monster, or rather was. Held together by some inner magnetic force, 
I shouldn't wonder. It probably had the ability to attract its victims towards it, for quite 
clearly it fed upon metal as well.' 

He stood up suddenly. 'Ashy soil. Crystallized flowers, dead trees and solidified 
metal. What does that suggest to you, Chesterton?' 

'Heat, obviously. Concentrated heat and yet...' I stared at him. 'An atomic explosion 
of some sort.' 

'Precisely. A gigantic one, too, and yet not an atomic or a hydrogen one as being 
experimented with on your planet. That would simply sweep everything away from the 
crust of this planet. Here, we have things in some sort of preservation.' 

Susan said, 'There's a kind of path over here.' 
The Doctor motioned us to follow her. 'I hope I haven't brought you to a dead 

planet, Chesterton,' he murmured glumly. His disappointment was so obvious I had to 
smile and I looked across at Barbara on the other side of him. 

'You don't imagine we'd rather have met a live one of those monsters, do you?' 
'It would have been a good subject for study,' he muttered and I saw Barbara raise 

her eyes in mock surprise. Then Susan ran back towards us. 
'There's a city!' she cried in excitement. I can see it where the forest ends.' 
We ran after her and I found myself caught up with her excitement, as if finding a 

city was the discovery of the century. The Doctor hurried on ahead of me, his long white 
hair streaming out behind him, his arms working away at his sides and when we came up 



to where Susan was standing I noticed that he didn't seem to be out of breath at all. I only 
hoped that I'd be as fit as he was when I reached his age. 

The forest did end, just as Susan said, and the little path broadened out into a 
clearing where the ashy soil was very loose and deep. Ahead of us, there was a long line 
of tall rocks and Susan was standing on a small boulder, shading her eyes against the 
sunlight and looking through a cleft just ahead of her. She turned back and watched us 
ploughing our way through the soil and laughed at us suddenly. I imagined from what 
Barbara had said that Susan was aged about fifteen but silhouetted there as she was, with 
her dark, short cut hair against the white rocks behind her, she looked like a young woman 
in her twenties, very attractive and vivacious. I wondered briefly what would happen when 
she met a man she wanted to marry and decided not to travel in the Tardis with her 
grandfather any longer. This opened up too many questions about what planet the Doctor 
and his grand-daughter had come from originally and whether the people on it knew about 
such earth-like customs as marriage. I put the questions aside for another time and helped 
Barbara climb up on the boulder and the four of us (for the Doctor had scrambled up 
beside Susan with remarkable agility) stared through the cleft in the rocks at the city. 

It was about a mile away, I judged, and looked like a cluster of electrical gadgets. 
There were polished metal domes that shone in the sunlight, all sorts of tall, square shaped 
buildings and what I described to myself as electric pylon masts and radar scanners dotted 
liberally around the domes and buildings. 

'Quite magnificent,' breathed the Doctor, and I had to agree. Whoever had 
designed it and whatever its purpose, there was an exact and beautiful symmetry about the 
construction and the lay-out. 

Barbara said, 'Well, that doesn't seem to have been affected by the explosion or 
whatever it was that destroyed the forest.' 

'Do you think anyone lives down there, Grandfather?' 
The Doctor shook his head. 'I don't quite know why the city is still intact but I'm 

certain there was some sort of huge explosion in this area. People couldn't survive. Not,' 
he went on slowly, 'people as we know them, at any rate.' 

I digested this. I'd seen for myself a creature made of metal in the forest. It seemed 
possible that there might be survivors of some sort living in the city. I was so busy with my 
thoughts that I only just caught the gist of what the Doctor was saying. 

'I'm afraid I can't let you do that, Doctor,' I said slowly. 
'That city, I repeat young man, is a subject for examination and I intend to make a 

survey of it.' I shook my head. 
'Not without preparation. Not without discussion either. We don't know what's down 

there and it may be dangerous.' 
'I intend to go alone,' he replied tartly, 'so you needn't be afraid.' 
'But I am afraid, Doctor. You control the Ship. You've uprooted us from our own 

world and brought us to this one, but we have some say in our safety. And yours, too. I'm 
afraid I can't let any of us go down there alone until we've worked out all the possibilities.' 

I really thought he was going to hit me for a moment, his anger was so great. 
Anyway, he controlled himself and turned away from me and looked down at the city once 
more. Susan looked at me anxiously. She had a healthy respect for her relative and 
obviously hated it when there were any arguments. The Doctor turned back and 
astonished me with a genial smile. 

'We'll go back to the Tardis and have some food and discuss it then.' 
I nodded and jumped off the boulder, handing down Susan and Barbara. I looked 

up at the Doctor who was taking one last look at the distant city. The rays of the sun just 



caught his eyes but I had a sudden impression that something else was making them 
shine. I tried to dismiss the feeling that came to me but it clung stubbornly. I was in a new 
and unreliable world and it didn't help to think that the least trustworthy factor was the 
Doctor. 

The light was fading when we got back to the Tardis and I became anxious 
because Susan had dropped behind. All of us were as sure as we could be in the 
circumstances that there was nothing to fear in that dead place, but I didn't much care for 
the way darkness was closing in. I imagined Susan blundering about for hours, perhaps 
even all night, trying to find her way back. The Doctor and Barbara went back into the Ship 
and I started to look for her. 

My feet made no sound as I tramped through the wood, the only occasional noise 
being when I happened to touch a twig or one of the branches and it snapped and 
powdered around me. It was eerie and uncomfortable because I had the distinct feeling 
that someone was watching me. Twice I stopped and turned round quickly, feeling a slight 
prickling of the hairs on the back of my neck, only to curse myself for an over-sensitive 
imagination. 

Suddenly I heard a cry of sheer terror up ahead of me and the sound of wildly 
running steps. It was a part of the forest we'd passed through before and we'd left plenty of 
shattered wood behind us. I heard the running feet snapping and breaking the dead wood 
underfoot and then Susan ran into view. I caught her in my arms and she sobbed 
gratefully. 

'A hand touched me,' she gasped. 'I was picking one of those flowers I found, the 
crystallized ones and the hand just came out from behind me and touched my shoulder.' 

'But you know nothing could be in this forest, Susan.' 
I helped her along the path leading back to the Tardis and it was several seconds 

before she answered me. 
'We're in the forest. Why shouldn't someone else be?' 
I told her it must have been a branch that she'd backed into but she wouldn't have a 

bit of it and neither the Doctor nor Barbara could make her change her mind. 
'It was a hand, a human hand. I didn't imagine it and I didn't make it up. I tell you 

there are other people in the forest besides ourselves.' 
We were gathered around what the Doctor called the food machine and the Doctor 

finally rapped on the top of it, stopping both Barbara and myself in the middle of further 
arguments with Susan to try and make her see she was wrong. 

'It doesn't matter now anyway, because we're not going to stay on this planet. 
Whether Susan felt anything or not is a little mystery we'll leave unexplained.' He looked at 
me. 'Chesterton, as soon as we've eaten I shall operate the controls and we'll go 
somewhere else. Perhaps back to your own planet Earth. How would you like that, eh?' 

After the silence Barbara said quietly, 'Can you do that, Doctor?' 
He shrugged. 'As I told you, the computer that calculates the journeys is out of 

order. Its behaviour is too erratic for me to make any promises. And remember, we have 
not only space to cover but time as well.' 

I saw a pulse quickening on the side of Barbara's throat. 'Do you mean you may 
never take us back to our time on Earth?' she demanded. The Doctor nodded. 

'I mean exactly that, Miss Wright. But don't let us pursue that line of conversation 
any longer. I'm sure you're both hungry; I know I am. What would you like to eat?' He 
looked at me inquiringly. 

'Anything? Anything in the world?' I asked. 
'Yes, even on your world.' 



'I think I'd like some bacon and eggs, then, if that's all right with you?' 
He waved a hand, as if he were the head waiter at some exclusive restaurant and 

I'd asked him whether he had such a thing as a fork. He stood in front of the food machine 
and pressed a variety of buttons. 

'XL4 285 J,' he muttered. There was a moment's pause and then a little bank of 
bulbs lit up and we heard a buzzer sound three times. The Doctor lifted a flap and 
produced what looked to me like a Mars Bar on a paper plate, except that it had the colour 
of white icing. He handed it to Barbara, turned back to the machine and intoned the same 
numbers and pressed the buttons again and then handed me a similar plateful. Barbara 
and I glanced at each other doubtfully and Susan laughed. 

'Go on, try it. It's all right,' she said, her eyes sparkling with amusement. I bit into 
mine, not knowing quite what to expect and there I was eating eggs and bacon! I could 
taste the two things quite distinctly and the food was just preserved at the right heat. I felt 
the Doctor waiting for me to say something. 

'The eggs are a bit hard,' I said casually and winked at Barbara. The Doctor wasn't 
even put out. 

'You should have told me. I'd have adjusted one of the numbers by a fraction. It's all 
very easy. Susan, what will you have?' 

Susan shook her head. 'I'm not hungry, Grandfather.' 
He looked at her sharply. 'That's unlike you, my child. Still, I won't press you. For 

myself...' He turned his attention to the machine again and it was as if he were surveying a 
tray of hors-d'oeuvres... 'I shall have some of that Venusian Night Fish we discovered. I'm 
very glad I laid in a supply of that.' 

He muttered some numbers and letters and extracted a paper plate with three long 
rods on it, a little like bread sticks. I asked him how the machine worked and how I was 
able to taste the eggs separately from the bacon. 

'Perfectly simple, Chesterton. Tastes are very much like colours, you know. You 
blend two to get a third and so on.' 

It was at that moment that we all heard the tapping. I was just about to take my last 
bite and my hand froze near my mouth. It was a distinct noise, one-two-three on the doors 
of the Ship. The Doctor put down his food on the machine and hurried away. 

Susan said: 'I told you there was someone in the forest.' 
We went after the Doctor and found him in the control room operating the scanner. 

The pictures on it changed and changed again as he searched around outside, but 
whatever had been responsible for the noise had totally disappeared. 

'I have very strong searchlights accompanying this picture,' he told me. 'They're 
quite invisible outside the Tardis, of course. They merely serve to make a picture possible 
at night-time. Well, there's nothing there now, at any rate.' 

He switched off the scanner and smiled at me in the most guileless fashion. 'It 
would seem to support what I said about leaving this planet.' 

He made me feel uneasy but I agreed. There was something behind his face and I 
couldn't for the life of me think what it was. He motioned to Susan to stand nearer to him 
and his hands began to run over the dials and switches as I had seen him do before. This 
time, however, the engines, or whatever power-force it was that drove the Tardis, didn't 
respond in the same way. All I could hear was a complaining growl blending in with a 
screech as if gears were being changed badly. Susan looked at her grandfather anxiously 
and he shook his head. 

'Have a look at the fault locater, Susan.' Susan ran away and Barbara moved 
nearer to the Doctor. 



'Doctor, it isn't broken, is it?' 
He looked at her benevolently. 'No, Miss Wright, not a bit of it. We'll soon track 

down the fault.' 
Susan had been peering into a small glass panel and even from where I was 

standing I could see numbers spinning round inside it. 
'K Four, Grandfather.' 
'One of the fluid links.' The Doctor moved around the control column slightly, 

beckoning me to join him. He lifted up a panel and I bent down beside him. I could see a 
small row of glass rods nestling together side by side. He lifted out one of them and asked 
me to hold it while he fixed his glasses more securely on his nose. Then he took it from me 
and tapped it. 

'Yes, this is the one all right. This is similar in a way to a fuse that you would 
employ to conduct and control your electricity on Earth.' 

'What's the matter with it?' 
'Mercury is the conductor in this case, not little pieces of wire.' He held it up and 

showed me one end of it. 'The end has become slightly dislodged and the mercury has 
escaped.' 

'So all you need is to replenish it with more mercury.' 
He beamed at me as if I'd propounded the theory of relativity to him. 'I couldn't have 

put it more succinctly myself, Chesterton.' 
'Can I get it for you?' 
'I'm afraid you can't, no.' 
I stared at him in bewilderment. 'Why not?' 
'Because I haven't got any.' 
There was a fairly long silence as he and I stared at each other. I looked right into 

his eyes and now I knew exactly what lay in them, but there wasn't a single thing I could do 
about it. Barbara broke the silence. 

'But surely you carry a spare supply of mercury, Doctor?' He shook his head sadly. 
'There's none left. I used the last of it for some experiments about a month ago. A 

trifle foolish of me not to replace the stock, but there it is.' 
'Haven't you got a barometer that you could..?' 
'Nothing like that at all, my dear young lady,' he interrupted. He examined the fluid 

link as if searching for an answer then shrugged his shoulders in despair. It was all most 
convincing if you had an unsuspicious nature. I stood there, waiting patiently for the Doctor 
to work his trick. His play-acting obviously fooled Barbara because she touched his arm 
gently. 

'Don't worry about it. It isn't such a tragedy.' 
'Ah, but that's just it, I am worrying.' He moved about slowly, gesturing with one 

hand in a most dramatic way. 'Miss Wright, Susan, Chesterton...' he surveyed us all with 
sombre eyes, '... because of my absent-mindedness in not renewing my stocks, we are 
destined to live out the remainder of our lives on this inhospitable planet.' 

I glanced across at Susan and her eyes seemed to fill her face. I thought it was a 
bit cruel of the old man to play on his own granddaughter's feelings, too. 

Barbara said, suddenly, 'What about the city? There may be some mercury down 
there.' 

The Doctor stopped in his tracks and swung his head round at her. His mouth 
dropped open and then he crossed to her and wrung one of her hands with joy. 



'My dear, of course! The city! This business of the fluid link had quite put it out of 
my mind.' He darted a look at me and the triumph in his eyes was as clear as daylight. 
'Even you can't object to that, Chesterton.' 

I was conscious that they were all looking at me. 
'No, we'll go down to the city, Doctor,' I replied as calmly as I could. 'There isn't any 

other choice, is there?' 
'I'm glad you take that attitude, though it's too dark to go now.' 
I nodded in agreement. I just had to accept the situation he'd contrived. For all I 

knew he had pounds of mercury all over the Tardis but there were too many places he 
could hide it and far too many other things he could interfere with and use as excuses to 
make a journey down to the city. 

I fancy the Doctor could read the way my mind was working, searching for a way 
out and not finding one, because he came up to me and tapped my chest with his 
forefinger. 

'Only one Captain of the ship, eh?' Then he turned away briskly and added, 'At first 
light then.' 

I decided to profit from this early evidence of the Doctor's ability to get his own way 
and mark it down for future reference. Barbara and I followed Susan on a tour of the Ship. 
There were two lavish bedrooms and four smaller ones and two beautiful bathrooms. I 
spent half an hour in one of the bathrooms playing with a machine that shaved you and 
trimmed your hair. It was a bit weird at first, feeling a small machine the size of a half-
crown and about as thick as a marshmallow buzzing away independently all over my chin. 
Later the Doctor showed me how to attach the shaver to another piece of equipment, a 
metal skull-cap with two metal supports on either side of it which clamped themselves on 
the shoulders. The skull-cap then fitted entirely over the head but was raised about four 
inches above the hair. The Doctor then 'took a reading' as he called it of my hair style and 
length and made some adjustments to the programme of the little round shaver and 
attached it to the inside of the skull-cap. It was distinctly uncomfortable to have that little 
machine gliding gently over my hair but I got used to it and five minutes later when I took 
the contraption off my shoulders I had as good a barbering as I would have received at 
Simpson's in Piccadilly. 

The Doctor then showed me how to operate the oil and water shower, a machine 
that was an eight-sided pillar which enclosed me and directed a thousand jets of water and 
what the Doctor called muscle oil at me. I felt as if I were being pummelled furiously by tiny 
fists. The Doctor's explanation of this invention was that the sharp jets of hot water opened 
up the pores of the skin and allowed the oil to penetrate the surface; then they were 
washed out by a second jet of water and the process continued. Eventually, nerves and 
muscles begin to respond to the 'pummelling' treatment and flex and relax as each jet hits 
the skin, getting more concentrated exercise than in one full day's movement and being 
toned up and massaged at the same time. 

I slept exceedingly well that first night in the Tardis and when I woke up in the small 
bedroom that had been assigned to me, I found that my clothes were neatly spread out on 
a low table. My suit had been cleaned and pressed and the other clothes newly laundered. 
I found my companions up and dressed and drinking glasses of what looked like tomato 
juice and tasted of melon. Susan told me it was a concentrate of what she called the winter 
berries of Mars. The Doctor was very businesslike, packing up a few items for our journey, 
mostly little boxes of food and two cartons of what he described as concentrated water. 

I'd done some pretty serious thinking before I dropped off to sleep after the oil and 
water shower the night before. Secretly, I knew that I was beginning to enjoy what was 



happening to me. It was a fantastic wrench, to be literally heaved out of ones normal way 
of life and have nothing much in the way of compensation but doubt and uncertainty, yet 
already a part of me welcomed it. I'd enjoyed teaching but I knew it wasn't right. The job I'd 
failed to get at Donneby's was only one instance of a line of similar tries and failures to find 
the answer, not just to my future but to my own personality. That was all over and now I 
could work out the restless itch that had made me scratch my way through a dozen jobs. I 
could fill myself with excitement and adventure with the Doctor and then, when the day 
came for it to end and he returned me back again to Earth (and I was quite sure that he 
would, one day!), I'd be happy to settle down to some ordinary work with no regrets. 

But Barbara? I had no way of knowing if she felt the same way and no reason to 
suppose that she did either. Suppose the wrench was too great for her to accept? She had 
a strong personality, I didn't doubt that for a minute, and had certainly shown she wasn't 
lacking in courage. I looked at her as she finished off her breakfast drink, composed but 
pale, very silent and withdrawn, and wondered exactly what effect the happenings were 
having on her. I crossed over to her. 

'All right?' 
'Yes, but I didn't sleep too well I'm afraid.' 
'Not quite the bed you're used to?' 
She smiled briefly. 
'I'm not heading for a fit of hysterics or a nervous breakdown.' She knew what was 

in my mind, all right. 
'A sort of headache,' she went on. She finished off the drink. 'Susan had a touch of 

it too, so it couldn't have been the unexpected food. Or the change of scene,' she ended 
dryly. 

I saw Susan turn the door switch and the now familiar lights blazed out strongly and 
died down again as the great doors began to swing open. The Doctor beckoned us to 
follow him and I took Barbara's arm. 

'If you don't feel up to it, say so. I'll bring you back.' 
'Oh, I'll be all right. Besides, Susan and I have had some medicine the Doctor gave 

us. I really feel better now.' 
I saw Susan and the Doctor step out of the Ship and Barbara and I followed slowly. 
'Do you know,' I said, 'that we don't even know what the Doctor's name is?' 
'He doesn't respond to personal questions very well.' 
'Maybe not, but I have two I'm determined to ask him when I get him in the right 

mood—What does he do and who is he?' 
There was a short silence. I said, 'Perhaps that's what we ought to call him "Doctor 

Who?".' 
'All I want to know is where he and Susan come from,' said Barbara. Then Susan 

suddenly appeared at the doors. 
Susan suddenly appeared at the doors. 
'There's something out here!' 
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We went out after her quickly and found the Doctor staring down at a bright metal 
object that glittered in the morning sunlight. It certainly hadn't been there the night before. 

'What do you make of this, Chesterton?' 
It was a small metal box affair about the size and shape of a library book. I picked 

up the firmest looking stick I could find and although I could feel it crumbling in my hand it 
lasted long enough for me to tap and poke at the box. 

'You're wise to take precautions,' said the Doctor. 'It does look rather like a booby 
trap, doesn't it?' 

I decided to risk it and picked up the box. The lid came off easily enough, although I 
was still very apprehensive and slid it off as slowly as I could. The Doctor took the box from 
me and we all stared at the contents. It was full of little glass phials. 

'They look like capsules of medicine,' said Barbara. The Doctor nodded his head, 
replaced the lid and handed the box to Susan. 

'I agree. Put them in the Ship, Susan, and I'll examine them after we get back from 
the city.' 

Susan ran into the Ship and the Doctor heaved his little haversack containing the 
food rations around his shoulders a little more firmly. 

'Whoever did that tapping we heard last night dropped that box,' he murmured. 'It 
suggests some sort of civilization. An advanced society, able to work metal, make glass 
and construct things out of those materials. The evidence doesn't suggest hostility,' and he 



noted my nod of agreement with his theorizing. 'But, nevertheless, we'll keep a sharp eye 
open.' 

Then Susan came out and locked the doors of the Ship and we started out for the 
city. 

It took us about an hour to get through the forest, climb over the ridge of boulders 
and cross the sandy desert to the outskirts, and in all that time none of us saw a bird or an 
insect or any living thing at all. The city made up for the labours of the journey, for we were 
all thoroughly tired out from ploughing through the ashy sand that sometimes reached well 
over our ankles and made walking a slow and cumbersome business. Always we had 
those magnificent buildings in our eyes and they grew larger and larger until at last we 
reached the first one. I call them buildings for want of a better description but really the 
whole design was as if someone had commissioned Frank Lloyd Wright to build a city and 
then someone else had come along and pushed thousands and thousands of tons of ashy 
soil all around it, leaving only the roofs and other protuberances, and then laid a metal floor 
over the soil and pressed downwards. The first proper rest we had was when we were able 
to step out of the ash and start walking on the metal flooring. 

The constructions, for I started to call them this rather than buildings, pierced their 
way out of the metal and had neither doors nor windows. I estimated that the total area of 
the city must have covered two square miles at least and not one of the constructions 
seemed to be duplicated. There were some that were merely rods sticking upwards for 
about thirty feet, others that were square boxlike affairs and several round ones as big as 
gasometers, all made of the same dull metal and showing no joins or screw holes 
whatsoever. 

The Doctor seemed to know where he was going and forged ahead of us, darting 
his head from side to side and muttering an occasional 'Ah!' or an 'Oh!' as if each fresh 
sight explained its most secret use to him. At one time he stopped and motioned us all to 
silence. We stopped chattering about what such a place could be for and who could live in 
it. 

'Something moved on top of one of those round buildings over there,' he said 
sharply. 'I saw it out of the corner of my eve.' 

We stood there watching for several minutes, but nothing happened and eventually 
the Doctor led us forward again, driving deeper into the heart of the city. 

Suddenly, as we all walked round one of the squarer shapes, we saw a flat building 
with a short ramp leading to what was undoubtedly a doorway. The Doctor rubbed his 
hands with glee and actually gave a little dance. 

'It has a pattern, this place, Chesterton,' he chortled. 'I guessed it from the first and I 
was right. That building with the door is the heart of the place and now we'll see the inside 
and discover what's going on.'. 

'It's mercury we're after, remember, Doctor.' 
'Yes, yes, yes,' he replied irritably, 'but now we are here we might as well explore a 

little.' 
Barbara put her arm out and leaned on me for a moment and I became aware that 

there was perspiration on her brow and her face was not looking as healthy as it might. I 
helped her over to the doorway and sat her down in the shade of the building and turned to 
the Doctor grimly. 

'You can see she isn't up to this, Doctor. Let's find the mercury and get her back to 
the Ship.' 

'I'm all right,' said Barbara stubbornly, but Susan and I glanced at the Doctor. To 
give him his due, he was immediately and genuinely concerned. 



'Then you rest here my dear,' he said gently, 'and we'll take a little look inside.' 
Barbara shook her head and got up. 

'We'll find it better if we split up,' she said. 'I'm perfectly all right I promise you. Let's 
each look for some instrument or other and meet back here in fifteen minutes.' 

I didn't want to agree but I knew Barbara would go on arguing until she got her own 
way. There was a resolution about her, a determination that didn't want to admit any 
weakness and none of us wanted to make an invalid out of her by wasting time. The 
Doctor agreed to her plan on behalf of the rest of us eventually and we went through the 
door. 

We found ourselves in a fair-sized hall or chamber which had several doors on it. 
Actually they were less doorways and more like arches with a steel plate closing them off. 
At the side of each lintel was a small flat bulb and it was Susan who discovered that if you 
passed your hand over the bulb the steel plate slid away and revealed the corridor beyond. 
We each chose a door and checked our watches. I noticed with a mental smile that the 
Doctor had a typical gold hunter on a thick chain. He could have walked into any 
Edwardian drawing-room and not been out of place. 

The door I chose didn't seem to lead anywhere at all; it was just a short corridor 
with one corner that ended in a blank metal wall. I retraced my steps back to the entrance 
chamber again and found Susan, who had the same sort of story to tell. Almost at the 
same moment the Doctor appeared and told us he'd had some success, so we followed 
him and he showed us a little room he'd discovered that was filled with recording 
instruments rather similar to the oscillation meters used to map sound frequencies. There 
were thirty of them, ten to each wall and the needles of each one differed slightly in its 
journey as it wavered over the slim strip of metal that revolved underneath it. 

We went from one to another, examining each in silence and puziling over them. 
There weren't any numbers or letters anywhere in evidence and without a clue to the 
reason for the machines I began to examine them for any signs of the mercury the Doctor 
needed. 

Suddenly I heard a gasp behind me and whirling round I saw the Doctor stagger 
into the centre of the room. Susan ran to him and clutched his arm. 

'What is it, Grandfather? What's wrong?' 
'I can read the messages on these machines,' he said hoarsely, and on his face 

was a look of absolute horror. 'You must forgive me, Chesterton; all of you must! What 
have I done with my stupid subterfuge?' 

'What are you talking about?' I demanded, suddenly anxious at his genuine 
concern. 

'We must go back to the Ship immediately. No wonder that young woman didn't feel 
well.' He glanced down at Susan and I saw tears in his eyes. 'Neither did you, my child.' 

He stared across the room at me, his eyes distended and his hands working away 
at his collar as if it were strangling him. 

'Don't you understand, Chesterton,' he gasped. 'Air pollution! That's the purpose of 
these machines. Somehow or other they are capable of testing a sample of air for thirty 
miles, around the city.' 

For the first time, I noticed a sheen of sweat on the Doctor's forehead. I 
remembered how Barbara had looked. 

Susan said, 'But we've been able to breathe all right, Grandfather. What's the 
matter with the air?' 



'I don't know that. I only know that the oxygen content of the air is being shared with 
some other substance. Miss Wright has been feeling unwell. So have you.' He looked at 
me searchingly but I shook my head. 

He leaned against one of the machines wearily. 
'I have felt something. An unaccustomed tiredness. No, no, Susan,' he went on as 

his granddaughter put a hand on his arm anxiously, 'it's the other one I'm worried about. 
We must find her and get back to the Tardis. Go out and look for her.' 

Susan slipped out of the room. The Doctor waited until the door slid into place 
behind her and then raised his eyes to mine. 

'You knew I deliberately interfered with the fluid link, Chesterton, didn't you? So that 
I could get my own way and explore this city?' 

My silence served as a sufficient answer. I was too worried about the rapid way he 
was weakening. He levered himself away from the machine slowly and accepted the 
support of my hand. 

'Get us back to the Ship, Chesterton. And thank you for not... giving me away to 
Susan.' 

He began to have difficulties with his words and started shaking his head from side 
to side as if trying to keep awake. It was rather like watching a slow motion film of a boxer 
who had just left himself open to a straight right to the point of the jaw. I put an arm around 
him, waved my hand over the bulb and negotiated him through the doorway. 

'Susan!' I shouted, but there was no sign of her and I half walked, half carried him 
up the metal corridor and out into the entrance chamber. I still couldn't see Susan 
anywhere and thought the best thing to do would be to get outside that building and, if 
necessary, leave the Doctor and collect the others together. 

Suddenly I saw something moving out of the corner of my eye and at the same 
moment Susan came slowly backwards through the front entrance. I became aware of a 
low humming in the air, very similar to the noise that telephone wires make in the country 
at night. Susan stopped and looked round her wildly and then stared at me, her eyes 
distended in a dreadful sort of horror. She looked past me and I knew that there was 
something behind me somewhere. I was just about to turn and look when the Doctor 
collapsed in my arms. I laid him down on the floor in a sitting position and looked at Susan, 
a question forming on my lips. 

The answer came through the front entrance slowly. A nightmare answer that had 
the blood draining away from my face and the skin stretching around my eyes. It was a 
round metal thing about three feet in height, like an upturned beaker with a domed top. It 
had dull metal flanges all round it and three different kinds of rods sticking out in front. It 
glided over the metal flooring and Susan retreated before it until she stood close to me. 
Now I knew what it was I'd been conscious of, and what Susan had seen behind me, 
because I became aware that we were surrounded by more of them, all gliding out of the 
doors of the entrance chamber and pointing their rods at us. 

Except from one door, one door that was tantalizingly open and unguarded. All I 
could think of was that the Doctor was seriously ill and needed help. 

One of the machines came quite near to us and then stopped about four feet away. 
I started to examine the three rods it had, battling to control the fast way I was breathing 
and every impulse I had to panic and run. The three rods were each entirely different. The 
first, and shortest, was attached to the top, the domed part, and seemed to be a sort of 
eye. I could see the iris contracting and expanding as it ranged over us. The other two 
were in the position of arms, being roughly in the centre of the 'body', at each side of it. The 
left hand one was a stubby barrel affair, little more than a stick with a hole running through 



it. The other, the longest of the three, was a black rod with a suction pad at the end of it. I 
also noticed that there were two bulbs on either side of the base of the 'eye-stick', and at 
first I thought that these were two more eyes until they suddenly started to light up as the 
machine spoke. 

It spoke! I was so startled that I took a short step backwards and nearly fell over the 
Doctor's body. The voice was all on one level, without any expression at all, a dull 
monotone that still managed to convey a terrible sense of evil. 

 
'What are you doing here?' 
Susan seemed to have conquered her fear of the machines and it was just as well 

because I couldn't have found the ability to speak if I'd been offered a fortune. 
'My grandfather is very ill,' she said. I detected the slight uneven quality in her voice 

but I had to admit it was very slight. Her control was admirable and she seemed to improve 
as the amazing conversation went on. 

'Why?' 
Susan looked at me in a bewildered fashion and then shrugged helplessly. 
'What does it matter why? Isn't the fact that he is ill enough? Help us.' 
The thought of these malignant things bringing out stretchers and drugs didn't 

seem likely to me at all but I bided my time. The doorway was still unguarded. 
'Why is he ill?' grated the machine, as if it had taken no notice of what she'd said. I 

decided it was time I took a hand. 
'It's the air. We've just discovered it makes us ill when we breathe it.' 
The eye-stick turned and regarded me. There was a pause of about five seconds, 

then the machine began to move backwards slightly and then stopped. 
'You will all rest in a compartment we shall show you.' 
'But my grandfather is ill! Desperately ill for all we know. Can't you help us?' 



The machine ignored her with a chilling repetition of its earlier statement and I 
thought I heard a more ominous note in the words. Nothing that one could describe as an 
expression exactly but more a sensation of definite command rather than the plain 
statement it had been. 

I bent down and started to lift up the Doctor, motioning Susan to help me. As she 
bent down, my lips were close to her face. 

'One of us must get free,' I whispered. 'Can you see that doorway? Can you get 
away?' 

'You do it,' she breathed. We made quite a play of making the Doctor seem heavier 
than he really was. 'Take his key. In his top right waistcoat pocket. Bring back tablets from 
the drawer in my room in the Tardis. Bottle marked "stimulizers".' 

We gradually got the Doctor to his feet and he wasn't completely unconscious 
because I could see his eyelids fluttering and his lips moved spasmodically, although no 
sound came. Susan tucked one of her hands under his left arm and took the weight and I 
pretended to be holding him up as I slipped my fingers into his waistcoat and took the key 
she'd told me about. 

I winked at her and then let go of the Doctor and ran for the unguarded doorway. 
Immediately the machines spun round towards me and I heard a loud crackling sound. 
Something hit my legs just behind the knees and I crumpled to the floor in a frenzy of pain, 
suddenly and horribly aware that my legs were completely paralysed. I heard a short 
scream of helpless agony and realized that it was me who was making the noise. Pain 
stabbed up inside my legs, right up through my body. There was a terrible, burning 
sensation at the base of my spine and then again at the back of my neck and I blacked out. 
 

The first person I saw when I woke up was Barbara. In turn I saw the Doctor and 
Susan. Barbara and the Doctor were both asleep or unconscious (I squashed the idea that 
they might be dead immediately), but Susan was very wide awake. I could see the marks 
of dried tears on her cheeks and her hair was disordered. I looked around me quickly and 
took in the room. Apart from one low shelf upon which the Doctor lay the room was devoid 
of any sort of furnishing at all. It was a square box of a room, made entirely of metal. I 
could see one archway and guessed rightly that it was the entrance. I couldn't see any sign 
of one of the door bulbs that opened it and realized we were prisoners. I tried to get to my 
feet but my legs simply gave way. Susan came over to me quickly and gently pushed me 
back to the floor. 

'Don't try to use your legs. Please don't try.' 
'But they're dead! No life in them at all.' I stared at her in absolute panic. 'I can't do 

anything. Don't tell me I'll never use my legs ever again...' 
She stopped my almost hysterical outburst with a finger over my lips. 
'Hush! You'll use them again,' she murmured. 'The Daleks told me that the effect 

was only temporary.' 
My heart stopped pounding quite so much and I felt the fear beginning to ebb away. 

Susan gave me a sad little smile but I found it comforting. 
'At least they haven't killed us,' she said. 
I suppose I ought to have accepted that as some consolation, but I didn't, simply 

because I couldn't believe that wasn't their ultimate intention. Daleks, Susan had called 
them. I asked her to explain. 

'I don't know much more than that. We're right under the city and we were brought 
down here in a lift. Barbara was in here when they pushed us in.' 



'How is she?' 
'Not as bad as my grandfather,' she replied seriously, 'but she's ill. You and I seem 

to have escaped.' 
'Except for my legs.' 
'One of those sticks they carry is a gun of some sort. It projects a charge of 

electricity, I think. That's what they hit you with. I spoke to one of the Daleks when we 
came down in the lift and it told me that they have built this city and that they think we're 
called Thals.' 

'Who are they?' 
'I don't know, Mr. Chesterton. I'm just telling you what I heard. I gather that there 

are two races on this planet or used to be at any rate. The Dalek race and the race of 
Thals. The Daleks thought all the Thals were dead until recently and then their instruments 
began to record movements in the forest.' 

'Could that have been us moving about?' 
'No, this was quite a while ago. I'm afraid they think we're enemies who are 

determined to destroy them. I tried to explain that we aren't these Thals and that we aren't 
enemies at all but then the lift stopped and I didn't have time to talk any more. They've 
given us some food and water and it tastes perfectly all right. In a funny sort of way, I think 
they're afraid of us.' 

I digested this and it began to make sense. If there were only one race on a planet, 
or at least they imagined they were the only race, and then they learned that there were 
others, I suppose they might react as the Daleks had done. The thought kept repeating 
itself in my brain that what had happened to my legs was only temporary and I looked 
round the room, searching for some inspiration. Above the door, I suddenly noticed a small 
metal box with six glass balls set in it that glowed slightly. I had no idea what it was for but I 
marked it down for future examination. 

The door slid open and one of the Dalek machines slid into the room, stopping just 
inside the doorway. 

'If you are not Thals,' it grated out, 'you will not have any drugs.' 
'We aren't Thals,' I replied. 
'But if you are, you must be immune to the polluted air. We are immune because of 

the casing we wear.' 
The thought that there was someone or something inside the machine hadn't 

occurred to me and I found it intensely interesting. I'd simply thought of them as machines. 
'You live inside your machines all the time?' I ventured. 
'The Thals must have a drug to ward off the polluted atmosphere,' the Dalek 

persisted. I suddenly felt Susan's hand grip my arm. 
'Drugs! The metal box we found outside the Ship.' She turned towards me and I 

could see the excitement in her eyes. 
'Don't you see? That tapping we heard must have been one of the Thals. It dropped 

a box of drugs and that's what we found.' 
'And the drugs have the power to ward off whatever it is that's in the air, Susan. It 

may be able to cure the Doctor and Barbara.' 
The Dalek had been listening to all this patiently enough but now broke in on our 

conversation. 
'We are interested in these drugs. We may be able to rid ourselves of these 

protective suits and leave the confines of the city and rebuild the planet. You know where 
some of the drugs are to be found?' 



'We found some,' I replied cautiously. We wanted the drugs for ourselves, not for 
the Daleks. 

'One of you will bring the drugs to the city.' 
The Dalek began to glide backwards. I shouted out to it that we needed help to get 

back to the forest but the door slid shut. I forgot about what had happened to me and tried 
to get up and promptly fell down again. 

I stared around me miserably. The Doctor and Barbara totally out of action, and 
although the air hadn't affected me I was practically useless. That left a sixteen-year-old 
girl as a balance between life and death, which gave us about as much chance as a 500 to 
1 outsider has of winning the Derby. Susan had plenty of courage and intelligence but she 
was scarcely suited to what lay ahead. I looked across the room at her, bathing the 
Doctor's head with water from a metal pitcher and thought how small and defenceless she 
seemed. 

The door slid open and the Dalek came into the cell again. At least I thought it was 
the same one. None of them had any distinguishing marks so it was impossible to tell. 

'One of you will fetch the drugs. It has been decided.' 
'We're all ill,' I said savagely. 'Can't you see you're asking the impossible?' 
'The girl is the fittest,' the Dalek droned back in its inhuman way. Susan looked at it 

and I saw how startled she was. I suppose it had never occurred to her that she would be 
chosen to go. The Dalek began to speak again. 

'The girl will start immediately. We have considered the question of the four of you. 
You may not be of the Thal race. There seems to be no reason for you to lie about it. Yet 
you resemble them in many ways.' 

Susan said, 'How do you know? I thought you said that you believed the Thals 
were all dead. How do you know what thev look like?' 

'We know how they will look,' was the enigmatic answer. 'They will be much worse 
than you.' 

I tried to work out exactly what the implications were. Worse than us? Yet we were 
like them in many ways. The Dalek began to speak again. 

'The chemical in the air can affect the structure and shape of human tissue. The 
race of Thals must be mutations. If they are in the forest where you say you have the 
drugs, you must be on your guard against them.' 

Susan stared at me in, horror and all I could do was look back at her helplessly. 
The Dalek glided forward a few feet towards Susan. 
'You will start immediately.' Again I heard that slight emphasis, the warning note 

behind the words. 
After the silence, Susan said, 'Must I go?' 
I couldn't bear to go on looking at her, I felt so helpless. Instead I glared at the 

Dalek. 
'She's only a child!' 
'She will start immediately!' This time there was no mistaking the menace in the 

words. Susan came across to me and I held her in my arms. 
'You'll have to go, Susan. You can see how it is, The others need the drug 

desperately and my legs are useless. Just go straight there and straight back.' I kissed her 
gently on the forehead. Then I held her head close to mine so that I could whisper to her. 

'Hide some of the drugs. The Daleks will take them all when you get back if you 
don't.' She nodded slightly against my chin and then got to her feet and faced the machine. 

'I'm ready.' 



The Dalek moved backwards and Susan followed without even a glance back at 
me. The door descended and she was gone. I heard the Doctor muttering again, rambling 
on about the fluid link, a series of disconnected words and phrases that only told me how 
much his conscience must have been troubling him, even in his illness. Barbara didn't 
make any move at all but just lay there on the floor, for all the world as if she were in a 
deep sleep. 

For all the world! That phrase which I could use so thoughtlessly on earth now 
came home to me. I wasn't on any world I knew, any that I could trust. I was in alien 
surroundings, a prisoner and forced to give a man's job to a girl of sixteen. 

I pounded at my useless legs with my fists in a fury of rage and resentment, but it 
didn't do me any good at all. Hope seemed a far away thing and life a gleaming comet in 
the sky that was rapidly burning itself out. 



5 Escape into Danger 
About two hours later the pain started to twist my stomach in knots and I knew that 

the poisoned air was beginning to work on me. It didn't make any difference that both my 
legs were a mass of pins and needles which told me the feeling was returning to them. My 
clothes were sodden with perspiration and after a while the room started to do cartwheels. I 
remember crawling over to Barbara when she started moving her head from side to side 
and making little sounds of pain, because I had some idea of bathing her face with water. I 
never made it, of course, and the worst of it was I knew I'd even failed to do a simple thing 
like that. Then the floor did some more leap-frogs over the ceiling and I lost consciousness. 

The first thought I had when my eyes opened was that passing out was something 
that was happening a little too frequently to be funny any more. The stomach pains had 
gone, and my head was clearing rapidly, although I had the very devil of a pain in my left 
arm. My watch was clearly in view and I was shocked to see that over five hours had gone 
by since Susan had left. At that moment a cool hand was laid on my forehead and Susan 
was staring down at me. 

'I want you to rest for a few minutes,' she said quietly. 'I've brought back the drugs 
and given you all some so everything's all right. All you have to do is relax and you'll be 
fine again.' 

'What kept you?' I managed to ask. 
It seemed to me as I were speaking perfectly naturally but Susan told me later that I 

croaked so much I sounded as if I'd been in a desert without water for two or three days. 
Probably I was too relieved that things had turned out for the better to notice. 

Susan's story was an extraordinary one and she told it to us, as we lay there 
together gathering our strength, without any false heroics or affectations at all and my 
admiration for the girl increased a hundred-fold. 

'The Daleks piloted me to the edge of the city,' she began, 'and then one of them 
gave me a little push with its sucker-like rod and I nearly fell on the ashy sand stuff. They 
told me they could only travel over metal and actually I was rather glad because I was a bit 
frightened they were going to go with me all the way and find out about the Ship. I couldn't 
see them clambering over rocks and things but still I was a bit nervous until they told me I 
was to go on alone. 

'I ran across the desert part as fast as I could and climbed through the rocks. just 
as I was beginning to think the worst was over, the storm began. It was really frightening, 
great flashes of lightning and huge raindrops. And I lost my way.' 

She looked at me with those huge eyes of hers and I began to get quite carried 
away with her story. I could see her running through that forest of dead trees, being 
absolutely drenched by the rain and then discovering that she hadn't an inkling where she 
was or which way to go to reach the Ship. 

'All I could think about was what Mr. Chesterton had said to me just before I left. 
"Straight there and straight back," he'd said.' She smiled at me very slightly. 'I could hear 
those words above the storm and the wind and they stopped me huddling down 
somewhere and gave me a kind of courage. And my stars! I needed all the courage I had, 
Grandfather, because even in all the noise and concentrating on trying to find some 
landmark, I began to realize I was being followed!' 



She couldn't complain about our lack of interest. The Doctor was bending forward 
slightly from his sitting position on the bench and Barbara was sitting up with her arms 
clasping her knees, while I couldn't take my eyes off Susan as she walked about telling her 
story and punctuating it with small, precise little gestures. 

'I remembered what the Daleks had said about the Thals being mutated and I had 
visions of some four-headed, six-armed monster lumbering after me. Well, I was 
determined I wasn't going to be a nice little luncheon for anybody and I raced along, not 
knowing much about where I was going but hoping against hope I'd be lucky. As a matter 
of fact, I wasn't far out at all, although I'd circled around the Ship a little. Anyway, I broke 
through the trees at last and there was the Ship in that sort of clearing place. I rushed over 
to the door and unlocked it and banged it shut behind me. Grandfather, I was saturated 
and I'm afraid I've left pools of rainwater all over the floor.' 

The Doctor smiled at her slightly and moved a hand to forgive any imagined 
misdemeanour. 

'I think that was the really dreadful part,' continued Susan, 'knowing I had the drugs, 
or what we hoped were the drugs anyway, and at the same time being aware that there 
were... things outside the Ship.' 

'Did you turn the scanner on?' demanded the Doctor and Susan nodded. 
'Of course, and I could see something moving in the trees. It had a scaly look about 

it.' She clasped her hands in front of her and then brought them up to her face slowly. 
'Well, I knew I had to go out there. The only sort of weapon I could find to defend 

myself with was one of your walking-sticks, so I took it and tucked the drug box in the 
waistband of my trousers and went out of the doors again. 

'The rain and the wind had stopped by this time, but it had become very dark. Now 
and again there was a flash of lightning. I didn't quite close the doors behind me in case I 
had to retreat quickly, and I stood there looking around. Just to the left of the Ship there's a 
flat rock behind some trees and I caught a movement in one of the lightning flashes. I was 
just trying to work out whether I could make a dash for it when I heard the voice. 

'"I will not harm you," it said. "Do not be afraid of me."' 
'I asked him who he was and he said, "I am Alydon, of the Thal race. Have you 

taken the drug I left for you?"' 
'Left for you?' echoed the Doctor. We all looked at each other, working out the 

implications. Susan clapped her hands together and sat down at her grandfather's feet. 
'Yes, Grandfather, Alydon had left the box of drugs for us. He hadn't dropped it by 

accident as we'd imagined. Anyway, this all sounded promising so I asked the voice if it 
would come out where I could see it. 

'"You may show yourselves to your three companions," Alydon replied, "but that is 
because you accept each other, just as my race and I accept each other. Yet I and my 
people are mutations." 

'"You sound all right,"' I said. 
"'Have you taken the drug?" he insisted, so I explained what had happened, all 

about the Daleks and everything. There was quite a long silence and then a terrific glow of 
lightning—that lasted for every bit of ten seconds and I heard the one who called himself 
Alydon give an exclamation.' 

'"You seem to be like us. This is the first time I have seen you clearly."' 
'"Then step out where I can see you. I have to get back to the others. They are held 

prisoner and I'm not sure whether I can trust you or not yet."' 
Susan looked over at Barbara—and I saw quite a mischievous glint in her eyes. 



'There was a bit of a pause and then Alydon stepped out of the shadows. The 
daylight was coming back a bit now and although the lightning was moving away it still 
flickered on and off sufficiently for me to see fairly clearly. Well, I don't know what they 
mean by mutations on this planet, Barbara, but he's the most wonderful looking man I've 
ever seen anywhere in any world.' 

 
The look on my face must have been a bit extraordinary because both Susan and 

Barbara laughed at me. 
'Present company excluded, of course,' giggled Susan. I bowed, feeling ridiculous, 

and if you've ever tried to bow when you're sitting on your haunches you'll know exactly 
what I mean. 

'Be objective, Susan!' urged the Doctor. 
'Alydon is about six foot four and perfectly proportioned and he has long fair hair. 

The scaly thing I'd caught a glimpse of is the cloak he wears.' She glanced at Barbara 
again. 'I'll come back to Alydon later, if you like,' and Barbara raised her eyebrows to agree 
to a future and secret conversation. 

'Anyway, Alydon walked with me through the forest and gave me another box of 
drugs just in case the Daleks wanted a whole box to themselves. He asked me a lot of 
questions about the machines and the city, most of which I couldn't answer, but we agreed 
that I'd talk to the Daleks about the Thals and arrange a sort of truce.' 

Susan leant a hand on her grandfather's knee and looked up at him. 'You see, the 
Thals have come searching for food, so I promised I'd arrange with the Daleks for them to 
give him some.' 

'So you made an arrangement with the Daleks, did you?' the Doctor said very 
quietly. 



'Oh, yes,' said Susan happily. 'I told them all about the Thals and what they wanted 
and the Daleks said they'd let them have a supply of food and water. Those machines 
aren't half as bad as they look, you know.' 

The Doctor patted Susan's head gently and got to his feet. His eyes met mine 
briefly and there was a thoughtfulness about them that made me uneasy. 

'Go on, Susan.' 
'Did I do something wrong?' 
'I don't know, my child. just tell me everything that happened.' 
'The Daleks dictated a letter for me to write to the Thals,' she faltered. 'They gave 

me a sheet of thin metal paper and a sort of stylus: It just said that they'd leave a stock of 
food and water in that entrance hall where we were captured and the Thals could come 
and collect it.' 

The Doctor sunk his chin on one hand, supporting his elbow with the other. His 
expression wasn't unkindly but it was undeniably serious. 

'And how,' he said quietly, 'were the Thals to know it wasn't a trap?' 
'I told them I'd sign my name to it.' 
'Which you did?' 
Susan nodded miserably. The old man moved several paces away and I could 

almost hear his brain ticking over. 'And when are the Thals to collect the food?' 
'Tomorrow morning, when the sun rises.' Susan got up and ran to him and threw 

her arms around him. 
'Oh, Grandfather, what have I done? Something awful, I know I have!' 
He stroked her hair gently. 
'Susan, I'm afraid you may have placed these Thal people in jeopardy. I don't trust 

the Daleks and we have no reason to. On the other hand, I do trust the Thals. This Alydon 
of yours seems to have kept his wits about him. Leaving drugs for us. Keeping watch. 
Giving you an extra supply. These are two entirely different races. The one tries to 
imprison us, and when we are incarcerated do they make any effort to relieve our 
suffering? Not at all. They find out we have access to drugs and they send you for them. 
But they do so because they want the drugs for themselves!' 

The Doctor looked at us all gravely. 
'Why should these Daleks share what they have with anyone else? Can any one of 

you show me even a small hint that they possess compassion or mercy or friendship? Are 
they even interested? I can't believe it.' 

Just above the Doctor's head, I could see that little box with the six glass eyes set 
in it. What else could it be, I argued to myself, but a television camera or some sort of 
microphone? Probably both. If the Daleks were overhearing everything we were saying, 
the best thing we could do would be to shut up and not make our feelings so clear. I was 
so busy working all this out that I didn't realize the Doctor had been talking to me directly. 

'I said, "What's the matter with you, Chesterton?" I don't believe you've heard a 
word.' 

I got up from the floor and circled around him so that my back was to the box. Then 
I was able to gesture with my hand under cover of my body. I pointed back urgently with 
my thumb. 

'If the Daleks could see or hear you, Doctor,' I said, pretending to be angry, 'how do 
you think they'd react? They haven't killed us and they let us use the drugs, and you can't 
blame them for being suspicious. Give them time, Doctor, they'll soon prove how friendly 
they can be.' 



The Doctor wasn't slow-witted. He simply nodded his head after his eyes had slid 
past me and taken in the box. Then he bent down and picked up the metal water pitcher 
and held it out threateningly with one hand while the other, hidden by my body, gestured 
me to retreat. 

'Are you daring to argue with me, Chesterton?' he blazed and I started to move 
backwards. The two girls, who hadn't any idea at all what we were up to, started to 
remonstrate with him and I saw Susan moving with the idea of taking the weapon away 
from him and that was the last thing we wanted. I back-pedalled a bit faster and the Doctor 
came after me, his eyes gleaming with hatred as he waved the pitcher dangerously. 

'After all I've done for you, to have to stand here and listen to you defending our 
enemies.' 

I meant to fall anyway but I did it a little sooner than I expected because something 
tangled up my legs and I had to twist to save myself. I was able to see the Doctor raise the 
pitcher and throw it with unerring accuracy at the box on the wall. It hit it dead centre and 
there was a short flash and a puff of smoke and the box hung shattered. 

The Doctor bent over me, beaming with pleasure and helped me to my feet. 
'Excellent, my boy, excellent. The perfect team, eh?' He turned and explained to 

the others while I picked up the thing that had tripped me up. It was a long cloak with the 
pattern of scales all over it and made up of some material I'd never come across before. It 
seemed to be like a cross between silk and rubber yet it was of the texture of cigarette 
paper. 

 
Susan said, 'That was Alydon's cloak. He gave it to me because it started to drizzle 

again just as we reached the rocky ridge.' 
'Come along, both of you,' interrupted the Doctor. 'Before one of those machines 

comes in to find out what happened to their apparatus. We've got to get out of this prison.' 
'And warn the Thals,' said Barbara quietly. The Doctor glanced at her but didn't 

answer her. 
'What do we know about the Daleks?' I asked. 
We all thought for a moment. 



'Those eye-sticks of theirs seem to have a wide range of vision,' murmured Susan, 
'and they carry a powerful kind of gun.' 

'As I know only too well,' I said, 'but how do they work? The suggestion is that the 
Dalek himself lives inside the machine, or the protective casing as they call it, yet there 
must be some sort of motor. If we could find out the principle of the engine, maybe we 
could attack it in that way.' 

The Doctor rubbed his nose thoughtfully. 'Yes, you've hit the centre of the problem, 
Chesterton. This whole city, you know, is made from metal. There are even metal floors. 
Also, they told Susan they could only travel as far as the edge of the city.' 

'And they work on electricity,' put in Susan. 
'But how, my dear? Here we are walking about on the floor and not getting any 

shocks or anything. How are they drawing up their power?' 
Barbara said, 'Then there's that slight, electric smell they have about them. You 

know, it reminds me of something and I just can't put a name to it.' 
She thought for a moment then looked up, her eyes gradually opening wider. 
'Dodgem cars! You know, Ian, in the fairgrounds. That smell is exactly the same!' 
'I wonder if...' began the Doctor, then he moved over to me and took Alydon's cloak 

out of my hands and ran the tips of his fingers over it. He looked up at me. 
'Do you think the Daleks have discovered how to operate by using static electricity, 

Chesterton?' 
Reason made me want to argue, but then I thought of movement through time and 

space and the change of dimensions inside the Doctor's Ship. You can't really argue when 
you have those things at the back of your mind. I shrugged. The Doctor grinned at me and 
patted my arm. 

'That's right, my boy, always keep an open mind. I know the use of static electricity 
may seem absurd but it is an answer, isn't it? Well, if they do, they only have one point of 
connection. They draw the current from the floor and pass it back again. Now, supposing, 
Chesterton...' He spread the cloak out on the floor and Barbara interrupted. 

'Supposing we pulled the Dalek on top of the cloak?' 
'Exactly, Miss Wright.' 
'Will the cloak insulate, Doctor?' 
He and Barbara examined it together and I reminded them that Susan said that 

Alydon had given it to her because it had started to rain again. And there was no doubt that 
it had a rubbery sort of feel to it. Susan sat down on the floor and took her shoes off and 
started to pick off some of the ash from one of the heels. 

'Well, we must try it,' decided the Doctor. 'Chesterton and I will do all the work. You 
and Susan keep well out of range.' 

'Actually, what I was thinking, Doctor,' I said, 'was that either Susan or Barbara 
could jam something in the door. We have no guarantee that the Dalek is going to enter 
the room, but if we make the door stick he might be curious enough to come in.' 

'Good idea, but you do it. Sit here and as soon as the door opens stick something 
right at the base of the pivot. The door slides sideways, doesn't it, up and then into the 
right-hand wall?' 

I nodded. 
'Doctor, I don't know whether it's occurred to you yet,' said Barbara, 'but the Dalek's 

eye stick can practically see all around it. You haven't much chance of creeping up on it. 
She held up her hand and showed a lump of what looked like streaky plasticine. 
'Unless you use mud.' 



The Doctor came back to me and helped me pick up some of the fragments from 
the floor that had fallen out of the broken wall box. 

'We can't go far wrong with this sort of co-operative enterprise,' he murmured to me 
and then suddenly I saw the door start to open. 

Immediately we darted about all over the place. I crouched down as near the door 
as I could and the Doctor flattened himself opposite me. Susan and Barbara stood in front 
of the door, directly in the path of the Dalek. 

As soon as the door was fully opened, I pushed the little piece of soft metal I'd bent 
off the box into the corner of the door. The Dalek stayed out in the corridor, apparently 
suspicious of us. 

'You have destroyed our communication system,' it rasped. 
'You will all stand together.' 
Nobody moved. The Dalek advanced until it was half-way through the door. It still 

wasn't near enough the cloak for my liking. 
'Why are two of you on either side of the entrance. All four of you must be together!' 
The Dalek obviously decided it was time to illustrate what would happen if nobody 

took any notice of it. I saw the short, stubby rod point towards one of the empty corners. 
There was a harsh crackling sound and a jet of blue sparks shot across the room blistering 
the wall and twisting and melting it until little rivulets of molten metal ran down and pooled 
on the floor. The Doctor and I glanced at each other and moved over to join the girls 
reluctantly. 

'It has not been decided,' the Dalek stated, 'whether the communication system 
was broken deliberately or by accident. It does not matter. You are no longer of any 
interest to us. We have tested the drug.' 

There was a pause as we all looked at each other in bewilderment. The voice of the 
Dalek suddenly broke in, evidently realizing further explanation was necessary. 

'Several of the Daleks upon whoin the drug was tried failed to respond to it and 
have died. The drug, then, is poison to us. To be able to rid ourselves of these protective 
suits and go out and rebuild the planet Skaro, the Daleks must increase that chemical in 
the air which is alien to you and to the Thals.' 

'But if you do that,' spluttered the Doctor, 'you'll kill everybody else.' 
'The planet belongs to the Daleks.' 
I stared at the machine in horror. 
'But you're all right in the city. You've got the suits. Surely there's enough room for 

you and the Thais?' 
'For a short time, perhaps. But as we multiply and as the Thais multiply, the conflict 

between us will grow. We will demand more of the chemical air and the Thals less of it. So 
they must be exterminated.' 

There was another pause as the eye-stick surveyed us each in turn. 
'The decision as to your future,' it said at last, 'will be made tomorrow. After we 

have shown the race of Thais our power.' 
The Dalek moved backwards smoothly and the door started to close. Then, as the 

door descended on to the piece of metal it stopped abruptly. The Dalek waved its sucker 
stick over the eye on the outer wall but the door still refused to budge. It advanced into the 
room. I noticed that the gun-stick was directed at Barbara. 

'Remove the block on the door.' 
I didn't have any choice in the matter and I went over and threw the little piece of 

metal away. The Dalek glided out. Our plan had failed. Then Susan had an inspiration and 
shouted, 'Bring us some more water. It's all gone and you can't leave us all night without it.' 



'It will be brought later.' 
The door slid down. 
Susan's brainwave meant that the Dalek would return, but we had to wait three 

hours before he did, though the machine that brought our water may well have been a 
different one. Anyway, the door slid open and it trundled into the cell without any 
suspicions at all. We were all sitting about on the floor, the Doctor half asleep and Susan 
and Barbara playing some word game that I was amazed to find had Susan an easy 
winner. Apparently lexicography was one of her strong points. 

As soon as the door opened I saw my chance because I was nearest to the door 
and rather to one side of it. I pretended to be asleep and as the machine sailed in I leapt up 
and pushed it from behind as hard as I could. It rolled over the cloak and stopped and 
Barbara jumped out of range of the gun-rod and smeared the mud she'd kept tacky right 
over the lens of the eye. I could hear the voice of the Dalek squawking but this time the 
words were quite indistinguishable, as if someone was being choked. The Doctor had 
woken up immediately and we all got out of the way of the front of the machine, well out of 
danger in case the gun-stick was still operating. 

'Susan,' ordered the Doctor, 'find another bit of metal and jam that door open. Miss 
Wright, go with her and keep watch along the corridor. Chesterton, you and I are going to 
see if we can get this thing open.' 

Barbara and Susan moved off and he and I started to examine the outer casing, 
looking for some sign of a hinge or a join. We found it eventually in the front, about a foot 
from the top and directly in the centre. There was no movement or noise from the machine 
at all, so we put our hands to one of the metal flanges and lifted up the top. 

I don't like to think about what we saw inside. It was an evil, monstrous shape. 
There was one eye in the centre of a head without ears and with a nose so flattened and 
shapeless it was merely a bump on the face. The mouth was a short slit above the chin, 
more of a flap really, and on either side of the temples there were two more bumps with 
little slits in them and I heard the Doctor mutter that they must be the hearing parts. The 
skin was dark green and covered with a particularly repellant slime. I felt my stomach 
heaving and I bit the inside of my mouth until I tasted blood. The Doctor viewed the thing 
with repugnance and wiped a hand over his brow. 

'This is awful, Chesterton, but we must get it out of the machine.' 
After the silence, I said: 
'Because I've got to get inside?' 
He looked at me keenly. 'Yes, my dear boy. It's the one hope we have. Can you do 

it?' 
I was saved from answering because Susan wanted to come back and have a look 

at what we'd found. She took some persuading to stay with Barbara but at last the Doctor 
succeeded. Barbara's eyes met mine and she knew that what we'd found was a secret she 
wouldn't want me to share. 

The Doctor came back from his argument with Susan, which had culminated in a 
direct order, something Susan always obeyed; and together we pushed the machine off the 
cloak. The Dalek started to move! I saw its head begin to raise slowly and was suddenly 
aware that it had two short stubby arms about two feet long and that one of them was 
moving towards a lever. Then the Doctor pushed the cloak inside the machine and we 
lifted the thing out and bundled it into a corner. It was the most dreadful and horrifying 
experience I've ever had and I could see it had affected the Doctor, too, because he 
constantly licked his lips as if his mouth had gone dry, and his cheeks had a rather grey 
look about them. 



'Chesterton, if I had any doubt at all about what we were contemplating, the sight of 
that disgusting thing has totally dispelled them. And they call the Thals mutations! Now 
then. How do you feel about riding in the machine, eh?' 

Naturally, it was a tight squeeze. The Dalek machine was about four feet six inches 
in height, but by crouching down and pressing my arms to my sides, I could just make it. 
There were several levers and switches inside but I had no idea which worked the 
individual rods. 

'I'm a bit afraid to try these out, Doctor,' I said, 'in case they have some 
communications system or other.' The Doctor was busy wiping mud off the eye-stick. 

'Well, you won't need them. We'll replace the lid on top of you and push you along 
and make it look as if we were simply following you.' 

He called the other two back and together they lowered the lid over my head. I 
could breathe well enough and I found that by turning my head slightly I could get one eye 
near enough to a rubber eye-piece and have a wonderfully clear view ahead and around 
me, very much like normal vision. 

'Try speaking,' I heard Barbara say. 
'Yes, all right.' 
'We can hear you well enough,' murmured the Doctor. 'But make it sound more like 

a Dalek,' said Susan. 
I tried to imitate their flat, expressionless voices and Susan's face appeared in front 

of me, smiling and waving a hand in triumph. 
'That's marvellous, Mr. Chesterton.' 
I felt a movement as they pushed me and we started to move towards the door. 

The Doctor went ahead and used the sucker stick to guide the way and we turned into the 
corridor and moved down it. 

It was a tremendous relief to leave that room, but as the others turned the machine 
round to move it out, I caught a glimpse of the bundle under the cloak. I could just see a 
small green hand with three fingers struggling weakly to lift up the material that covered the 
body. The fact that it failed and fell limply to the steel floor didn't make me feel any better. 

At that moment, they pushed me round a corner of the corridor and my blood went 
cold. About twenty yards ahead of me I saw a Dalek machine and it began to turn and face 
us. 



6 The Will to Survive 
The Dalek in front of me stopped moving and I tried not to think about what would 

happen if it fired. The Doctor was ahead of me and a little to one side, pretending to be 
urged forward by the long rod with the sucker attachment. But he would be right in the line 
of fire. I felt I knew how men in the Tank Corps suffered when an enemy bazooka suddenly 
appeared. 

'Steady, Chesterton,' I heard the Doctor whisper, and then he raised his voice 
angrily. 'Stop pushing me, confound you! I'm going. I'm going!' 

We came to rest about six feet away from the Dalek and I was quite certain I wasn't 
going to do any speaking first. I was too afraid of making a mistake. I kept thinking about 
the way the wall had melted in the cell. A bead of sweat ran down my forehead, trickled 
past my left eyebrow and ran down my nose. 

'They are going to level eight?' 
I detected a slight lift at the end of the sentence as the Dalek spoke and it was the 

fast time I had noticed real tonal quality in their speech. 
'Yes.' 
The Dalek examined us all for a few seconds then began to swing away. 
'There have been no instructions. The matter will be referred.' 
I thought desperately and didn't come up with anything. Then the slight figure of 

Susan appeared in my eye-line. 
'I won't go!' she shouted. 'You've no right to keep us prisoners!' 
She started to run, making to go past the other Dalek and along the corridor. The 

machine startled me with its speed of movement. It whirled round and I saw the sucker rod 
extend outwards and bury itself in the wall just ahead of Susan, stopping her abruptly. 

'Go back to the others.' 
Susan turned slowly and stood next to her grandfather and Barbara appeared on 

the other side of him. The Dalek turned its eye-stick towards me and I saw its bulbs 
flashing. 

'I will help you move them into the lift room.' 
I didn't dare say anything. Those flashing bulbs reminded me that I hadn't any idea 

whether mine were working or not. The Dalek extracted its suction pad from the wall, 
swung round and passed the pad over one of the bulbs on the wall. A door slid open and 
Susan stepped through it. Barbara stood directly in front of the Doctor so that he could grip 
one of the rods on my machine and pull me. We must have been inches away from the 
door. Barbara had already gone through when the Dalek's eye-stick suddenly shot 
downwards and looked where I imagined the Doctor's hand was holding my machine. 

'Step away! Take your hand away!' The Doctor lifted his band and, of course, I 
came to rest. The eye-stick turned to 

me. 
'What is wrong? Are you damaged?' 
I decided stubbornness was the best approach. 
'They are to go to level eight,' I intoned. There was an indecisive pause and then 

the eye-stick wavered and the body of the machine swung away. The Doctor seized his 
chance and pulled at one of the rods on my machine, and eased me through the doorway, 



then he pushed me around so that I faced outwards. The Dalek turned slowly, the eye-
stick's lens enlarging and contracting. 

The Doctor waved his hand on the inside wall-bulb and the door began to descend. 
I watched it as it moved downwards, expecting every moment for it to stop and then start 
opening again when the Dalek reached the conclusion that it was being tricked, but all that 
happened was that I heard its voice briefly announcing into what I could only imagine was 
some sort of internal microphone system that the prisoners had been sent up to level eight. 
Then the door closed and the sound of its voice was cut off. 

The Doctor bent down on his knees, examining the wall-bulb. 
'Give me your shoe, Miss Wright,' he said. 
Barbara took one off and handed it to him and he smashed the bulb to pieces with 

the heel. Then his hand darted inside one of his waistcoat pockets and pulled out, of all 
extraordinary things, a button-hook, and I saw him insert it into the hole he'd made in the 
wall. He probed about for a few seconds and drew out a couple of wires and, giving them a 
sharp downward pull, broke them. He sat back on his heels, replaced the button-hook in 
his pocket and rubbed his hands together. 

'I don't think they'll open this door again in a hurry.' 
'Perhaps you could get me out of this tin can then.' He got to his feet, beckoning to 

the two girls urgently. 
'My dear fellow, you must be roasting in there. The hinge is at the front, Miss 

Wright.' 
They gradually eased the lid open and I scrambled out thankfully. We were in a 

small sort of ante-room, little more than a large cupboard, really, and facing the door we'd 
just come through was an open lift. 

'Well, I'm glad to get out of that thing,' I murmured. 'Now I know how sardines feel.' 
'Come along, come along, we must get up in that lift and get away from the city,' 

said the Doctor sharply. Suddenly we all heard the distant sound of alarm bells, and then 
Susan tugged at my sleeve and pointed to the door. Part of it was beginning to glow red 
and a small hole was forming. The Daleks were burning their way through! 

With one accord we scrambled into the lift and Barbara selected the top one of the 
twenty buttons laid out in a panel on the inside. The lift began to shoot upwards. Susan 
looked at her watch. 

'It's nearly six, Grandfather. The Thals will be arriving at any moment.' 
The Doctor made a non-committal noise in his throat and avoided looking at any of 

us. Barbara gazed at him steadily and I thought she was about to say something when the 
lift began to slow down. Then it stopped altogether. 

We moved out and found ourselves at the top of a building, one of the round, 
gasometer-type ones, I thought, and directly facing us was a wall of glass that domed over 
our heads, giving an impression of the top floor having been designed as an observation 
place. It certainly gave us a marvellous view of the city and I guessed we were every bit as 
high up as the top of the Eiffel Tower. We walked over and surveyed the scene. 

From above, the city lay spread out like a fantastic collection of engineering 
inventions. We were clearly in the highest building of all and as we moved along the 
corridor I began to get a better picture of the sort of country surround. ing us. In the 
distance I could see the forest where the Tardis lay. It looked strangely comforting. On a 
line with it, starting at the ridge of rocks where Susan had first seen the city, there was a 
gradual descent and then the ground began to flatten out. I could see the beginnings of 
dense vegetation. Moving away still farther on another side of the city there was a line of 
enormous mountains that towered over us. 



As we moved around the observation floor we came across what I can only 
describe as an example of Dalek sculpture. It was little more than a series of metal squares 
welded to. gether, without any particular design or pattern, and since it had no attachments 
to the flooring or showed that it possessed any internal engines or served any purpose at 
all, we concluded it must be some form of bizarre decoration. 

The Doctor moved us all back to the lift again and held a council of war. 
'Now we've seen several of these lifts. The only thing we can do is go down in one 

and try and break through the city.' 
Barbara said, 'Do you think we'll be able to avoid the Daleks?' 
'I'm sure of it, Miss Wright. Remember that Susan has told us the Thals are coming 

to the city. The Daleks will be occupied with them. With care, we ought to be able to slip 
through to the forest.' 

'I thought so!' said Barbara, angrily. 'I knew that's what was in your mind. Never 
mind about the Thals coming here because we've arranged it or that we know they've tried 
to help us. All you can think of is to use them as red herrings while we run for cover!' 

The Doctor looked surprised at her outburst and I must say it startled me. Ever 
since I'd met her I don't believe she'd lost her poise or her self control, even when she 
came face to face with the metal beast in the forest and thought it was still alive. The 
Doctor recovered himself. 

'Miss Wright, I'm not interested in your comments. We have our own safety to 
consider.' 

'You really mean to say you'd sacrifice these other people without giving it a second 
thought?' 

'Well, of course I've thought about it,' he replied sharply, 'but our duty is to get back 
to the Ship.' 

'Our duty to whom?' 
'To each other,' the Doctor said. 
The trouble was that I agreed with both of them. I knew what the Doctor was driving 

at and we were hardly cut out to defend the Thals in any battle that the Doctor obviously 
anticipated was going to ensue. At the same time it did go against the grain a bit to walk 
away without at least warning them. I was just about to put all of this into words when the 
lift behind us started to disappear out of sight. 

'Quick!' shouted the Doctor. 'No time to argue. They'll be up in that lift in a moment.' 
I ran over to one of the statues and manhandled it to the lift entrance. 
'What are you wasting time for, Chesterton?' 
'I'm not wasting time,' I replied curtly. I was a bit fed up with him for always thinking 

the worst of people. 'I'm cutting down the odds a little.' 
Barbara helped me with the statue and we pushed it over the edge. It slipped out of 

sight and cautiously I craned my head into the aperture and watched it hurtling down the lift 
shaft. There was a terrific crash beneath and I saw a cloud of smoke billow out. I stepped 
back and winked at Barbara. The Doctor patted me on the shoulder. 

'I'm sorry, my boy. I judged you too harshly.' 
'There's another lift over here Grandfather,' called Susan, about twenty feet away. 

We moved over to her. 
Barbara stopped suddenly and then ran over to the glass. 
'They're coming! Look there's a whole party of them!' 
Round the corner of one of the square buildings came a magnificent old man, 

wearing one of the cloaks that Susan had brought back from the forest. He was easily six 
foot four or five and wore a kind of coronet on his head made of some very bright silvery 



metal. He was clean-shaven and very bronzed and his hair was pure white and short-
cropped. He was obviously the leader; I could tell that by the signals he gave to the party of 
men behind him, cautioning them to be watchful and not to go too quickly. 

We hammered on the glass to try to attract their attention and then we all tried 
shouting together, but the observation chamber was obviously soundproof, and anyway we 
were much too high up for them to notice us. 

Barbara said, 'We must help them, Ian.' 
There was a short pause while the Doctor looked at us each in turn. Eventually, I 

took my eyes off the little group of men and nodded slowly. 
'All right. We'll all go down in the lift. The Doctor will take you and Susan back to 

the forest. I'll warn them. We can meet up later.' 
'I want to go with you,' she protested. 
'You do as you're told,' I said roughly. I didn't like being rude to her but it was the 

only way I could think of shortening the conversation. Barbara tightened her lips and 
moved away to the lift we had chosen and I followed with the Doctor, who was shaking his 
head from side to side. 

'Sentimentality, Chesterton. That's all it is. Still, I won't stop you.' 
'After all, Grandfather,' said Susan hesitantly, 'it was my fault that the Thals came 

here in the first place.' 
We stepped into the lift and travelled the rest of the way in silence. When the lift 

stopped we crept out cautiously. I took the lead, the two girls in the middle and the Doctor 
bringing up the rear, and we moved in this Indian file fashion through another little ante-
chamber and into the corridor, closing the door behind us. 

The particular corridor we found ourselves in was obviously a main one and was 
nothing more than a series of cross-roads, with other corridors cutting across it, so it was a 
constant question which way to take. I decided to keep in a straight line and it was very 
fortunate that I did so because after about only two or three minutes we came into a small 
entrance hall and saw an open door, leading out into the city. I edged my way forward, 
telling them all quietly to stay where they were at the end of the corridor until I'd found out 
how safe it was. The outside of the building was totally deserted so I beckoned to them. 

'All right, Doctor. You can just see a part of the ashy ground over there. I've lost my 
bearings, I'm afraid, but I think the forest is away to the left so you may only have to circle a 
bit. There's only one other thing I want to say.' I looked at Barbara. 'The Doctor's quite right 
in one thing. There can only be one leader. Do everything he tells you. I'm only breaking 
away now because... well, perhaps because we owe the Thals something. Otherwise I'd 
take the Doctor's orders and no arguments.' 

Barbara's eyes flashed dangerously. 
'If that's intended for me, it was a waste of time,' she said coldly. The Doctor found 

my hand and shook it. 
'Do your best, my boy, but make all haste to the Ship, won't you?' I nodded and 

smiled at Susan. Barbara walked away without another word. I watched the Doctor peer 
out of the doorway, take Susan's hand and then the two of them disappeared. Barbara 
paused and then looked back. We stared at each other for a second or two, then she 
followed the others. 

I leant against the wall for a moment, wishing I had a cigarette. It was the first time 
I'd really been alone since Barbara had appeared out of the fog on the Cfommon. I couldn't 
hide the fact that there was a slightly cold feeling at the back of my neck and it would have 
been comforting to have someone with me to work out what to do next. 



I didn't have a cigarette and I was on my own, so I had to get on with it. The Thals 
had to be warned of possible danger and told to get out and get out quickly. I looked 
around me. No hope here. The best plan was to move outside the building. 

The opposite direction to the one the others had taken led me deep into the city, 
and just as I was beginning to think I was lost I caught a glimpse of the fast building we'd 
all found when Barbara had shown her fast real signs of illness. I dodged from building to 
building carefully and stopped every few paces to search all around and above me, but 
there wasn't a sign of a Dalek anywhere. I eased my way along a smooth metal wall to the 
entrance of the building and peered in. 

The entrance hall where we'd originally decided to split up was considerably 
changed. All sorts of boxes and cartons were piled up in the centre of the chamber and 
there were also a number of metal carboys filled with what I guessed was water. The Thals 
were grouped around them and the leader was peering into one of the boxes and picking 
out some packets and examining them. Finally, he replaced them and indicated to one of 
his men to help him climb up on to one of the smaller crates. 

I noticed that all the men looked strong. They were all taller than average and 
broad in proportion, and they all had very fair hair. All of them wore the same kind of cloaks 
and tightly-fitting trousers of some light brown colour which seemed to have the texture of 
leather. From the knees downwards I could see that a pattern of holes had been cut in the 
trousers about the size of shillings. On their feet the Thals wore a simple sandal with one 
thong through the first and second toes and then encircling the ankle and joining the sole 
at the back of the heel. Apart from the difference in features, there was no way to tell them 
apart and only the leader wore anything different at all the silvery coronet on his head. 

The leader looked around him. 
'Daleks!' he called. 'We come to you in peace. We have no way of repaying you for 

this food except by working with you. Together we can level the ground outside your city 
and make things grow in the fields. Rain is falling more frequently and there is every hope 
that the planet Skaro can be rebuilt. We shall take the food now and leave you our grateful 
thanks. Later we shall return and find out how we may work together.' 

Suddenly I saw just the tip of a Dalek sucker pad edging its way out of one of the 
doorways. I flashed a look around the chamber and saw more Daleks. I could smell the evil 
in the air; it was like a poisonous gas that set every nerve on edge and sharpened every 
instinct. 

I jumped forward into the doorway. 
'It's a trap!' I shouted and all the Thals wheeled round and stared at me. 'Don't just 

stand there...' 
A Dalek shot out of its hiding-place about thirty yards away and I saw its gun-stick 

swivel and point at me. I threw myself sideways and rolled away desperately, hearing the 
short, sharp crackling sound as the gun's ray flashed across the chamber. The wall behind 
where I had been standing a split second before blew up in smoke and fumes, melted and 
blistered. 

There was immediate pandemonium. The Thals began to panic, turning and 
bumping into each other, and the Daleks emerged from the shadows. The Thals' leader 
was the only one who had any presence of mind at all. He raised his arms above his head 
and his voice rolled around the chamber and brought everything to a standstill. 

'Stop! I command you!' 
Amazingly, everything did stop. The Thals stared up at him and the Daleks, all of 

whom were in view now, came to rest in a rough semicircle around them. The leader 
looked round the room and there wasn't a trace of fear on his face. 



'There has been enough war on Skaro,' he said quietly. 'Our two races are the only 
survivors. What is the point of further destruction?' 

He folded his arms and gave every impression of confidence and authority. Here he 
was, unprotected and unarmed, defenceless in a ring of dangerous enemies and yet there 
was no suggestion of pleading in his voice, no hint of fear or cowardice. More than that, he 
was making his authority felt. It breathed around the chamber like a blast of cold air, 
demanding common sense and reason to pay him attention. It was absolutely magnificent 
and for sheer, naked courage I have never seen anything like it. 

 
'We can work separately, going our own ways, developing different culture, 

amassing new thoughts and ideas, customs and habits until such time as they collide and 
argue with each other. Or we can work together, learn from each other, share the 
hardships and the discoveries. I tell you, this is the only way!' 

There was a silence and the leader waited for his answer. When it came it brought 
a shiver of horror down my spine and I felt all my nerves and muscles bunching together. I 
heard one Dalek voice grating out from somewhere. 



'The planet Skaro is ours. And ours alone.' 
I saw thirty gun-sticks raise themselves slightly and point at the leader. As if 

realizing his danger he made one last attempt to exert his personality. 
'Daleks! We come in peace!' 
The moment he had finished speaking thirty blue streaks of flame sped out from the 

machines and hit him simultaneously. For one single second his body was illuminated with 
a pale glow so that he shimmered as the lines of a ship do on the horizon. Then he 
crumpled and fell into the boxes and cartons beneath him. 

'Run!' I screamed. The Thals started to race past me out into the city. I turned and 
fell and a Thal's hand lifted me up. 

'Don't wait,' I said savagely. The Daleks were beginning to sweep after us, 
fortunately delayed by the crates they had scattered about. 

The Thal still held on to me until I was safely on my feet again. We ran out of the 
building together. Ahead of us I saw one of the Thals suddenly crumple up and crash to the 
metal roadway. A small group of Daleks appeared out of another building and the Thals 
scattered, taking one of the turnings to the left. The Thal I was with pulled me into a safe 
place behind an upright metal pole about six feet thick. 

'Haven't you any guns?' I asked him. 'Didn't you bring any protection with you at 
all?' He just looked at me, rather pityingly, I thought. Then he searched the buildings 
behind us. 

'This way seems to be clear.' 
'Back to the forest?' 
He nodded. 
'We'll be out of range there, I think.' 
I saw one of the Thals being chased along a little alley between two short, square 

buildings by a pair of Daleks. They caught up with him and pinned him to one of the walls 
with their suckers. I could see his face quite plainly, his mouth opening and closing and his 
eyes wide apart with fear. They fired into him and I turned my head away in disgust. The 
Thal beside me pulled at my arm. 

'We must go. It is senseless to stay here watching.' 
'It was senseless to come here at all without taking any precautions,' I shouted at 

him. He frowned and shook his head at me, as if I were talking gibberish. Over his shoulder 
I watched a Dalek machine swing round slowly, obviously attracted by the sound of my 
voice. I decided it was time to get as far away as I could. 

We managed to get out of the city without any further incident and joined up with 
what was left of the main group, who were resting in the desert strip between the city and 
the forest. I suppose there were about twenty of them and they looked in the last stages of 
exhaustion. None of them spoke much and they all seemed dispirited and downcast, 
although they were considerably relieved when the Thal I was with joined them. 

'This is the man who tried to warn us,' he told them. 'My name is Alydon,' he went 
on, as we sat down with the others. 

'Oh, you're the one who met Susan in the forest and gave her the drugs.' 
He nodded and turned to introduce me to another Thal who sat down beside me. 
'This is Ganatus.' 
He nodded to me briefly and then looked at Alydon. 
'Alydon, you are the leader now that Temmosus is dead.' Alydon looked back at the 

city without saying anything. 
'We lost about seven men, including Temmosus,' Ganatus Went on. 



'The others must be warned. We must move from this area,' murmured Alydon and 
started to get to his feet. I stopped him. 

'Look, before you go, have a talk with my friend the Doctor. We've already 
immobilized one of the Daleks. They aren't invincible, you know. We can work out some 
sort of plan to defeat them.' 

The two Thals exchanged glances and I could see how puzzled they were. 
'Alydon, you can't just let your leader die for nothing,' I argued. 
'No, I agree.' 
'Well then. Let's all work together. I'm sure we can find a way to beat the Daleks.' 
'You mean that we should fight them?' he replied, and the astonishment in his voice 

was crystal clear. 
'What else?' 
'That is impossible.' 
'But I thought you needed food?' 
'Yes we do, and that's why we asked your companion Susan to intercede for us.' 
'Yes, I'm sorry about that because it was through her you were trapped...' 
'We would have gone to the city in any event,' he interrupted. 'But we can't fight the 

Daleks.' 
'We won't fight them,' put in Ganatus. 
I stared at them in amazement. 
'But why not?' 
'What you are suggesting is that we engage in a war with them. War is alien to us. 

So is fighting of any sort.' 
'That's all very well but—' 
Again he interrupted me. 'Under any circumstances.' 
'But Alydon,' I persisted, 'the Daleks aren't human beings. They're just evil, half 

creatures, half machines, determined to destroy you. Do you really imagine they're going to 
leave it like this? They'll find a way to come out of their city and destroy you in time. You 
know they will.' 

Alydon nodded. 'Yes, we must move to another area.' 
'No! They'll follow you wherever you go. They're determined that no one else shall 

inhabit this planet except themselves. Alydon, they've told us this. The very air you breathe 
is death to them.' 

There was a silence for a moment or two. I thought I was making some impression 
on them so I ploughed on. 

'I'm not saying you should destroy them completely, but you've got to show them 
you're at least as powerful as they are.' 

'Which means fighting them,' said Alydon. 
'Yes, probably. You know what the alternative is. They'll exterminate you, every one 

of you, without giving it a single thought.' 
There was another, longer pause. 
Alydon said, 'If what you say is true there is only one thing left to say.' 
I waited. Ganatus stopped looking at Alydon and stared down at the ashy soil, 

running a little of it through his forgers. Alydon stood up and his eyes met mine. 
'The Daleks,' he said quietly and with a terrible sincerity, 'will have to exterminate 

us.' 



7 The Lake of Mutations 
The Thals had made their encampment quite near to the Tardis and, at first, when 

we arrived there were cheers and laughing faces from the women and children and the 
older men. I went over and joined the Doctor, Susan and Barbara and we all listened as 
Alydon related the events that had taken place. The Thals grouped themselves in a 
semicircle round Alydon with the children in the front rank and the mothers and single girls 
kneeling behind them, while the remainder of the men stood at the back. I noticed that 
nobody asked questions; they just seemed content to wait for the story to be unfolded. 

At Alydon's feet sat the other Thal I had met, Ganatus, and a young woman whose 
name was Dyoni. Susan told me she was to be married to Alydon. Like the men, all the 
female Thals were perfectly proportioned and their hair was fair. As I watched the girls 
listening to Alydon's story, I reflected that they were very much like a cluster of different 
jewels. Each one with her own sparkling beauty yet each one different. Of them all, Dyoni 
was undoubtedly the rarest gem. She wore her hair several inches longer than the other 
women, well below her waist and gleaming like fine spun gold in the sun. light that 
speckled through the dead white trees. The average height of the female Thal was about 
five foot six, but Dyoni was just under six foot and she had a superb dignity and grace 
which offset her height. I noticed she wore a small coronet on her head which bore some 
resemblance to the one the Thal leader, Temmosus, had worn. Susan whispered that she 
was his daughter. 

I didn't know what to make of them. Alydon's words echoed and re-echoed round 
my brain yet I couldn't seriously believe that any person would willingly accept death rather 
than make some struggle. I whispered as much to the Doctor and he led us away until we 
were out of earshot. We sat down in a little glade and Susan produced wax cups of water 
and some food she had laid ready from the Ship. 

'From what I gather,' said the Doctor, as he tackled some of his favourite Venusian 
Night Fish, 'the Thals are the survivors of a terrible war. I have been talking to some of the 
elders and I think I can piece the threads of their history together. Two hundred years ago 
there was a vast atomic explosion here that destroyed all living matter but left buildings and 
construction intact. Because of mountain ranges and other things of that nature, some 
parts of the planet escaped the worst effects and the people who happened to be in those 
areas lived. It must have been a miserable existence for them because they had little food 
in stock and the air was poisoned as well.' He finished his food and dabbed at his lips with 
his handkerchief. I offered some more food to Barbara but she looked away coldly. I 
imagined she still hadn't forgiven me for speaking so abruptly to her in the city. The Doctor 
broke in on my train of thought. 

'The result was mutation, Chesterton, as you may well have guessed, and that 
must have been the most terrible hardship of all. To discover that the offspring were ugly 
and deformed, to ask each other why it had happened and to know that there was only one 
possible reason—war.' 

I had never seen the Doctor more serious. 
'War between whom?' I asked. 
'Why, the Thals and the Daleks, my dear boy, without any doubt. The Daleks built 

that city out there and others like them and then exploded their bomb. The trouble was, the 
bomb was a million times more powerful than they'd imagined. It seems that this is the only 



city with any living thing in it that the Thals have found as they've wandered over the 
planet, so that'll give you some idea.' 

Barbara said, 'Then why have these Daleks survived?' 
'The mountain range, Miss Wright. It deflected the greater part of the radiation. It 

was the same with those survivors of the Thal race, too. They have come from a valley 
thousands of miles from here, a valley totally surrounded by enormous hills, I understand.' 

'But surely the Daleks weren't always the way they are now, Doctor?' I said. 
'No, Chesterton. You see, the Thals battled on with a drug they managed to evolve, 

which warded off the poisoned air. They perfected it until it was able to cure them from any 
disease at all. As time went by, with each successive generation, they gradually came 
round in full circle. What we see now is the result of total mutation. They weren't 
unattractive people in the beginning, you know, but now they have eradicated ugliness and 
awkwardness from their bodies altogether.' He paused significantly. 'And from their minds 
as well.' 

'But the Daleks haven't,' said Susan. 
'Precisely, my child. The Daleks encased themselves in those protective suits. They 

became acclimatized to the poisoned air without realizing it. Now they need the poison just 
as we and the Thals need good, fresh air. So the mutation cycle has not completed itself 
and the Daleks are as you and I have seen them, Chesterton.' 

I made an expression of disgust. 
'Are they as bad as that?' asked Susan. 
'Like something out of a nightmare.' 

 
'Well thank goodness we shan't meet them again,' she said. Barbara got to her feet 

and walked away slightly. The Doctor watched her carefully, then his eyes met mine. I 
raised my eyebrows but he shrugged eloquently. I knew him as an expert in summing up a 
situation and producing a solution with uncanny accuracy, but I also knew that he was not 



likely to hazard a guess about Barbara's feelings. Or any woman's for that matter. I got up 
and strolled over to her. 

'You're pretty quiet, Barbara.' 
She started to break pieces of a branch off a tree and crumble them between her 

fingers, but she made no attempt to answer me or even give any indication that she knew I 
was anywhere within a mile of her. 

'Look, I know I upset you in the city. Will you accept it if I say I'm sorry I spoke 
harshly to you?' I touched her arm lightly. 

She twisted away sharply and faced me. I could see a tiny pulse hammering away 
in her throat and her whole body seemed to be trembling with suppressed anger. 

'Don't you dare touch me!' she half whispered at me and there was such venom in 
the way she expressed the words I was completely startled. I have never been brilliant at 
hiding my feelings, unless I have it well worked out in advance, and obviously my face 
betrayed how surprised I was. 

'I suppose you imagine I like having you hanging around me all the time. Well 
you're wrong! We're forced together, I can see that, but that doesn't mean to say I have to 
like it!' 

'But, for heaven's sake,' I stammered, 'what have I done, Barbara?' I simply couldn't 
understand her at all. She turned away from me furiously but not before I saw the suspicion 
of tears in her eyes. 

'Oh, leave me alone!' 
There was a pause for a moment or two while I thought of any little thing that I 

might have said or done to offend or upset her other than taking the lead rather abruptly in 
the city, but I couldn't think of anything. I moved back to where the Doctor was finishing his 
cup of water and I could see he'd watched the whole performance very closely. 

'A little rift in the lute, Chesterton?' he said, beaming at me happily. It wasn't a 
moment when I appreciated his sense of humour. 

'Mind your own business,' I muttered rudely. The Doctor clicked his tongue 
sympathetically. 

'Dear, dear, dear. That's a sullen sort of temper you have there, Chesterton. You'll 
have to mend it, my boy, if you want to stay friends with everybody, eh?' 

I glared at him murderously. 
'There are times, Doctor,' I said through my teeth, 'when I could cheerfully pick you 

up, turn you upside down and drop you on your head. Preferably from the top of a 
mountain.' 

It was so much water off a duck's back for he smiled at me in the most engaging 
fashion, as if I'd just paid him a compliment. 

'Oh, you can work your feelings off on me if you like. It's all right when I'm in a good 
mood.' He came over to me and patted my shoulder. 'But if I were you, Chesterton,' and he 
glanced speculatively at Barbara's back and dropped his voice, 'I wouldn't show any 
feelings at all.' 

He stepped back and suddenly in his eyes I noticed a genuine expression of 
friendship. 

'You'd be surprised what happens when you learn to control your emotions, my 
friend. It's the quickest way to learn the truth.' 

'What truth? What are you talking about?' 
'My dear fellow, you don't want me to tell you. The whole key to life is discovering 

things for yourself. What you do with that discovery is what lies on the other side of the 
door.' 



Alydon stepped into our little glade at that moment, otherwise I would have 
questioned the old man further. I hadn't any idea what was the matter with Barbara and the 
Doctor hadn't helped me one bit, although he was obviously driving at something. 

Alydon said, 'Why did the Daleks kill Temmosus?' 
'I'm not absolutely sure,' I replied slowly, 'but I think I have an idea.' 
I saw Susan come into the glade with Dyoni and even Barbara forgot her 

moodiness sufficiently to come nearer and listen to the conversation. 
'Why are they against us?' he said quietly. 'We came to them in peace. We offered 

to work with them. And yet they kill us. Why?' 
'I believe it's simply a dislike for the unlike,' I replied. The Doctor nodded and 

added, 'There'll never be any sort of treaty or understanding between the Thals and the 
Daleks as far as I can see, Alydon.' 

After a minute, he said wearily, 'You don't see any hope then?' 
The Doctor shook his head. 'Not if you sit back and accept the situation. Of course 

there's hope if you try and change your way of life.' 
'That would be impossible.' 
'Even if your way of life means death?' asked the Doctor. 
'Even then.' 
Dyoni stepped forward and there was no disguising the coldness in her face. 
'None of you understands our principles. It is not simply that we are against fighting. 

Making war is totally alien to us. This planet Skaro is proof enough of what happens when 
there is war.' 

The Doctor bristled. He stepped up to her and pointed a long finger at her. 
'This planet, Madam,' he said sharply, 'is an illustration of the evils of stupidity and 

ignorance. I'm no advocate of human conflict. I have seen splendid races destroyed; 
brilliant cultures lost beyond recall; marvellous cities in dust and rubble, where beauty and 
grace flourished. But terrible though it may be, one must sometimes commit an offence in 
order to stamp out the greater evil. I say to you, fight! Struggle to hold on to life. Protect the 
weakest of you and honour the eldest. Provide for the girls and the mothers. Teach the 
children.' 

Alydon said, 'All these things we mean to do.' 
'That is precisely what you will fail to do,' replied the Doctor, 'if you give in to the 

Daleks.' 
Alydon and Dyoni looked at each other. It was not a look of indecision, merely a 

mutual bewilderment at not being able to make us understand their point of view. The 
Doctor waved his hands hopelessly and gave a sigh. 

'It's of no consequence to us anyway. We're leaving.' Alydon gave a short bow and 
took Dyoni's arm. They disappeared among the trees again. The Doctor frowned at me. 

'Have you ever known such contrary people, Chesterton? Here they have the 
opportunity to rebuild this world and make something out of it and all they want to do is sit 
back and give in.' 

He patted his pockets absent-mindedly. 
'But they do have a point of view?' Barbara said. 
'Oh, yes,' he replied, 'I see that. It just happens to be the wrong one.' 
He delved his hands into his trousers pockets and started searching in the inside 

pockets of his tailcoat. 
'I don't think they even know how to fight,' said Susan. 'I was talking to one of them 

who told me his name was Kristas. He was looking after a long metal canister and I asked 
him what was in it. It's their history.' 



The Doctor stopped searching for a moment and looked over his spectacles at her. 
'Really, my child? I wouldn't mind having a look.' 
'I asked him what would happen if anyone came along to steal it,' Susan went on. 
'"Who'd want to steal it," Kristas replied, so I suggested that one of us might, if we 

were evil people. And that, if we wanted it badly enough, we might possibly kill him to steal 
it. 

'"Kill me?" he said in astonishment. "You wouldn't have to kill me. I'd give you the 
canister."' 

Susan folded her arms and leant against a tree. Some of the bark disintegrated and 
formed a little white cloud and settled on the ground at her feet. 

'Well, I persisted because I wanted to find out how they thought about things. So I 
asked him what would happen if we stole it and silenced him. Do you know, Mr. 
Chesterton, all he did was shrug and say, "Then I would die, wouldn't I?"' 

The Doctor began exploring his pockets again and I noticed a worried frown on his 
face. 

Barbara said, 'Are we going back into the Ship, Doctor?' 
He nodded in an abstracted sort of way, then suddenly his face cleared. He walked 

over to me and held out his hand. 'Give me the fluid link, Chesterton, will you?' 
I stared at him. He tapped his thumb on top of his fingers impatiently. 
'Come on, man. I gave it to you in that little room where all those barometric 

machines were.' 
'You certainly did no such thing.' 
'But I must have done. You remember, I was ill and then you...' He stopped and half 

turned away. 'No, that's right. I didn't. I had it, didn't I? I can't have dropped it because 
there's a button flap over the pocket.' 

He felt round at his hip and I saw a startled look across his face. He pulled his coat 
aside and quite clearly I could see where the button and the flap of his pocket had been 
neatly cut away. 

Nobody said anything for quite a while, although we were all thinking the same 
thing. It was left to the Doctor to mutter the answer we were all afraid to admit. 

'The Daleks have taken the fluid link. It's down there, somewhere in the city!' 
 

Practically all the rest of that day we spent talking and arguing with the Thals. The 
Doctor wanted to form them into an army and invade the city but Barbara was against this. 
If they did fight, she said—and she admitted that the Daleks would hunt them down and 
exterminate them if they didn't—then they must do so of their own volition. 

So we were a camp divided. The Doctor and I took one view and Barbara and 
Susan took another. 

The end was the same but it was the means to that end that set us quarrelling 
among ourselves. The Thals were frankly bewildered. It was quite clear that they simply 
had no conception of what fighting meant. They seemed to understand words like bravery 
and courage and only a fool would have called them cowards, but actual hostility was so 
strange to them it was like trying to explain what colour means to a blind man. 

I tried everything I knew, ending finally with what I was sure would not only explain 
what we were getting at but illustrate forcefully the physical strength that was inside them. 
The male Thals were all powerful, muscular men with splendid physiques and I came 
across the idea when I talked to Ganatus about physical fitness. He explained to me that 
they had several contests they engaged in, such as racing against each other and jumping. 



I decided to organize a boxing match. I picked Ganatus and his brother, Antodus, as the 
contestants and explained the rules to them. Then I marked out a rough square and 
appointed Alydon as a 'second' for Ganatus and the Doctor as one for Antodus. I was to be 
the referee. 

'The point of all this,' I started, conscious of the entire race of Thals grouped around 
to watch the new game, 'is to decide which of you is the stronger and the most agile. I shall 
award points to the one who is able to hit the other, although you must be fair and only hit 
the opposing body in an area from above the waist. And further,' I went on, encouraged by 
the attention both the men were giving me, 'you must only hit the front part of the body or 
face. I shall penalize the man who boxes badly by hitting a foul blow. We shall have three 
rounds and there will be rests between each round.' 

The two men nodded thoughtfully and then Ganatus frowned. 
'I have a question. What is the ultimate result?' 
'To see which of you is the stronger.' 
'And the most agile,' added Ganatus, 'yes, I remember you said that. But I can pick 

Antodus up or he can pick me up to prove the first. And a running race would decide the 
second.' 

'But here you prove which of you can knock the other man down,' I explained 
patiently. 

Antodus said, 'Why should I wish to knock my brother down?' 
'Why should you want to win a running race?' I replied, having expected them to 

ask such questions. My answer seemed to satisfy them, for they faced each other and 
when I asked them if they were ready they smiled at me and said they were. 

They just stood in front of each other with their hands by their sides. 
'You may score the first point,' said Ganatus. 
Antodus lifted his hand and tapped his brother on the chest lightly. The crowd 

applauded politely and the two men stepped back proudly and gazed at me for some mark 
of pleasure. I saw Susan giggling behind her hand and frowned at her. Then I took the two 
men to one side. 

'Look, you aren't getting the idea right. When I say hit, I mean hit hard. And 
Ganatus, when your brother goes to hit you, you must defend yourself.' 

'But I have scored the point,' protested Antodus. 
'Yes, and I have my turn to come,' added his brother. I ran a hand through my hair, 

trying to avoid looking at the Doctor who was holding his sides with laughter. 'Why didn't 
they realize how important it was?' I asked myself furiously. I decided to have one last try. 

'Ganatus, you fight me. Now watch. Hold your hands up in front of your body and 
your face, like this. Clench your fists, man! That's right.' 

Ganatus was game enough and his brother stood back and watched us carefully. I 
squared up to him keeping my right near my face and probing out with my left, my chin well 
tucked down. Ganatus did his best to copy me but it was a pretty amateurish effort. Still, it 
was a beginning. 

'All right, Ganatus, now shoot your right fist forward and hit me with it. When I count 
three. Remember, hit me as hard as you can. Right—one... two... three!' 

Ganatus thrust out his arm about six feet away from me and then jumped at me, 
using his arm like a lance. I was so surprised by this, I ducked down and he sailed over my 
shoulder and landed in a heap on the floor. There was a tremendous roar of laughter from 
the Doctor and he fell over backwards into the crowd, who forgot their politeness and 
shouted with delight. Ganatus jumped to his feet and ran over and congratulated me. 



'Ah, now I see,' he exclaimed, his eyes alight with pleasure and admiration. 'Agile 
and strong, you avoid me and bring me down as well.' 

I nodded dumbly and accepted the applause they gave me and the hearty slaps on 
the back and walked away. I passed the Doctor, who was sitting on the ground with tears 
streaming out of his eyes and holding his chest with the pain of too much laughing. 

'Magnificent, Chesterton, absolutely magnificent,' he gasped, but I didn't answer 
him. 

A cold, dogged fury began to overtake me. Ever since the fateful meeting on 
Barnes Common I seemed to have been nothing more than a pawn in someone else's 
game, pushed about here and there or waiting for someone else to make a move. I was 
sick and tired of it. I wanted to do something to get hold of the problem we were in and 
swing it around my head somehow. I moved away from the main body, who were now 
engaged in shouting encouragement at Ganatus and his brother to repeat my success. I 
spent a little of my fury against one of the white trees and I hit it so hard my fist went deep 
into the trunk. I felt a touch on my shoulder and I pulled out my hand and turned around to 
see Alydon and Dyoni standing behind me. 

'Do not be upset, my friend,' he said quietly. 'I feel I know what you were trying to 
show us but you have failed now, as you will always fail. Fighting is not for our people.' 

'All right, then, you'll all die. All of you,' I said bitterly. Some of the crowd heard me 
and began to cluster round us. I saw Barbara in the front watching me. 

'Yes, we may all die,' said Dyoni proudly, 'but because there is no other way. How 
can we do what we don't know how to do.' 

'Or what we mustn't do,' added Alydon gently, 'because we know it to be wrong.' 
I gripped him by the arm roughly. 
'Supposing I was to take your history. That canister that you have guarded so well. 

You must prize it very highly.' 
'Take it where?' 
'To the Daleks. They may exchange it for the piece of equipment they stole from 

us.' 
'We hope you will not take it. But if you desire to do so, no one here will stop you.' 
All the Thals were grouped round us and the Doctor and Susan stood beside 

Barbara. I noticed that there was no laughter on their faces now. 
I hated what I was going to have to do but I knew it was the last hope left. I pushed 

Alydon on the chest with my forefinger so hard that he had to retreat a pace or two. The 
crowd gave behind him but what interested me most was a certain steely look appearing in 
his eyes. 

'Maybe taking the history canister won't satisfy the Daleks,' I said as unpleasantly 
as I could. 'Maybe they want one of you to experiment on. They must have vast 
laboratories underneath their city and you Thals are something of a mystery to them. 
Perhaps I ought to take one of you.' 

The ring of faces around me seemed to set into a watchfulness I had never noticed 
in the people before. The only movement at all came from Barbara as she suddenly 
clasped her hands together in front of her. The Doctor's glasses caught the sun and they 
flashed momentarily. Alydon stared back at me and I knew that what I had said had gone 
home. I stepped forward and put my hand on Dyoni's wrist. 

'This girl. I shall take her to the Daleks.' 
There was a sort of sigh from the crowd that might have been disapproval or might 

have been fear. Still Alydon didn't move or say a word. The girl's face betrayed her horror 



of what I had suggested but she made no effort to draw back. I turned and started to drag 
her after me, as Dyoni gave one agonized glance at Alydon. 

I heard some heavy footsteps and then I was pulled round by a firm hand on my 
shoulder. A fist crashed into my jaw and I spun away, breaking a small tree behind me and 
falling with branches and twigs crumbling and snapping all around me. 

As a blow it wasn't a particularly hard one really; nor was it well directed. It had the 
merit of surprise, even tbough I was hoping for it. It was almost more of a push than 
anything else but all I could think of as I fell was that it had been offered by Alydon to stop 
me from doing something; that just as I had used violence, so had he. I looked up at him 
towering above me, with one of his arms protectively around Dyoni's shoulders. 

I said, 'So there is something you'll fight for.' 
There was a long silence and then I saw the muscles begin to relax on Alydon's 

arm and he passed a hand slowly over his eyes as if he were trying to wipe away some 
thick cobwebs that affected his sight. He allowed Dyoni to lead him away and a minute 
later that part of the forest was empty as the Thals silently trooped away after them. 

For a while I stayed where I was, listening to their movements getting farther and 
farther away. Susan helped me to my feet and I brushed the debris away from my clothes. 

'Well, Chesterton,' murmured the Doctor, 'I feel you have proved something.' 
'Has he?' I could see the scorn in Barbara's eyes. 'What have you really done, 

except play silly, ridiculous games?' 
'I've decided that with or without the Thals, I'm going down to that city tomorrow to 

get the fluid link back,' I said grimly. 
'More heroics?' she said. I looked at her levelly. 
'No. There just isn't any other way.' 
'You're a fool, Ian Chesterton,' she said sharply. 'What can you do against those... 

those things down there? I forbid you to go.' 
'You forbid me!' I echoed. 'We'll see about that.' We looked into each other's eyes 

for a second or two and there was something in her's that utterly defeated me. Then she 
turned on her heel and walked away, back in the direction of Tardis. The Doctor and Susan 
had been silent partners to the quarrel, although I knew that Susan was bursting to say 
something. 

'Why is she being so unfair?' she cried out at last. The Doctor patted her arm and 
started to follow in Barbara's footsteps. 

'She isn't being unfair, Susan my dear,' he said quietly. 'Miss Wright is asking 
questions and that is a different thing entirely.' 

'What questions, Grandfather? I don't understand?' 
Neither did I for that matter, so I listened as carefully as I could without giving away 

that I was in any way interested. 
'Oh, she knows the answer already. The trouble is she doesn't believe it.' 
I saw a look pass between the two of them then Susan glanced at me. She said, 

'Oh, I see.' 
I didn't know what they were talking about, but there was no way of finding out 

without going into it and I was determined not to do that. Inside Tardis, Barbara was very 
quiet, as if she regretted what had happened, and I had no wish to prolong the quarrel so 
we managed to be distantly polite to each other. 

I had one setback that didn't help me to sleep that night and that was the discovery 
that the Doctor carried no armaments of any kind whatsoever on board. When Susan had 
mentioned this earlier in the cell underneath the city, saying that she had borrowed one of 
her Grandfather's walking-sticks because it was all there was to defend herself with, I had 



dismissed this as a lack of knowledge on her part. Obviously, I had thought then, the 
Doctor wouldn't want her meddling with guns or explosives. It was quite a shock to find that 
the only destructive thing was a small supply of the everlasting matches I had first seen the 
Doctor use in the fog on the Common. I had no idea how the Daleks would react to flame 
but I thought the matches might come in handy and he seemed willing to part with them. 

The morning brought a new surprise, however, that put all thoughts of a solo attack 
on the city to flight. Alydon was waiting for us when we stepped outside the Ship and I saw 
the two brothers, Ganatus and Antodus, with Dyoni, standing a little way behind him. He 
walked over and addressed him. self directly to me. 

'I know exactly what you did and why you did it. I still could not restrain myself. I 
had to stop you. You were right, I care about life and you have made me realize that I 
care.' 

I put out a hand and gripped his. We crowded round him and the Doctor beamed at 
him. 

'Well done, young man,' he said approvingly. 'You're not afraid to admit you've 
learned something. The point is, how to profit by it, eh?' 

Alydon nodded. 'For myself, it is simple. I shall go with you to the city. The Thals 
have elected me to be their leader now that Temmosus is dead. I am going to speak to 
them and tell them of my decision now. I wish you to accompany me and hear the result.' 

We followed him to where the Thals were clustered in their familiar semicircle. I 
managed to catch Alydon just before he moved into his speaking place before them. 

'I do want you to be quite clear about one thing, Alydon,' I said urgently. 'I'm going 
down to that city whatever happens. What I did yesterday had nothing to do with that at all, 
except that it gave me the ability to show you the right way for you and your own people.' I 
put a hand on his shoulder. 

'You see, I have to go to the city or else my friends and I will die. I believe the same 
choice lies before you. But what I want to impress on you, Alydon, is that I am not asking 
you to sacrifice your people on our behalf. You must believe that.' 

He smiled at me slightly then moved to his position in front of the Thals. 
'Thals,' he began, 'I have thought over the matter I discussed with you all last night. 

You have elected me to replace Temmosus, but I cannot speak to you as your leader now. 
I can only say the words of Alydon and tell you what he thinks and what he is going to do. 
A part of my mind has been blank all these, years and I suspect it is the same with you. I 
have shut out what I would not accept. Now, I must accept it. Which is the greatest 
responsibility? To live by our principle and not fight? To allow ourselves to be hunted and 
captured and then exterminated? That is what I have always believed because there 
seemed to be no other alternative. But I have found a new responsibility, and that is to 
exist. We were born to survive, not to die, and living is a much harder thing to do than 
dying. I say to myself, why even struggle against the elements? The scorching sun that has 
ruined our crops and made us travel in search of food? Why not just sit down in that sun for 
ever until we burn away or die of thirst? I say to myself, why even battle with the soil to 
grow things? I realize that all life is a struggle.' 

I felt Susan's hand touch mine and hold it. Perhaps she felt, as I did, that something 
new was being born here, some new purpose in the Thals—yet it was a purpose that was 
as old as time itself. 

Alydon looked around the crowd facing him and smiled a little sadly. 
'So I say this to you. There is no dishonour in dying but there is a terrible shame in 

giving up life.' 



His words began to take on a new note of confidence and authority and I thought of 
the speech Temmosus had made just before he had been killed. It seemed to me that the 
Thals chose their leaders wisely. 

'There is food in the City of the Daleks. They have killed Temmosus and others of 
us. I intend to go there and find some way to make them help us.' 

He paused for a moment and folded his arms. 
'I do not mean to steal from them,' he said at last, 'although they have stolen life 

from some of us. But this time, if I am attacked... I shall fight back.' 
Ganatus and Antodus stepped forward to his side. 
'I speak for my brother and myself,' said Ganatus. 'We shall go with you.' 
Then there were shouts of agreement on all sides and the Thals surged forward 

and surrounded Alydon, the men eagerly competing with each other to join him and 
bombarding him with questions about his plans and the women asking how they could 
help. The children jumped and leapt with glee and cried out to be lifted on their mothers' 
shoulders so that they could see more of Alydon and hear what he was saying. 

The Doctor walked past me, delved into his inside pocket and put something to his 
lips. The shrill blast of a whistle cut through the confusion and the shouting died away into 
a silence of astonishment. I smiled to myself at the way the Doctor produced his little stage 
effects, but he never failed to get what he was after. This time it was attention and he was 
totally rewarded. 

'My friends,' he said, and I nearly thought he was going to add "Romans and 
Countrymen" his manner was so theatrical, 'an affair of this sort needs an experienced 
planner, a general.' He paused dramatically and then put one hand over his heart and 
bowed slightly to them. 'I offer my services.' 

And that was how, two hours later, I found myself leading a small party away from 
the city and down towards that thick belt of vegetation I had glimpsed from the observation 
roof. 

The Doctor's plan was based on a remark made by Ganatus that he had already 
explored the lake with his brother and two others before they came to the forest and had 
found it full of underwater creatures and dangerous reptiles. Two of their number had been 
lost and the place had been declared impassable. When he was escaping with his brother, 
however, Ganatus had noticed a number of thick metal pipes running out of the mountains 
and down into the lake. The Doctor decided that the Daleks had run pipes through the 
mountain to draw up water and refine it and possibly it provided them with hydro-electric 
power, too, since he was convinced that the static electricity they employed could not come 
from any atomic source. 

So he decided to split his 'army', as he now called it, into two groups. The larger 
one to distract the Daleks from the forest and desert area and, at a specified time, invade 
the city and cause as much trouble as possible. The smaller, which was entrusted to me, to 
force a way through the mountains. Then at the agreed time they were to attack the Daleks 
from the rear. It was a perfectly sound plan as far as it went, except that we had no guns of 
any sort at all. We would have to rely on surprise. 

Apart from our lack of weapons, there was one other thing that bothered me. 
Barbara had insisted on coming with my party. I argued myself blue in the face but it didn't 
make any difference, she was determined, and eventually I was faced with either refusing 
to go myself or giving in to her. 

So there were six of us. Ganatus and Antodus chose themselves because they had 
at least some knowledge of the terrain. Then there were two other Thals, Elyon and 
Kristas, the latter a huge man of nearly seven feet with a pair of jet black eyes that 



contrasted strangely with his head of yellow hair. Finally, Barbara and me, two people who 
suddenly had nothing to say to each other and apparently no other bond than the will to 
live. 

It took us over four hours to climb down the slopes from the forest and reach the 
belt of green vegetation, and from there onwards the going began to get slower and more 
unpleasant. 

Any ordinary jungle would have been enough to tackle but here everything was 
mutated. Wild flowers were everywhere, four or five heads to a stalk and each containing 
stripes and dots of different colours. Giant bushes grew out of the sides of trees, the roots 
of which gave birth to not one but many trunks. The nearer we got to the lake, the greater 
the mutation was. Worst of all was the weed grass which was twice the height of an 
average man, each blade as thick as a bamboo cane. Gradually, it closed in around us. 

Antodus led the way with the giant Kristas at his elbow, hacking their way through 
the undergrowth and forcing a way towards the lake. I followed these two, helping Alydon 
carry our food supplies and a small round canister that the Thals called their 'fire-box', 
while Ganatus and Barbara brought up the rear. Occasionally, the roar of some animal 
would shatter the silence and we would all stop in a vain attempt to work out how far away 
it was, but there was really no way of judging and certainly we heard no movements 
anywhere near us. The hard ground we had been travelling over for so long began to give 
way to soggy, squelchy mud and since we had only had one rest of twenty minutes in the 
whole journey, I asked Antodus to pick out a fairly dry section so that we could eat and 
collect our strength. 

'Very soon,' he said, speaking over his shoulder, 'we'll be at the edge of the lake. 
My brother and I found an excellent spot there, a shelf of rock. It's also protected on two 
sides. We should reach it very soon.' 

I passed the news back to Ganatus and Barbara who were about ten yards behind 
me. Barbara was struggling on without a word of complaint, obviously determined not to be 
a hindrance, but my anxiety increased. She was breathing heavily now and her face was 
lined with exhaustion. Ganatus made it appear that he was with her not because she 
needed help but because he preferred her company, and kept up a stream of amusing 
conversation as he guided and assisted her. Even so, the strain was telling on her and I 
breathed a sigh of relief when we broke out of the vegetation and walked alongside the 
lake towards the shelf of rock Antodus had described. We all threw ourselves down on it 
gratefully, except Kristas who appeared to have regarded the journey as a short afternoon 
walk and announced that he would keep watch. Nobody argued with him. Darkness was 
beginning to close in around us about half an hour later when I got them all together. 

'We can't go on any farther now,' I said, 'so I suggest we make ourselves as 
comfortable as we can here and find those water pipes fast thing in the morning.' 

'That means circling the lake,' murmured Ganatus. 'We certainly can't cross it.'  
Barbara said, 'Couldn't we make a raft? It would be a quicker way! 
'There are things in the lake,' replied Antodus, which disposed of any short cuts. 

The thought of floating on the top of that lake and finding some reptile out of a sailor's 
nightmare bobbing up a few feet,away made a long circle round the swamp seem pleasant. 
Elyon, who had elected himself as chef, set up the fire-box, which also gave out a powerful 
light, and announced that he was taking the water-bags down to the lake. 

'You mean we can drink that stuff!' I protested. He produced a capsule of little 
square tablets. 

'After we add one of these. The food,' he went on sadly, 'will not be very 
exceptional! 



'If it isn't any good,' said Ganatus, 'we'll eat you, my friend! 
'Alive,' growled Kristas. 
I grinned at them all, admiring their high spirits, and Elyon disappeared in the 

direction of the lake. 
Antodus said, 'I suggest we take guard duty in rotation! I immediately agreed and 

fortunately Barbara was asleep so we were able to work out a rota which would allow her a 
full night's rest. 

Suddenly we heard Elyon's voice from the lake. It floated across the still night air 
and made us all jump to our feet and strain our eyes in the direction he had taken. It was 
just one word but it contained all the awareness of impending doom, all the knowledge of 
approaching death, all the shrillness of a man in absolute dread. It was as if a ghostly hand 
had strummed its forgers across the taut wires of our nerves. 

'Kristas!' 
The moment of silence as we all stood there was abruptly broken by Kristas, who 

was the first to collect his wits. He leapt off the shelf of rock and ran into the blackness of 
the night. Barbara woke up and I ordered Antodus to stay with her. Ganatus and I followed 
Kristas. 

We found him kneeling beside the lake staring at two of the water-bags which 
floated on top of the water. He looked at me and held out his hand silently. He was holding 
a scrap of Elyon's cloak, a strip about three inches in width and seven or eight inches long. 
I lit one of the Doctor's matches and we all stared at the piece of material together. One 
end of it was soaked in blood. 

I looked out at the lake but nothing had disturbed its surface, no ripples gave us 
any sign or answered the horrified questions we asked ourselves. 

Elyon was dead and the lake would reveal the secret of his dying only to its next 
victim. 



 
8 The Last Despairing Try 

The pale light of dawn brought a strange kind of beauty to the swamp. It had been 
difficult to sleep after what had happened to Elyon but finally the exhaustion of the journey 
down the mountain from the forest began to tell and one by one we fell into a fitful, uneasy 
sleep. Even Kristas confessed to me, when he shook me awake to take over the last 
watch, that his eyelids were heavy. 

'I have a strange feeling,' he whispered, careful not to arouse the others, 'of wanting 
to do something about Elyon's death. I have never known violent death before.' 

He stared moodily into the light of the fire-box. 
'Oh, there have been accidents. My father was crushed by rocks in a landslide. But 

these things are a part of life.' He lifted his head and stared at me. 'Do you understand me 
when I say that what happened to Elyon was a part of death. Evil and monstrous.' 

I knew how he felt. There was a part of him that had lain dormant, as with all the 
Thals, that part that knows adversity and battles against it. I thought about this and other 
things and after a long silence turned to him to explain what was being born inside him, but 
he was asleep. I sat there by the fire, watching the way its light gave way to the birth of the 
sun, wondering what the new day would bring. The swamp appeared to be calm and 
perfectly innocent, for none of the animal roars disturbed the night and nothing moved. I 
was grateful for the absence of any type of insects but I did wish there were birds or small 
tree animals that might have served as a warning of approaching danger. 

I woke them up as late as I dared and after a hot drink of Ratanda — a kind of nut 
the Thals cultivated which, when boiled, produced a very satisfying drink rather like orange 
tea — we broke camp and began the journey round the lake to where Ganatus said the 
pipes were situated. This time Antodus carried the fire-box and Kristas and I brought up the 



rear. I had decided to have Ganatus lead the way with Barbara. Wherever possible I picked 
up the driest branches I could find until we were all loaded with them. 

The hardest decision of all was the route. The swamp itself was passable only by 
means of the greatest effort. Thick vines the size of young trees were everywhere, twisted 
together. Giant trees and undergrowth combined with them to make every yard a struggle. 
On the other hand the vegetation ceased abruptly about twenty feet from the lake and the 
ground underfoot, although soft and muddy, was comparatively easy going. We could 
either take three or four times as long hacking our way through the undergrowth but be out 
of sight or take the quicker way, where all eyes could spot us, and be vulnerable to any 
attack. Eventually I decided it was worth the risk to take the quicker way, so we proceeded 
and made good time. 

They all questioned me about the brushwood I made them carry, but I wouldn't be 
drawn. I felt I might be being over-cautious and it didn't impose too much hardship on them 
to bear a few small branches over their shoulders. 

The edge of the lake suddenly began to veer and then we came to few rocks and 
scrambled over and around them and the pipes came into view. They were enormous 
metal constructions, piercing right out of the mountains and down into the water. What 
lifted my spirits was the sight of the dark edge around where they left the mountain side. 

'There are caves there,' I told Kristas, 'either natural ones or cut out by the Daleks. 
How far away do you think we are?' 

He considered for a moment. 
'Perhaps a mile, but that is direct. It may take us over an hour to reach the base of 

the mountain.' 
At that very moment, the creature reared out of the water. Its very size was enough 

to dry up my mouth as tons of water cascaded off its scaly back and plunged back into the 
lake. With a body the thickness of a house, its head seemed to be all teeth and on the 
short neck I could see two pairs of claws. I knew in an instant they must be there to feed 
things into the brute's mouth. A gigantic roar echoed out and it started towards us, sending 
huge ripples all around it and I could see it had six webbed feet on either side of its body, 
which propelled it forward through the water at a frightening speed. 

'Run! Kristas, stay with me. You two! Get Barbara into the undergrowth.' 
The two brothers stared at me for a moment. 
'Go on!' I shouted at them and they grabbed hold of Barbara and rushed her off. 
'Kristas, the brushwood!' 
We ran over to the little collection the other had dropped and added our own to the 

pile. The monster was threshing through the water now and seemed to fill the whole sky. I 
scrabbled in my pocket and found one of the Doctor's ever-lasting matches, struck it on a 
rock and, to my intense relief, the wood flared into flame instantly. Kristas and I picked up 
the flaming torches and turned just as the head of the monster reached out from the 
water's edge towards us. A thrill of fear ran through me as I saw one terrible, red eye 
glaring malevolently at me and the branch nearly dropped out of my nerveless fingers. 
Kristas was equally dumb-struck. The monster's mouth opened and began to show rows of 
razor-sharp teeth. 

I remembered Elyon. I shouted his name to Kristas and he jumped into action. We 
both jabbed upwards into the creature's enormous head and then fell over backwards as it 
squealed out in agony and reared up. One of the torches had gone right into its mouth and 
lodged there and, as Kristas helped me to my feet, I saw the arms on the neck pulling at 
the branches in a vain endeavour to dislodge them. Then one of the flames must have 
reached that terrible eye and a louder and much more horrible bellow rent the air and the 



monster threshed sideways into the water. A huge spray drenched us and I caught a vision 
of a giant tail shooting out from beneath the surface, circling in the air and landing with an 
ear-splitting slap straight across the top of the lake. 

We ran after the others without another backward glance and found the three of 
them waiting for us at the edge of the undergrowth. Tears were running down Barbara's 
face but there was another look from the two brothers, one very similar to the one that 
Kristas wore. It was a look of strange excitement and I recognized it instantly and was glad. 
They knew they were fighting now, that it was possible to stand against what seemed to be 
the invincible and defeat it. For the fast time I felt that they were not simply the survivors of 
the planet Skaro, ekeing out a miserable half-existence and shutting their eyes to reality. 
They were the true heirs ready to earn their inheritance. 

We were about to move away when an incredible sight greeted our eyes. The 
entire surface of the lake erupted as twenty or thirty of the giant monsters shot into view 
and bgan to fight for the injured body of the one we had just defeated. Blinded and totally 
surrounded, it still fought briefly for life but the others must have known it was virtually 
defenceless and ripped and tore it to shreds before our eyes. Tremendous roars and 
squeals nearly deafened us and bigger and bigger waves began to crash against the 
undergrowth. I shouted to Ganatus to move on, content that our enemies were too 
occupied to care about us. 

It took us just over an hour to reach the mountainside and we rested for ten 
minutes under the shade of the two huge pipes. The sun was violently hot by this time and 
I examined the pipes, but as a ladder they were useless. Antodus had already singed his 
trousers against them and I ordered everyone to keep as far away from them as possible. 
They were soaking up heat and the lake steamed and bubbled where they entered. The 
pity of it was that there were metal clasps running up the pipe and if they'd been cooler we 
could have clambered up and into the caves easily. 

'If only we'd thought of bringing a rope,' I said bitterly to Ganatus. 
'The rock face is smooth,' he admitted, 'but it can be climbed.' 
'In this heat? It's twice as bad as it was yesterday' He nodded and fell silent. 
'We'll just have to wait for nightfall,' I murmured, and he looked at me. 
'Night? And those creatures?' 
I shrugged irritably and moved away, staring through the pipes at the lake. It was 

totally calm now and all traces of the battle had disappeared. Barbara touched my arm and 
handed me a drink of water. It was warm but I was grateful for it. I nodded and turned 
away, my mind busy with the problem of reaching the caves above us. 

'Ian...' 
I turned back to her and looked at her straight in the eyes. 
'Look, Barbara, just because I was lucky with that... that thing from the lake doesn't 

mean you have to apologize.' She opened her mouth to speak but I went on quickly: 'I 
know... there isn't anything to say sorry for. All right! Let's just finish this business and get 
back to the Ship and the Doctor.' She said, 'And then what?' 

'I don't know. Let's hope he can take us back to Earth again—if you think the 
world's big enough for the two of us!' 

At that moment Kristas appeared carrying a huge creeper over his shoulder which 
trailed after him like a huge snake. 

'We needed some sort of rope,' he said quietly and dumped it down at my feet. I 
was only half aware that Barbara hadn't looked at him at all but was still staring at me. 
Then she walked away. Oh, well, I thought, you can't be liked by everybody. I took Kristas's 
hand and shook it as hard as I could and I suppose it must have felt like a feather 



caressing a battleship. It was a bit ridiculous anyway. Even at full stretch, my hand couldn't 
close around the palm of his. 

He smiled at me then shaded his eyes and looked upwards at the place where the 
pipes came out of the mountain. 

'One of us must climb up with the creeper,' and he looked at me with a slight 
twinkle in his eyes. 'I suggest the strongest of us. Either you or me.' 

'I don't fancy pulling a great hulk like you up on the side of a mountain. You'll have 
to go.' He nodded gravely as if there were really any choice at all between us. He could 
have picked me up and thrown me like a cricket ball if he'd wanted to. 

'The trouble is,' I went on, 'the heat, Kristas.' 
'Worse trouble at night.' 
He picked up the creeper, tested it with his huge hands and began to coil it. 
'If one of us—and I'm willing to try—can make the slow climbing journey the others 

can be brought up with speed.' 
'All right, Kristas, if you promise me you'll give up if the sun gets too much.' 
There was a short pause as he went on coiling the rope through his left hand and 

over his shoulder. He said, 'It's curious how everything we do I now see in terms of a 
struggle. I did not realize it before. The sun will be a worthy opponent.' 

He walked away and started up the mountain. I joined the others and we watched 
him anxiously. The first hundred and fifty feet or so were easy with plenty of foot and hand 
holds, but after that the rock face was smoother. I saw him stop at one point, ease off his 
sandals and hurl them down to us. The sun glistened on his skin and I knew the deadly 
process was working. Heat and strenuous exercise bringing out the perspiration which 
promptly dried in the heat, and however toughened the skin surface was the merciless sun 
would roast and shrivel it, flaking away each successive layer until it burned its way 
through to the shrinking flesh beneath. 

Now Kristas reached the worst part of all. The mountain-side suddenly inclined 
outwards slightly and even a professional mountaineer with hammer and metal supports, 
ropes and tackle and climbing boots would have taken as much time as he could. But time 
was the last thing Kristas could spare. He settled himself securely under the great lip of the 
rock and looked down at us. 

'Can you hear me?' he shouted, and I waved my hand. 'There's a piece of rock to 
one side of me. I'm going to loop the creeper over it.' 

'It looks too risky,' I shouted up to him but he started to pay out the creeper until he 
held the two ends in his right hand. With the other he took the slack end and bracing his 
back against the rock threw forward. It caught first time and Ganatus and his brother 
grinned at each other. Barbara stood beside us, shading her face with both hands as she 
watched. I saw Kristas pulling on the creeper as hard as he could and felt the sweat 
springing out on the palms of my hands. If Kristas fell there was only one destination and 
that was the lake spreading out beneath him the lake with those monsters. I clamped my 
teeth together. and shut out the thought. 

He swung away from safety and started to climb up the creeper laboriously. It 
meant that he had to hold both ends in one hand as he reached upwards with the other 
and only those huge fingers of his could have done it. A few minutes later his arm wrapped 
itself round the little knob of rock and he pulled himself up into the entrance of the cave. 
We all jumped up and waved our arms at him as he unhooked the creeper and pulled it up 
beside him. His arm appeared briefly in reply and then one end of the creeper snaked 
down towards us. It was too short by about fifty yards, of course, but we collected together 
our food and water-bags and the fire-box and began to scramble up the mountain. I chose 



the last position this time and the two brothers helped Barbara up first. We had one or two 
tricky moments where the going became smoother but then it was only a short way to 
reach the end of the creeper that dangled down so temptingly. One by one, Kristas pulled 
us up on to the ledge. 

I stood there with Kristas for a few seconds. 
He said, 'I wouldn't mind going for a swim.' 
I looked down into the lake with its clear, sun-tinted surface. Now and again I could 

just catch the movement of some vast shape too deep to disturb the surface. 
'One day you will bathe in that lake, my friend. Or your children will. But you'll have 

to do a lot of fishing first.' 
He chuckled and we moved into the blackness of the cave. At least it was cool 

inside and the fire-box gave us an excellent light. The difficulties began when the pipes we 
had hoped to use as a guide all the way suddenly plunged straight into a wall, whereas the 
cave itself bent to the right. We had no alternative but to follow the cave, but I began to 
worry about changing direction so sharply and said as much to Antodus. 

'I suppose we all hoped that the Daleks had cut a way through the mountain,' he 
replied, 'but it's becoming obvious that these are natural caves.' 

We suddenly entered a small chamber and found we had three ways from which to 
choose. I counted my supply of the Doctor's matches and found I had four left. I gave one 
each to Barbara, Ganatus and Kristas. 

'Antodus, you take the fire-box and you and Kristas take the right hand.' They 
nodded and moved off and I lit a match. 

'Barbara and I will try the centre,' said Ganatus. He lit his match and started off. 
Barbara and I looked at each other briefly. 

'We'll all meet back here and report progress,' I murmured. She nodded briefly and 
followed him. 

The left hand mouth lasted for about twenty paces then began to close in. Finally it 
came to an end, so there was nothing else for it but to go back to the starting place. 

I sat there for a few minutes, wondering whether I ought not to follow one of the 
other pairs, when Kristas appeared and his account was very similar to mine: a narrowing 
passage which ended in a blank wall of rock. We collected the creeper and provisions and 
followed Barbara and Ganatus. 

This was much more promising at first, developing from a tunnel just high enough 
to walk in (Kristas had to move along bent double) into a broad channel about twenty feet 
wide and too high for us to estimate. 

Suddenly we heard the sound of falling rocks ahead of us and Barbara's voice 
calling out. We started to run up the tunnel towards her. The light of the fire-box picked her 
up hurrying towards us and I moved on ahead of the others. 

'It's Ganatus,' she sobbed. 'He's fallen and both our matches are lost.! 
'It's all right, Barbara,' I said gently. 'Show us where.' 
She led the way forward and the tunnel began to narrow down until the familiar 

blank wall of rock began to appear before us. Barbara turned sharply to her right and 
squeezed herself through a slim little crevice. 

'Through here. He said he'd found something and then his foot must have slipped. I 
tried to catch him but then we both dropped the matches and I couldn't see any more.' 

I squeezed in after her, wondering how Kristas was ever going to get through, and 
Antodus passed me the fire-box. I saw a wide fissure, pushed my head through it and held 
out my hand with the lighted match as far as I could. I was looking into an enormous 
chamber about twenty feet from its floor level and there was another small glow beneath 



me. It was Ganatus who was just in the process of sitting up. Beside him was one of the 
matches. 

'Are you all right?' I shouted. He looked up and rubbed his shoulder. 
'Yes. Lucky I didn't break anything. At least, I don't think I have.' 
He picked up the match and got to his feet. 
'Hang on a moment and I'll pass the creeper down.' 
'I think it would be better if you all came down with me,' he answered. I considered 

for a moment then mentally agreed. The chamber looked as if it had possibilities. 
The hardest part was just as I'd; thought it would be, getting Kristas through the 

little crevice. Eventually we did, with much pushing from Antodus on his side and pulling 
from Barbara and me. Then Kristas held the creeper while we all lowered ourselves to the 
floor of the cavern and finally he jumped down beside us. Twenty feet or so was child's 
play to him. 

I had now lost my sense of direction completely. It seemed to me that we had been 
turning right all the time and I was terrified that we would find ourselves back where we 
started again. It was with immense relief that I found the cavern began to bend away to the 
left. Ganatus and I were leading at this point and as we moved out into a short passage we 
nearly fell into a chasm that appeared at our feet. We set the fire-box down and Ganatus 
sat with his feet over the edge. 

'There's a ledge on the other side,' he murmured. 
'How about going down and up the other side?' 
He picked up a piece of rock and let it fall. The wait seemed eternal and when we 

did hear the rock hit something it wasn't reassuring. It was a loud splash and none of us 
fancied any deep diving at this stage of the game. 

'We'll just have to jump it,' I sighed. 'Well, at least we've got the creeper.' 
'Yes,' he replied, 'you can throw it over to me when I'm on the other side.' 
'You,' I said definitely, 'can throw it over to me.' 
Barbara brought us each a cup of water and some of the Doctor's compressed fruit 

and we all chewed silently. 
'Of course,' murmured Kristas, 'you could let me go first.' 
'I've no way of knowing how firm that ledge is,' I answered. I drank the last of the 

water in my cup and got to my feet. 'Let me have as good a run as possible. Antodus, 
you're in charge of the lighting arrangement. Hold the fire-box up as high as you can.' 

He nodded and moved to the left edge of our side, holding up the fire-box. I 
examined the ledge and searched above it for any hand-holds. There didn't seem to be 
much help there. The ledge itself was about a foot wide and I could see that it continued on 
to the left then disappeared round a corner. I walked back along the passage, braced 
myself and ran back past them all and jumped. I over-jumped it slightly and the side of my 
right knee cracked against the rock. I nearly re-bounded backwards, but my feet found the 
ledge firm enough and I scrabbled around desperately with my hands, just catching on to a 
jutting piece of stone that saved me. I shook my head and told my nerves to settle down. 

'Throw over the creeper, Kristas.' I leaned against the wall and caught it easily. I 
passed one end of it round my waist then threw the other end back. 

'Kristas, we'll have Barbara over next. Hold the creeper round your waist and she 
can cross hand over hand.' 

I wiped my hands carefully on my trousers, suddenly aware of how torn they were. 
Barbara moved up beside Kristas and looked down into the chasm. 

'We won't drop you,' I heard him say gently and she gave him a tight little smile. 
Then she sat on the edge of the chasm, gripped the creeper above her head and started to 



swing over. Hand over hand she came, as if she had done it all her life, and when she was 
a yard away she pulled over her legs and rested them on the ledge and levered herself 
upwards. I caught her round the waist and pulled her beside me thankfully. Then I felt the 
muscles tightening in her back and she moved away from me. Isn't there enough to do, I 
thought angrily, without all this ridiculous hatred. 

'There isn't any need to make it quite so obvious,' I breathed furiously. She didn't 
say a word and as her face gleamed whitely with only the pale glow from the fire-box to 
illuminate it, I wasn't sure whether there was a smile on her face or not. A sick fury made 
me press my lips together and it didn't help when I heard a bellow of laughter from the 
other side of the chasm. 

'What is it,' I called out sharply. 
'We're just trying to decide,' chuckled Ganatus, 'whether you really want us to cross 

over or not.' 
After the silence, I said, 'Rope coming over,' and their laughter died away. I 

suppose they were afraid they had offended me or something. Perhaps they thought my 
sense of humour was a little on the weak side but I didn't feel like explaining. 

Personal thoughts were rubbed out as one by one the others made the crossing. 
Antodus came next, after handing over the fire-box to his brother and then, as soon as he 
had a firm foot-hold, Ganatus threw it to him and made his way over. Kristas, let me draw 
in the creeper and without taking any sort of run at all simply leapt off and landed lightly 
beside me. 

'What we should have done,' I said seriously to him, 'was lay you across the chasm 
and walk over.' I had recovered my temper at the successful way we had beaten the 
obstacle and besides I wanted to make up for being so surly with them. 

'We might have tried that,' Kristas replied, 'but then somebody might have trodden 
on my head.' 

'They wouldn't have hurt their feet very much.' 
He grinned at me and took the fire-box from Antodus. 'All right, Ganatus, you lead 

on with Barbara. You follow,' I said to Kristas, 'and let's hope we find the pipes again soon.' 
They disappeared round the bend in the rock and I heard Ganatus call out that the 

ledge was widening out. I hitched the creeper over my shoulder more securely and 
beckoned with my head to Antodus. Kristas had turned the corner with the fire-box so we 
both lit the last of the everlasting matches and started to follow. 

I was just going to turn the corner when Antodus stumbled over his feet and his 
hand clutched at my shoulder. The creeper unwound and I grabbed at it and pushed 
myself against the rock, filled with a fear of falling. He tried to regain his balance but failed 
and just as I twisted to catch hold of him he hung suspended for a second then fell over the 
edge, his fingers just gripping hold of one end of the creeper. 

'Hold on to it!' I cried as it snaked away, pulling at one of my ankles and nearly 
taking me over the edge as well. I slid down on one side as Antodus screamed out for help 
and I realized, with a dreadful shock, that it was the first time I had ever known one of our 
companions admit to any sort of fear at all. 

'Kristas!' I shouted and struggled to get a better hold on the creeper. Another yard 
or so of it slid through my hands and I tried digging my nails into it. I felt one of my feet 
slipping over the side of the ledge. I daren't let go of the creeper and yet I knew I had 
to'stop the way my body was being inched towards the gaping hole of the chasm. Of 
course I'd had to drop the match and the pitch blackness didn't help. 

'Ganatus! Kristas!' I shouted again and I heard their voices answering me. The rope 
began to swing, dragging me nearer to destruction. 



'Try and get a foothold, Antodus!' 
His voice reached up at me from the darkness beneath. 'My hands are slipping. 

Can't... hold... on.' 
Suddenly light appeared as Kristas and Ganatus came around the corner, the 

former holding up the fire-box. 
'Pass the rope under your arm if you can,' I called out. Ganatus edged his way 

nearer to me and was just about to help me back when the creeper gave a jerk and at the 
same time there was a long, drawn-out scream and I tumbled backwards. Ganatus knelt 
beside me and hauled in the creeper unbelievingly. He leaned over the edge and called out 
his brother's name and just at that moment we all heard the splash as the body hit the 
water and the beginnings of another scream was cut off almost as soon as it began. There 
was a second or two's silence then a terrible threshing began, a noise much louder than 
one man's desperate struggle for life could have made and, as if we needed any 
confirmation, the terrible screech of some water creature echoed and re-echoed about us. 
We all waited there in absolute horror as the sounds began to die down and finally there 
was a little series of splashes and everything became quiet. Ganatus was lying full length 
along the wider part of the ledge now and trying to stare through the pitch blackness 
beneath him. 

'Antodus!' he called out and when there was no reply he shouted the name again 
and again. I looked up at Kristas and then at Barbara who had followed them back and 
now leaned against the rock wall. Her whole body was shivering and her lips were drawn 
back in tragedy and horror. Eventually Ganatus gave up and buried his face in his hands 
and sobbed, his whole body racked with emotion. I stared ahead of me dumbly, all purpose 
gone, despair bringing out all the weakness of my muscles and joints that determination 
had forced me to forget. It was Kristas who took command and he lifted Ganatus up and 
told Barbara to carry the fire-box ahead of us. He nudged my shoulder with his foot and I 
got to my feet silently and followed him. 

Ten minutes later the ledge broadened a little more and made an abrupt turn to the 
left. The chasm ended and we were travelling along a rock passage about seven feet wide 
and ten feet high. There was no conversation between us, just a dogged sort of 
persistence. Kristas helped Ganatus to move off and we tramped on with feet like lead, all 
sharing the same memory of the horrible way Antodus had died. 

Again the passage turned to the left and we all stopped. 
Ahead of us was a wall of rock! I ran my hands over it, scraping off some of the skin 

from my fingers, but it was no good. The journey was over and I knew what it was like to 
have the real taste of failure in my mouth. 



9 The End of the Power 
I don't know how long we lay in that little corridor of rock. The numbing shock of the 

death of Antodus, coupled with the black despair of defeat when the blank wall appeared to 
end our progress drained every bit of reserve energy away and left us all listless and 
without hope. At first Kristas had retraced our steps and gone back to the chasm where the 
tragedy had occurred to see if there was any other way, but eventually even he gave up 
and slumped down beside us, his great head bowed low over his chest. Barbara had tried 
to comfort Ganatus as much as she could but he never replied once and just lay on the 
ground with his head turned away. 

My brain refused to work. I was like a man half asleep and half awake, caught in a 
kind of no-man's-land where the best course seemed to be indecision and inactivity. 

It was the fire-box that saved us. We might have sat there for many more hours 
until hunger and thirst made us reach out for food and water but all of a sudden the light 
began to flicker. I saw Kristas raise his head and turn it towards the fire-box and I moved 
over on my hands and knees slowly towards him. 

'We'll have to go back,' he muttered. 'We'll never cross that chasm again without 
light.' 

'How long will it last now?' 
'I can only think some water must have splashed into it when we were beside the 

lake and those monsters were fighting,' he said slowly. 'The cells are supposed to re-
charge themselves with their own light and heat. Normally, they only need overhauling 
every four or five years.' 

'You'd better turn it off now.' 
I searched in my pockets but all the matches the Doctor had given me were gone, 

too. Kristas picked up the fire-box and fiddled with some switches underneath it. The light 
died away. He started to lay it down again and then his hands slowed and stopped, so that 
he held the contraption several inches from the floor. I saw his face turn and look at me 
and Barbara bent forward, too, her eyes alert. 

'Where is the light coming from?' she whispered. 
A strange, excited feeling ran through the whole of my body. It was true! There was 

a glow from somewhere above us. I jumped up to my feet and located it, about twenty feet 
to the left of the blank wall. 

'Get me up on your shoulders, Kristas!' 
The giant bent down and Barbara helped me clamber up. Almost at once I found a 

cleft in the rock which enabled me to climb even higher. I found I was looking through a 
hole about six feet in circumference. 

I turned back to the others below me. 
'I'm going through,' I told them and they must have heard something in my voice. 

Even Ganatus got to his feet and stared up at me. I edged myself into the hole and started 
to lever myself forward with my hands and knees. The hole lasted about twenty feet then 
began to dip downwards and widen out. Beneath me I saw another rock chamber and I 
nearly laughed with pleasure because on the floor of it ran two metal pipes. I knew they 
were the ones from the lake. I followed them with my eyes and they disappeared again 
through another wall, but there was an arch between them and it was open! Through it a 



strong, white light shone and on the other side of it I could just see the edge of some metal 
flooring. 

I couldn't wait to scramble back and tell them the news. Kristas was the last to 
make the journey and he was covered with little cuts and grazes when he finally dropped to 
the floor the other side. He grinned at me ruefully. 

'My size does have its drawbacks.' I slapped him on the back and we crept forward 
silently to the archway and peered through it. 

We were looking into a vast metal room about a hundred feet in height and about 
twice as long. The width of it was only about twenty feet and spaced at intervals in the floor 
near the side walls were little platforms that raised and lowered themselves at the press of 
a switch. Kristas accdentally found this out when he sat down on one to take a small piece 
of stone out of his leg and was suddenly taken up towards the ceiling. His hands searched 
round the platform and found a switch and he descended again slowly. The reason for the 
platforms was obvious because the walls were covered with dials of all shapes and sizes 
right up to the ceiling. The twin metal pipes themselves each entered a huge boiler shaped 
affair and on the other side the water was channelled into hundreds of smaller pipes. 
These pipes ran away to the side walls to connect up to the dials. 

'They must drink some of the water,' said Ganatus, 'but most of it seems to be 
turned into pressure of some sort. See how some of these needles are spinning round in 
the dials. They must be creating electricity... 

Barbara and Kristas had gone off to explore the other end of the room and I 
measured up Ganatus in my mind. He was pale now and his eyes had darkness in them 
but there was a resolve about the set of his lips and purpose enough in the way he held 
himself. 

'We're going on with this, Ganatus,' I said quietly. His eyes looked into mine briefly 
then moved away over my shoulder. 

'Did you think I would give up?' 
'I just know that there might not seem to be any purpose in your brother's death. 

You and I and the others have to make sure there is one. He mustn't have died in vain.' 
'No,' agreed Ganatus firmly. 
Kristas came marching towards us. 
'There's a door and a corridor at the other end. Barbara says she can see a lift.' 
'Well, what are we to do? Is there any way we can put this place out of action?' I 

looked at my watch, mercifully undamaged. 'We're not really due to meet Alydon and the 
Doctor for another four hours.' 

'If we do break anything,' said Ganatus, 'the Daleks will start swarming down here 
and we might be driven back into the mountain caves again.' 

Barbara suddenly ran towards us. 
'I can hear alarm bells ringing and announcements going on,' she cried, 'but the 

words aren't clear.' 
With one accord we raced over to the door and along the corridor to the lift. The 

sound of alarm bells increased and I could hear the voice too; it was above us somewhere 
and full of urgency. 

'Up in the lift,' I ordered and we tumbled into it. I pressed a low button so that we 
progressed upwards one floor only. The bells were louder now and as soon as the lift 
stopped and we sepped out into the little ante-chamber that separated all the lifts from the 
corridors the voice became distinct. 

'Emergency!' it grated out. 'The Thals are entering the city. Emergency!' 



Then I saw the door in front of us begin to slide sideways and just caught the 
lowest edge of a Dalek. 

'Get back,' I shouted and we fell into the lift again. I jabbed at a button wildly and 
the lift began to move upwards just as the Dalek slid into the ante-chamber. 

 
'Why have they come earlier?' asked Ganatus but the lift stopped again and this 

time the door to the corridor was open. I motioned them all to stay where they were and 
edged across and peered out. The corridor was deserted. I nearly jumped when the voice 
over the tannoy system broke out again. 

'Emergency! Thals are reported to have been seen on level twenty-nine.' That was 
the one we'd just left. We had escaped from there and risen eight floors so we must be on 
level twenty-one. 



'Report to Master Room when Thals are captured,' the voice continued in its deadly 
monotone. Then there was a pause and I thought the message had ended. I was just 
turning away when the voice began again. 'Wait!' it ordered. I waited a few seconds more 
and it suddenly occurred to me that whoever was doing the announcements was referring 
to someone else for fresh orders. As if in confirmation the voice spoke again. 

'Orders are changed. Do not capture, repeat do not capture Thals. Exterminate. 
Repeat... exterminate.' 

I went back slowly to the others. A master room. A voice that was receiving orders. 
At last we had a goal. We had to find that Master Room and destroy it. 

'We never imagined that they had a leader,' said Ganatus when I told them what 
had happened. 

'Neither did I, I thought they were all equal. I'm beginning to suspect that there is 
someone in charge of them, directing their operations.' 

'The point is' said Barbara, 'where is the Master Room?' 
I waved them all back into the lift and pressed a button that would take us up to the 

tenth level. 
'We don't even know if this room is in this particular building,' I explained. 'We'll just 

have to search round for it.' 
The lift stopped once again and we moved out of the ante-chamber cautiously and 

crossed the corridor. I waved my hand over a wall-bulb and we walked into a small room 
opposite. The light in it hurt my eyes and I screwed them up and saw that the entire area of 
the floor, except for two feet all round was taken up by a glass case under which I could 
see thousands of little green shoots. The heat in the room was terrific and I knew we 
couldn't stay there much longer. 

'Artificial sunlight.' breathed Barbara. 'Don't you see, Ian that's how they grow 
things.' 

Ganatus suddenly hissed at us from his position at the doorway, 
'I can hear something in the corridor.' 
We all pressed against the wall. Ganatus swung back next to me and bent his head 

close to mine. 
'Daleks!' 
The glass case made a perfect mirror and reflected in the side facing the open door 

I saw at least twenty Daleks moving smoothly past us. We waited a few seconds after the 
last one had disappeared then Ganatus peered out again and signalled the all-clear. The 
Dalek's voice arrested us once again. 

'Attention! The operation is due to commence. Daleks will exterminate all Thals in 
this building.' 

I frowned at the others. 
'What operation?' 
'Level six must be kept clear until the operation is completed,' the voice continued. 
'Six!' Barbara said excitedly. 'Could that be where the Master Room is?' 
Ganatus signalled silence again with a finger to his lips. I heard a soft scrape out in 

the corridor. Ganatus clenched his fist and as something began to emerge he leapt out into 
the corridor. Kristas and I followed in a flash and found him picking himself up. Another 
man was also struggling to his feet and I went to him and pulled him up delightedly. It was 
Alydon. 

We decided to get away from the brightly-lit room and a few yards down the 
corridor we found the very place, a similar sort of artificial sun room but lit only dimly. The 
glass case in the centre of the floor was very much smaller this time and nothing grew out 



of the earth. But there were other things that made me narrow my eyes thoughtfully. The 
Daleks obviously used this room as a kind of store for implements because there were 
orderly stacks of long metal rods dotted about. Each stack had different attachments; some 
had hooks, others small magnets, but it was when I saw a pile that had a sucker-like end 
that I realized that the Daleks must be able to replace the rods they carried with other types 
when they were working on different kinds of jobs. 

'Anyway,' I said to Kristas, 'we can use some of these as weapons.' I turned to 
Alydon, who had been hearing the story of our adventures from Ganatus and Barbara. He 
took the news of the deaths of Elyon and Antodus gravely. 

'It seems we have both had our share of misfortune,' he murmured. 
'Why? And what's made you invade the city earlier than we agreed?' 
'The Doctor and Susan have been captured.' 
I stared at him in horror. Barbara gripped his wrist. 'How?' she gasped. 
'He had a theory that the Daleks covered their city with mechanical eyes and ears. 

Radio and television waves he said. I didn't understand too clearly but we agreed to follow 
his plans. He brought out some shiny metal plates from his travelling machine. Tardis, I 
think he calls it.' 

I nodded impatiently. 
'Anyway, we shone these towards the city, catching the rays of the sun. This, he 

said, was to blind the eyes of the city. Then he and Susan and my cousin Gurna went 
down there. The Doctor said he had a way to immobilize the radio waves, so that we could 
enter the city undetected. Gurna came back alone and said we had to invade at once 
because the Doctor had discovered that the Daleks were planning to explode a bomb in 
the atmosphere above the city and poison the air. As Gurna reached the desert he 
happened to look back.' 

He gazed around at all of us sadly. 
'Well, go on, man!' I demanded. 
'Gurna saw the Doctor and Susan surrounded by a ring of Daleks. There was 

nothing he could do. He just had to stand there watching them being led away.' 
'They weren't killed, then?' 
He shook his head but I saw in his face that he didn't think they could be alive. 
'Now we know what the voice was talking about when it mentioned the "operation",' 

I said grimly. 'Due to start at any moment. It's the bomb!' 
I ran over to one of the stacks of rods and scattered them on the floor. They were 

the ones with hooks on one end. 
'Grab one of these and follow me,' I yelled. They each picked one up and we 

hurried out into the corridor. There was no caution now and I felt happier with something in 
my hands. Puny though it was, it was better than nothing. I knew we would be helpless in a 
long-range battle but I felt we could give a good account of ourselves in any close work. 
The corridor was a long one and I took hold of Kristas's arm. 

'Kristas,' I said. 'I'm giving you a job to do. Guard Barbara. Don't leave her side.' 
He nodded reassuringly. 
'I will watch over her. I know what she means to you.' 
Was he right? Surely I was merely protecting the weakest of our party. I pushed it 

out of my mind as Ganatus pointed to a box on the wall. I recognized it as similar to the 
one the Doctor had smashed in the cell. It had a perfect view of us. I raised up the metal 
rod and smashed the box right in the middle and it sagged out of the wall. Immediately a 
chorus of alarm bells started up and the same metallic voice boomed along the corridor. 



'Emergency! Thals have been detected on level ten. Close off intersections... close 
off intersections immediately.' 

'There's a lift down here,' called Alydon and then I saw that behind me a whole 
series of metal doors were beginning to slide downwards. 

'How far ahead?' I snapped and hurried on. Kristas suddenly bounded past me and 
pushed at one of the doors that was trying to cut off our advance. He slowed it a little but 
couldn't stop its progress. Barbara literally dived past him and ran on ahead. 

'One more before the lift,' she screamed out but by this time Kristas was on his 
knees. We all put our shoulders into holding the door and must have damaged the 
mechanism because it stopped altogether. 

'Ganatus,' I gasped, 'get through and help Barbara. We must get to that lift.!' 
He squeezed himself between our legs and disappeared. Immediately he was on 

the other side I heard him urging us to hurry and I forced myself through. 
I saw Barbara on her hands and knees holding up the last door. Ganatus helped 

her but still the door moved downwards gradually, like a guillotine in slow motion. I flung 
myself forward and managed to get my back underneath it. A high whine began to fill the 
air as the power of the door was increased but luckily Kristas and Alydon arrived and again 
we managed to stop the door and scramble through. It fell behind us with a reverberating 
clang as I pulled Alydon through and we rushed into the lift. 

'Some of us managed to get into this building,' Alydon told us as the lift began to 
move up, 'but two of my men were cut down in the hall below. Others are trapped in other 
buildings. I'm afraid we may have lost several.' 

I set my mind grimly against any thought of sympathy or pity. We had to smash that 
Master Room somehow and then we had to find the Doctor and Susan. There wasn't time 
for tears. That would be for later. 

The lift bumped to a gentle stop and we crept out and peered down the corridor. 
Level six was different from the others because a short way down the left hand turn I could 
see a huge archway. I caught a glimpse of Daleks gliding about swiftly within. 

I knew instinctively that this was the heart of the City of the Daleks, their Master 
Room. If we could put it out of action I felt we might just have a chance. At least, I reflected 
grimly, we'd give a good account of ourselves. 

I turned to Alydon. 
'Down below we found a kind of hydro-electric plant. Where they turn the water 

from the lake into power. Ganatus will show you. I want you both to go down there and 
smash it up. Break the dials, destroy as much as you can.' 

'But you'll need us here,' objected Ganatus. 
'Don't argue. There isn't time. When you've done that, find as many Thals as you 

can and bring them up here.' 
'Please, Ganatus, do as Ian says,' Barbara said. 'It's the best way.' 
If I was surprised at this unexpected support, I didn't show it. 
'We've followed you so far,' said Ganatus simply. 'It would be wrong to argue now.' 
He stepped back into the lift with the reluctant Alydon and pressed one of the 

switches. The two of them sank out of sight. I turned to the other two. 
'Now listen to me. This isn't going to be pleasant. If I'm right, this is where they're 

controlling this bomb. We've got to stop them. There may be dozens of them in there and 
they're armed. All we have is surprise and greater mobility.' 

We pressed ourselves close against the wall as a Dalek hurried by. I peered out 
again and immediately spotted two doors that faced each other at right angles to the 
archway. They were obviously little side rooms of some sort but the value of them was that 



we needn't be caught out in the open corridor. The Dalek that had just passed by might 
well have gone on some little errand. I didn't fancy being caught in any cross-fire. 

'I'll go first. Kristas, you next. Barbara, stay close behind him and keep an eye over 
your shoulder.' 

I stepped out and began to creep up towards what must be the Master Room, 
searching the walls around me for any more of the viewing boxes that might warn them of 
our approach, but fortunately there weren't any. I reached the archway and discovered with 
a shock that it wasn't open as I'd first thought. The way was effectively barred by a plate-
glass door, much too thick to break through. It was a set-back but I put the problem of how 
to get into the room aside for the moment and risked a look into the Master Room. 

The first thing I saw was a long metal pipe running up to the roof around which four 
or five Daleks were standing. I could see that they were supervising the tipping of some 
liquid from a metal container into an oblong box affair that was placed inside the pipe and 
reached by a glass door. The second thing I saw was a glass Dalek! 

He was resting on a kind of dais and his casing was totally made of glass. Inside, I 
could see the same sort of repulsive creature that the Doctor and I had taken out of the 
machine and wrapped in the cloak. The Dalek looked totally evil, sitting on a tiny seat with 
two squat legs not quite reaching the floor. The head was large, and I shuddered at the 
inhuman bumps where the ears and nose would normally be and the ghastly slit for a 
mouth. One shrivelled little arm moved about restlessly and the dark-green skin glistened 
with the same oily substance that had revolted me before. 

'Hurry, hurry,' I heard it say and it spoke with a different kind of voice altogether, not 
like the dull, lifeless monotone of its fellows but more of a dreadful squeaking sound that 
only just made the words intelligible. 

What alerted me was the fact that I could actually hear anything through a thick 
plate of glass that ought to have made the room soundproof. I looked round for the reason 
and found it in a metal grille set at floor level on either side of the archway. It was about 
three feet high from the floor upwards and disappeared into the wall. If it runs along the 
wall in the side room, I reflected, we can forget the plate-glass door and break through the 
grille. I opened the side-door and pulled the other two into a little store room full of metal 
boxes. The grille ran along the wall all right and I beckoned them down. We had a perfect 
view of the Master Room. Almost immediately, Kristas gripped my shoulder. Barbara and I 
saw them at the same moment. The Doctor and Susan! 

Their arms and legs were clamped on to a wall by huge magnets and they were 
desperately struggling to free themselves. 

'Can you pull this grille out?' I whispered to Kristas. He examined it then nodded 
confidently. 

Barbara said, 'Without any noise?' 
'I'll try.' 
He put his fingers through the mesh and began to break the strands. 1 examined 

the room again and fixed my eyes on a low wall about two feet high which ran round the 
centre of the room. It was no more than a yard away from us. Here and there it had 
openings in it, to allow the Daleks to move through into the room proper. It seemed to be 
some kind of decoration. If it had a purpose we never found out what it was. I could already 
see how it would be useful to us. I bent close to Barbara and spoke in her ear. 

'I think one of us could slip through the grille and crawl round under cover of that 
little wall and reach the Doctor and Susan. How about it?' 

She nodded. 



'Good girl. I haven't any idea how strong those magnets are. Do the best you can. 
Free the legs first where you can work out of sight. Leave the hands until Kristas and I start 
our diversion.' 

'Be very careful, Ian,' Barbara whispered. Kristas had made a wide hole in the grille 
and we helped Barbara through it. She began to worm her way along the wall and 
fortunately all the Daleks were now in a fever of activity and she was able to inch along 
without being seen. 

The Doctor stopped his struggling and lifted his head up. 
'Stop this senseless slaughter,' he bellowed. 
I saw the glass Dalek jump to its feet and give a little dance of rage, its one arm 

waving furiously and banging the inside of the glass. 
'Silence!' it squeaked. 'We shall be the people of Skaro. The only people!' 
I heard Kristas give a little groan behind me. 
'Is that what we fight? That dreadful thing?' He hissed. 
'And it is planning to make the air unbreathable,' I whispered grimly. I turned my 

attention to the Dalek in the glass casing again. 
'Why is it not ready?' it was saying. 'We must hurry, I tell you.' 
The Daleks around the metal pipe withdrew the container now, holding it with their 

sucker rods, and two of them took it out of my eye-line to the right. The others closed the 
glass door carefully and then moved to the other side of the metal tube with their backs to 
us and came to rest before an enormous bank of dials and switches. Barbara had slithered 
right round the little metal wall by this time and both the Doctor and Susan had seen her, 
although they kept their faces well to the front so as not to give her away. I saw Barbara 
pull off the magnets from Susan's legs and I tensed my muscles. 

'All right, my friend,' I breathed. 'We smash that glass Dalek. Then do as much 
damage as we can to those dials.' 

He gripped his metal rod firmly. There was the slightest smile on his lips that gave 
me just that extra bit of courage I needed. 

We eased through the broken grille, gathered ourselves on the floor and leapt to 
our feet together. For some reason or other, I shouted out a bellow of defiance and, waving 
my metal rod over my head, I rushed at the Dalek in the glass casing. 

It was pointed towards the bank of dials and I saw its face turn to stare at me in 
astonishment as I ran up to it. I saw its casing begin to swivel and knew if the gun-stick 
could point at me in time I was finished. I jumped to one side as it fired past me and the 
glass plate covering the archway disintegrated and thousands of little bits of glass flew all 
over the room. I swung the metal rod high over my head and down and the glass 
shattered. The thing inside gave the most terrifying screech that made my heart thump 
against my breast and I saw it slipping over the broken glass and lie wriggling or, the floor. 
Kristas used the metal pipe as a cover and hurled his rod straight at the dials. The Daleks 
in front of it had swung round at the sound of the death-throes of their leader and the metal 
rod crashed over their heads. 

Immediately there was a tremendous surge of movement as two of the Daleks fired 
their gun-sticks at me. I dived away, bruising my shoulder on the ground. The blue, 
sparkling flames bit across the room and melted the wall behind where I had been 
standing. 

Barbara had freed both Susan and the Doctor and was just hurrying them to the 
Archway when it was filled with a dozen Thals led by Ganatus. They poured into the 
chamber and two of them fell immediately, cut down by the Dalek guns. I saw Kristas get 
behind one of the Daleks and lift it right off the ground and throw it straight at two others 



just as they fired. There was a colossal explosion which knocked Kristas backwards, 
sliding him along the floor towards me. He shook his head once and then picked up a 
metal canister from the floor near him and smashed in the top of another Dalek with it. I 
watched Ganatus jump on the back of a Dalek and be carried half across the room until it 
swivelled round suddenly and threw him off. A blue flame sped out from its gun and just 
caught the top of his shoulder and Ganatus fell with a groan. 

I was busy at the metal pipe in the centre of the room. I could see a hundred wires 
leading to the oblong metal box inside and I pulled two of them away. A sixth sense 
warned me of danger and I fell sideways as a Dalek's sucker stick clanged sideways 
against the pipe in an effort to crush me. I could see there was just a fingerhold at the 
bottom of the casing and before it could move any more, I put my hands under it and 
toppled it over on one side. Another Thal was pinned to the wall on my right and I could 
see the Dalek sucker stick embedded in the man's stomach. Then the awful blue flame 
crackled from its gun-stick and the Thal shivered and collapsed in a smoking heap on the 
ground. 

At that moment all the lights in the room died and at the same time there came the 
sound of failing engine noises, a gradual whirring down. Kristas was hammering in the top 
of another Dalek but he stepped back in surprise as all its rods shot upwards into the air. 
There was a dim light coming from somewhere and I realized that the lighting had only 
diminished, it hadn't gone out totally. About eighty per cent of the power had failed. I felt a 
hand helping me to my feet and it was the Doctor, who handed me one of his everlasting 
matches. He'd obviously distributed them around the room for nine or ten of them were 
struck almost at the same time. The surviving Daleks were moving again but slowly now 
and I could see that their rods were beginning to fall downwards. From inside each one I 
began to hear a kind of moaning sound. It became louder and louder and Susan put her 
hands over her ears. 

'Have you dismantled that bomb, Chesterton,' the Doctor demanded. 
'I don't knowI replied wearily. 'I pulled away some of the connections.' 
He crossed to the pipe and pulled out the rest of the wires. I moved nearer to one 

of the Daleks. The moaning was dying down now and the Thals were watching silently. 
Kristas still had his canister in his huge hands ready to put down any resistance but I think 
we all guessed that something was happening to the creatures. 

The Dalek I was near moved its eye-stick towards me slowly. Its other two sticks 
were now pointing straight down towards the floor. 

'Stop... our power... from failing,' it grated out weakly. The Doctor came over and 
stood at my shoulder, listening intently. 

'Power is our life,' it went on. The voice was getting quieter and quieter now. 
'Even if I wanted to,' said the Doctor, 'I don't know how.' 
'Then this... is the end... of the Daleks,' the voice said and the last word was almost 

swallowed away. The eye-stick dropped limply and pointed downwards. I looked around 
the room. All the machines were the same. Lifeless. 

There was quite a long silence and no one moved. Then the Doctor put his hand on 
the top of the Dalek and gave it a little push. It moved about three inches and stopped. 

'They're dead. They're all dead,' I heard Susan whisper. 
The Doctor crossed the room, picking his way through the debris carefully. He bent 

over the Dalek I had destroyed in its glass casing and, with an expression of distaste, 
removed a slender little chain from round its neck. He came back to where I was standing 
and held up the chain, and on the end of it I saw the fluid link. 

'All safe now, Chesterton, eh?' 



Our eyes met. I didn't say a word. There didn't seem to be any point in raking over 
old ashes. 

'Well, you don't bear grudges, young man, do you?' He glanced around the room. 
'Plenty of mercury in here, anyway. Incidentally, that Dalek over there, the one you 
destroyed. Did you notice it had a wire attached to one of its legs? My guess is that 
electricity wasn't just used to power the casing they wore or fire their guns. I think they 
needed power to help their hearts beat.' 

'I sent Alydon and Ganatus down to destroy their electric plant.' 
'Best thing you could have done, my dear fellow,' he replied gravely. 'The best thing 

among a whole series of brave acts.' 
Alydon and a group of about twenty Thals entered the room and they all began to 

wander about, questioning those that had been in the fight and listening with rapt attention 
to a dozen different versions. Alydon carne over and joined us, after bending over Barbara 
and Susan who were comforting Ganatus and binding his shoulder with a remnant of 
material that Kristas ripped off his own tunic. 

'Are they really dead, Doctor?' Alydon said. 
'Yes, the power of the Daleks is finished. This is your planet now, Alydon. You have 

all the inventions of the Daleks to help you rebuild it.' 
Alydon looked around the room in bewilderment. 'I don't know how any of these 

things work.' 
'Then you have things to learn,' remarked the Doctor. 
'If only we could have achieved our learning without so much sacrifice.' 
The Doctor regarded him seriously. 
'Don't waste the lives that some of your people have given. If you say to me, "Why 

should we ever make war again?" then now I not only agree with you, I insist that you 
follow your principles.' 

I said, 'But remember also, Alydon, that you must go on fighting. You must battle 
with the soil and the sun, fight the creatures in the lake and struggle to keep life itself an 
ever-increasing thing of beauty.' 

'And, if I may have the last word, Chesterton,' put in the Doctor quietly, 'always 
search for the truth.' He looked away from Alydon and weighed the fluid link in his hand. 
'Be straightforward,' he went on. 'It's surprising how much trouble can come from a small 
deception.' 
 

Barbara didn't say a word to me on the journey back to the forest and although 
there was a triumphant feast that night she kept well away from me. She sat between the 
injured Ganatus and Alydon. From time to time, I sensed that she was looking at me but 
she always averted her eyes whenever I looked at her. 

At the end of the evening, as we sat within a ring of the fire-boxes, the Thals rained 
gifts on us and embarrassed us all with compliments. Embarrassed us all that is, except 
the Doctor, who accepted every present and every fine word with a grandness that 
somehow managed to avoid superiority or any sense of being patronizing. He was 
absolutely in his element and rose, as I guessed he would, to make a short speech to close 
the evening celebrations. 

'My friends,' he began, and one thumb securely hooked itself in his waistcoat 
pocket while his other hand hung at his side ready for a battery of theatrical gestures. 'My 
friends, we have shared an adventure with you. Together we have faced the power of the 
Daleks and won a magnificent victory. You can be sure we didn't leave the city without 



searching every nook and cranny and everywhere the story was the same. The Daleks 
were all dead. That dreadful evil has been wiped away and all that's good can prosper. As 
for us, my granddaughter, my two friends and I, we must leave you.' 

'Stay with us,' a dozen voices chorused but he shook his head sadly. 
'Our way is through the stars, my friends. One day perhaps I may come back and 

visit your grandchildren and see how they have succeeded. There will be birds on this 
planet then and beautiful flowers. Culture and grace will,thrive and this adventure will be a 
legend.' He gazed around him impressively and held up one finger. 

'See that that legend,' he said gravely, 'is the lowest rung on a ladder to happiness, 
peace and success.' 

He sat down to a burst of applause and cheering and looked across at me. 
'Chesterton, we might slip away now, I think.' 
I nodded and looked round for Barbara, but her place was empty. 
People were beginning to get up from the ground and stretch themselves and the 

women started to collect up the remnants of the feast and put things in order. The Doctor 
touched my arm. 

'The last thing we want to do,' he murmured, 'is prolong the good-byes. I hate 
sentiment but I have a feeling these people can arouse it in me.' He polished his glasses 
vigorously on his sleeve and adjusted them on his nose. 

'Come along now,' he said almost roughly. 
We drifted away from the Thals and made for the Tardis. Susan was there already 

with the doors wide open. I could see behind her through the white light and still found the 
immenseness of the interior a baffling thing against the cramped look of the police-box 
exterior. 

Susan said, 'Isn't Barbara with you?' 
'I'll go and search her out,' I suggested. The Doctor agreed and told me not to be 

too long. 
'We must have a talk,' he said mysteriously then followed Susan back into the Ship. 
I went back to the glade where the feast had been set and asked Dyoni if she'd 

seen Barbara but without success. Then Alydon gave me a clue. 
'You should find Kristas,' he remarked. I suppose I must have frowned a bit 

because he clapped me on the shoulder and his eyes screwed up with laughter. 
'You asked him to watch over her, I understand. He's a very simple, straightforward 

fellow. You haven't released him from the order yet and I believe he'd fight a million Daleks 
if you asked him to.' 

I walked through the forest in the direction Alydon said he had last seen Kristas. It 
was a well-beaten path and my feet disturbed nothing as I walked. They were sitting 
together on a dead tree that had fallen on its side and a fire-box gleamed brightly at the 
giant's feet. I stopped where I was in the shadow of a huge bush, fearful to touch it in case 
it crackled and powdered and gave me away. 

'Can't I tell Ian?' Kristas was saying. 
'No! Oh, I don't know. Kristas, what am I going to say to him?' 
There was a silence. 
Barbara went on. 'He hates me. I know he does. I was stupid. Trying to fight... the 

way I felt.' 
I wonder neither of them could hear my heart pounding. Was I hearing things 

properly? There was another long silence and I hardly dared to breathe. 
'I don't know about these things,' said Kristas slowly, 'but I know that time is never 

wasted, Barbara. You and he have been forced together, a bond has been created. Let 



time test both your feelings.' He picked up a branch and began snapping little pieces off it 
and throwing them away. 'Mind you, I'm speaking from my knowledge, my little knowledge,' 
he added with a smile, 'of you as a person. My own ways are simple and direct. There was 
a girl I sat next to at the feast tonight. Salthyana was her name. I will tell her tomorrow that 
I wish her to stay at my side for the rest of our lives, but that,' he ended seriously, 'would be 
too direct for you I suppose. 

Barbara said 'Yes,' very softly and added, 'Besides, the man asks the woman if she 
is willing.' 

Then she got to her feet. 
'I'm going back to find the Doctor and Susan now. Otherwise, they'll come looking 

for me.' 
I thought she would see me. I could have put out a hand. and touched her shoulder 

but her eyes were busy on the ground and she walked by without noticing. Kristas threw 
down his stick and rubbed his hands together, then he bent down and started to pick up 
the fire-box. I waited until Barbara was out of earshot then moved from the shadow of the 
bush. Kristas gave a muffled exclamation but smiled when he saw who it was. 

'Then you know?' 
I held out my hand to him. He put down the fire-box, and grasped it. 
'We're going with the Doctor now. He's asked me not to say any good-byes, but I 

couldn't leave without a word to you. You've been my friend, Kristas, and I'll never forget 
vou.' 

Whatever sadness I saw in his eyes must have been in mine as well. Our hands 
gripped together and I had the greatest difficulty in not wincing with pain. 

'Good-bye, Ian. I wish you wouldn't go but I see your way is set.' 
I felt a ridiculous prickling in my eyes so I turned quickly and walked away from him, 

through that dead forest for the last time, my footsteps hurrying to take me away and 
leading me faster and faster towards the Ship. Just as I reached the glade, I saw Alydon 
and Dyoni in the distance. His arm was around her shoulders and her face was turned up 
towards his. There was a look on it of such intense happiness that I strangled the few 
words I wanted to say and walked quietly through the doors of the Ship, content with the 
memories I took with me. 



10 A New Life 
I saw Susan press a switch and the doors closed behind me. The Doctor turned 

and leaned his hands behind him on the control panel. Barbara had her back half turned to 
me. 

'Ah, yes,' said the Doctor, in a business-like way, 'we've been waiting for you, 
young man.' 

I crossed the control room and sat down in the arm-chair. 
'Chesterton,' he muttered, 'and Miss Wright.' She turned and faced him and then 

sat down on a low stool near the Ormulu clock. Susan folded her arms and looked from 
one to the other of us. 

'I can't promise either of you to return you to your planet Earth. I have said that 
before and I repeat it now. The Tardis, although excellent in many respects, does have one 
or two faults in it. I can never, for example, plan a journey with any accuracy. Both of you, if 
I may say so, have carried yourselves very well. Intruders you started out but it has been 
as friends and companions that I recognize your values.' 

He left his place by the control column and walked over to the double doors. 
'Now, outside these doors,' he said, turning, 'we know there is a world and a very 

interesting one. The people are delightful and there is much to do. It would be a very full 
life and a very satisfying one. To build a planet, Chesterton, now there's a challenge for 
you.' 

I inclined my head in agreement. 
'Less than a hundred people to populate it and tame it. You would be assured of 

good positions in such a society.' 
Barbara said, 'You make it sound very attractive.' 
'I mean to,' he said. 'For what can I offer you? Constant danger. No permanence. A 

life of drifting from place to place, searching perhaps for the ideal and never finding it. Mind 
you, if you wish to stay with us, Susan and I agree we would be glad of your company. If, 
on the other hand, one or both of you prefer to stay...' 

'Then we shall be dreadfully sorry,' finished Susan for him and he nodded 
agreement with a sharp move of the head. 

There was a short silence while Barbara and I looked at each other. I thought there 
was a tiny smile on her lips. I know there was one on mine. 

'I'll let Barbara decide for both of us,' I said. The Doctor frowned. 
'Why?' 
'Because the man,' I murmured, 'always asks the woman if she is willing.' 
I saw something move in her eyes and a faint blush tinged her cheeks. The light 

made her eyes glisten and I knew she was remembering everything she'd told Kristas in 
the wood and knowing I must have overheard it. The Doctor looked at her briefly then 
directed his gaze at me. It was not at all unkindly. 



 
'It seems to me,' he said gently, 'that the young lady hasn't made up her mind.' 
I waited. 
Barbara said, 'Can we stay with the Doctor, Ian?' 
I saw Susan and her grandfather smile at each other. I got up and walked over to 

Barbara and took her hand lightly. I felt her fingers pressing into mine. Asking for comfort? 
Affection? I still didn't dare hope it might be love. Only time could tell. I turned and faced 
the Doctor with a smile. 

'We stay with you,' I said. 
 


